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SUMMARY

Report on Research Commissioned by the New Energy and Industrial Technology

Development Organization in Fiscal 2000

Development Target: Standardization of Color Management

Abstract

The purpose of standardizing color management is to develop standards for 

eliminating variation in color reproduction via multimedia output devices, and establish 

an international standard for color management, an issue of primary importance.

Today, international standardization of I/O equipment-independent color information 

acquisition and color reproduction methods is underway to eliminate variations in color 

reproduction due to differences in characteristics between individual image input and 

output equipment.

Further, demand for a scheme that allows efficient expansion of a color reproduction 

region is rising. Also, even when the color reproduction region is limited, stablishment 

of a scheme that defines and so makes reproducible psychological reaction to colors (how 

colors should be perceived) is desirable.

The objectives of this research and development project were (1) to develop a proposal 

for standardization, including that for hardware (color information equipment) and for 

the software that determines the characteristics of the hardware, and (2) to bring 

together proposals for international standardization, thus meeting the above-stated 

goals. To do this, we have set four targets for fiscal 2000.

(1) Standardization of color control for I/O equipment

We focused on the characteristic dependency of the ICC profile and added the facility 

with extension of ICC profile system. We proposed the extended layer structure for ICC 

profile system.



(2) Standardization of multi-spectrum color image description format
Mono fluorescent color step chart with the process ink was proposed to ISO/TC130
meeting in Swansea and next process was accepted.

We investigated the Multi fluorescent color print and certified the expansion of the 

region of color reproduction.

(3) Standardization of psychological color reproduction
We investigated the psychophysical experimental method for subjective image quality 
assessment of hard copy and soft copy still picture images. The standard is needed in 
order to evaluate various test methods or image processing algorithms which may be 
used in other international and industry standards. This methodlogy was proposed to 
ISO/TC42 meeting in Tokyo and next process was accepted.

(4) Discussions of proposed international standards

We reviewed the method of electronic still camera color characteristics measurement 

that is currently under discussion for ISO 17321, “Graphic Technology and Photography 

- Color Characterization of Digital Still Camera (DSCs) using Color Targets and 

Spectral Illumination” (WD), and the color-space ISO RGB proposed in the above color 

characteristics measurement method. We reflected opinions and suggestions from 

related Japanese industries into the standards.

Important terminology:

extended layer structure for ICC profile system, fluorescent color target, psychological 

methodology, ISO 17321
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H14 ISO22028WD##7-A]-L)##4, H15 ISO22028WD%#W (*)



MAttio £ Sr»iE-t 5fctote, t$3fc^6> r# 
####j fe*^E^fSWb5nTV'5/j< EtcAtitcJAiyT, 1 SO/TC4 2, T 
Cl 3 0, joJAJl 1 EC/TC 1 0 0 Icfcl/'T, Ayy — Ay
#Tlcjoit66###@ (Ay-xA-Xf y h) \cV$-fZ>WLmit&m*>btiX\,'&c.
LfyL, (@ * », A t±j fl ■ -<Zj Ad t([SIBi] C AA A A 6 ■ - * f X T *, 6 *
A, HWfeT'ftfr;h<£feWa*#ttAra<7:>fe38itffl$££T#A-T*£r&i,'fca?>, ctofe

0, Etc, •&W*a**^PgtStiTV'5»

A-lc, .L'SStitcSyjZiferoWgiSiSrinWci-^S*'iv' -) t>B4titA-5,
cn6ro$*tcrEx., Et -r xyy*#y LA

*#i-5#^tc^g%/\- E^^T, yx h ->=.r»ssro$7s, festciifewa^ftw 

g$(t5r»SL, CA&BBR##*tL"C69$6*3Zt&B#6-f5t,*>-?&&,
X, ftfl-H/5>fc#?6£*iTV'SBSWIte5i£*liU

3. i • em • mumm

3. i. i j3it5&m%mcommk

(1) M»A
AAA“baiAtX— I C it, KUtcjfiV'SI^*
fi v y /v r - tj y x c - x* x A 6
c»)«S:tcsrpE|g<e, AA-yyxAt, ^tSi-^ttiA-yyxA^fciv,

(2) e9E*y > h
tUASSst Lt7 !l yf %•i 0 fotf, ttiAro^SbSBSr^rtL, 7 d x rX x$ro 
SllifcMjfiSfW^L, Fm£SF?8tc-#X%ffi<5if 6, 
crox □ 7 r X x?£ro@66ti<SIBteB?£6HI$flM!MbA-5-

(3)
¥b6- i o^StcltALfc, h*y 7, a-
y-T-zVriyt:^ —LTftftSr-f AJ6£0 
A c y 4i </ j % #; E A t±j A ft is ItAfl A a yffifflAA

(4) 2f*#*@imm#
7 o 7 r y Manygsmu astes^rff 5 „

(5) VfiKi 2^SBS

s$«&Mtc La*fi*7n 7T ywmm
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3.1.2 h 7a*x—

(1 ) MH.6
Ltferaa.

(2) > h

j: 56###w*±&*%i-5,
*9 atfo

aofe«ic^.A
o)

Vb6 i o ¥J*irdA 1 7tJS»+*$Wi-5^'- vcfvc => y t ^

Proffitt, $#t,<7)6#@M#*7y7. 6*^. @r*f#g|+*ejflt-5:
(4) TbSi 2 ¥$*$»«* B$

I so^SfB$@#S*fT5,
(5) ¥e£i 2^$BS 

TCI30 WG2
**maa<D****A^7ty T4"y^lc4-%L6B$»t*%i-5o

3. i. 3 -6aw&sm»#wii

(1) MH.6
'L'getifeWJl® * fc kW$i$v 'WAS ARJroJl/lfeTfc 2>*

< fffcilTV'*C'c
(2) #*4Wy h

(3)

(4) Triti 2#%#mmB#

(5) TfiScl 2f*@i

'L'SHifc b 8EI+to®tif*^tottVz;
(6)

K*tcj:5»V'»>6dfeC5fe*a«®5fl9^5fcfc, «* *S#"e®lbteW«*#S$fi <
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'no r it* roSJStSlcJ: >9fet#«tcMfc

6#mm$:i¥tifi{itk LTfOT$.ftTV-5*\ r@$Lvfej *ifroi;5

ft£EffF«ri5fflS-t5#£-|cl4, Ar=1<7)it»:X5 It 

t)£-St'fc5.„ L/yfc, feSEit^fcdWPWtcItttet, — »roAfct>lt£ oT, i'w 
8$<y r@tuv>fej X’hz>A\ $fc^»)*6^*S-S-t®a*< mitwe-e-gr5±Eff 
(HfeSrAtbU

1998 r^XSiEttXroSt LV'Mfej &T-y|t,

feW$atttt5rffei-5roitfflv6jx-t#fc±«W«$()ie{i?i,

S¥WSSrM.tb+t irSrBffiLT, LT#X,

##*l:*m#**t LT#*X6-R 

ffffilc J; 9 ittfcft-eror&ffPttit J; V ffiffi* • itSroSv'ff
«l6$*’S§ttii'ff«->XTX)itjoV'T1 aTfflwt^ftWLt,

a) -?XffeitjoV^r, *7"=fy rzkffflT-ro

b) t:S:WettfflV'5-*Mb6??6^ li|B#Ht6:l:b«a5(0»l9$LITeiS$»16, EltgE 

i6t?roffeR$ro$:$S • m*S,
ffitc *8W-f 5«

3. i. 4

(1) p»m&
I SO 1 7 3 2 1 (Graphic Technology and Photography- Colour characterization of digital still 

camera (DSCs) using colour targets and spectral illumination) U 0 7 V t tC X -T tt f} /• 7 tyt

T4rS^f L-t#SSiLTj3 0, *#<t ItICSioSfttt

6XA,

(2) wse^o-y b
i so 17 3 21 iiiS8w*m\

(3) w9tmmmmmw.mu

(4) wi 2#a##@me#
I SO 1 7 3 2 1 6, 8* WTfUi: ft 6 *V5:

(5) 3pm 1 2«@g
i soi 732 1 ro#S$roy=>-y£fWfU y5C

(6)

1996 W.XHfl*lit: ISO/TC42 a y Ky##l:ft', 't,ISO/TC130 i®*7“tib 

5 Joint Task Force SrK* L, ^ 9 It jolt 5feroP=1«roSte{t:$rSr^*«$t-5 t

iltftofc. -to#, *gHPtt<D-yfyt' M)“^fcLt, #f#
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S ^ HI £ i"l x WDl.l “Graphic Technology and Photography - Test objects and 
procedures for the colour characterization of electronic still cameras” 1998 # 5 n 5

1999# 10H 1 BbfTWD
4 of ISO 17321 “Graphic Technology and Photography - Colour characterisation of 
digital still cameras (DSCs) using colour targets and spectral illumination.” & [1]hf $ fritz.0

miso i732i
6 j3 (9 T^)6o

1) -gPIEC 61966-9
2) ISORGB(7)^#^#^^t)(D(D^(ci-6,
3) metamerism index (dol^T (4:N B 5 =
4) ^=:-7(dj6V^T, ISO RGB (4:, #S#,

±^(7)j:9(d, ISO 17321 (doV'TtL
ISO 17321 (CjoV'TKL

#(d,

|5l#(7)^-e^lTLl:V^6IEC61966-2-rMultimediasystemsand 
equipment - Colour measurement and management -Part 2-1: Colour management — 
Default RGB colour space — sRGB” >. IEC 61966-9 “Multimedia systems and equipment — 
Colour measurement and management - Part 9: Digital Cameras” & t
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3. 2 Qfzsmm

(St) Sr@H<ill$t6iS-fc y ^ -*$Bf
ItSCffittESS 7-3-38 7 7“^*ty3F

HFfifcl 2# 1 1 it 1 2 0)
EB K*E®#BT 3 # 6 -f- f t" *8F

(¥b61 2¥l U)13a~)

B
0 VrEfpFjf 0*»?€3frt 

b s:01 #* i

*B*roJ»5fcfirl± C&IW3EFJrrt 
XiKSBre Krtf^SBT 6 — l 0
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4.

±®: g*i* 
W5E*:/J'#a$ •
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5. i yh)

* 7 —7^.—i/y y 7-f /vB*fft§rg •) K ^

a%T, yyhlt,
iriSgSilTlcdr t §rS*U 1eA, mSSWIM-^toiS □ i: LT

5.

* 7—y

t7*t'-A SB W (ISIS) (~Vb8i 2^6fl)
AH m (ISIS) (¥riU 2*F7fl~)
ill# * (iiiSESSSfftS) (~Vb8 l 2# 1 l fl )
tSiiijEs] (B#i8*S5dblfr 
SAffi (E*E##^:(k# 
m# m (ssf**«*fttfaMiia*
EltiMS (NEDO) (~¥fi£ 1 2f 6^)
/MU-B (NEDO) (¥58 1 2¥7fl~)
U-StfE* (SIKtS#)

$mt mwtm (=f*a*sc»)
$# AH*Bg (*I*iS)

HppWjS (SMI*##)
OKIAMS) 

aSMS.2: (g*i*$ti$)
$H*Bf (HVC)
I#B=M (HVC) 
hSB t (HVC)
REIS'S (HVC) 

mmm%M isss (hvo
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(D3N) 3

(OAH)

(T4//Z:*Aq:g)
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(OAH) wm#
(OAH) #3^#

(m#si*B) zma# 3^

* -z -g

(OAH) ###^/
(v r o r) -¥iif¥

(^^W (###i)
(--A) ^3#0^ (14//^%^!$)

m^zL^) #^m msa#A
(y^<w # m% (mcwm^)

em*

(OAH) Z) ag4 
(OAH) ###4/ W36#

(m#^%m) ^31#^ 3^

(£mzwmmcD'mu’&ww'Q') wi’ s z s

(2AB) smm:
(0 3N) IBS'S

(OAH) ^##3/
m#i)
(KCI I ) %#@#

(OAH) E6SSI
(OAH) ###iz M3m

(##Y%W^) 3$

yu^) z z s

(x :K'tf) Sffltli 
(^ ;/<#)
(-it)

(Elg) [m#hK^

^##3/
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(^/%_c^) #g 
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(OAH)
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6.

6.1 Atutimmt&tfz&mMfflvMmik

yRVZtDti y-mXAttit>m$&<nftt±mit' yy-f-7 h
5*IS©7/i-*7“SiS®AA, IS*. JDX, 

ElSStirTrjthf-5 xasu*oTV'5Se, ##?ld, -«md-7s x-Xr’gmX'zmi. 0 
*S*tri$;16;h5S#7pgoTl'5fclt8vev:Ratcfe5t #lc. T''J?Mimk L 
-CmfetfaSrE—7y*-»ri»SS®t it, ####?'&# • Mffl-td Atolc-Bg 
*, fetf#(D^D-/<'x<eS# • S$SrlEL<lf 5 fc*ro¥a-^¥$*<b", AtH*«$IK 

•cro feffJEtt Sr »{#+ 5 it * tf* x «IX T fc $ - i Se jp. < e> «# $ i%X v' 5,

[1], [2]„
-COX-? ^W=«<nmik^t LT, I SO/TC 4 2, TCI 30, jodl/ I EC/TC 

1 0 OScSr'icfc-tcT, SyS-dt-y hSt^my/Wf yfVTgitTtcdJttafeWfLtS (» 
5—tMi--51SWk:^f**ft^i*fee>no-ofc2,[3], Sfc. ###*%# 
SfeSl'>xf A (Device-independent Color Management System) WfcfcmISiiWStfe
*T7t-vy h Sr5dW/#1$5ii, /sy = ym*f«fg,i LTfi^iAtltS* 
£'*#«*£ LT«&Li6ibTVd[4]0

LS^U cmd 9 St#^mf Tld. (SSUmlSSmWtt^ir'mJ; 5icSW^jfe<c-8fc-ar 
5-BSs(BSiJm«$@tSeoTj3 9. #K. Sta#©#<ro*BSBC#t?i)ft 

81$id;. ##Sr $/t. AdjSilfc#
7-*®ro)te®roS>*i|*tt45A*«$toe'MSSi;**. *«m-ylridBLTV'5 
^8rtf#a^X$LTWci). S>*®*ro»y'-EH^S$X$tcd y. ttiMiJT-rom* 
feW*a&B®ic trt'-sy—y fc#ty

6.1.1 3pJ& 10,11

*e#6ld, a#6%6##@t@%Um#^a#m7 D7TT,ESr*#i-5c&icj: 0. 

ic-5.:
DfSTfc-STlSi Of Aid, rtTSirtti@oTt'5»7->y-t6Atti*#$SrP$i-5i: 

*|c, it*tSSSr#*5icL7ty-yy?xd led o , fiSME
&»3S*ir'Srft«U ICC(International
Color Consortium) 7 n 7 r T /t S' ^ -—71 r , t St S ##5 S f[g @ij 7)'■'J 7 n '7 7
T-'V6#iSd"5c jried 19, (B7rmH*g|Sr^lf#f ffiic-g-fc-BriAtf/sfcmffiKWStf 
^SrSrSSLfc, Sog*, feWiimEJttSH ir LT, Sgmlijf Sit. S«ftgpro#tt
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(zmZNc, ICC AfiiA(c
#9 c 6 ^6^,4: L, zii, 6(7)#^(D^

i) icc %n7T^/^-^(D^
#%^E-fvHb t %#% n7r^f /i/f'^^fliSw^^,

2^gT$)6^1 14W3,
1) icc%o7T^/ix^^^(c^ mis

LTmmf^C 6T,
- W#i-6C ^7

^(DZ9^#xL^^. #^H4= c&^, m

2) - ^7 7- - ^^AA(D

M6]^r^<—^id. S SltitS(Dtc&lc&mWHE£r ti titi L##^ z^6#^M#, 
f 7^-—-7^/ b, -7^ hz^^^^#(ci-^#C^gr^Lyio

##4#(0Wci 2^(±,
1) ICC 7 n77//ix(D|^@^7n 7T^/^#^Ik(cZ6#IE^T#

5%L ICC 7 n 77^/lx(7)f ^efvl/&^#f 6 C ^(C^-oT,

a±(DZ9(c. AmA##g(7)6#:m%(c§@LT^.
#IE^^ zfL^TS

##jc#
[lima #: r#^(c##Lz^^6##^^TA(CO^Tj,#10B6#]:#3>7T 

1/y^lSiESx 4-2, 49-56, 1993-10
[2] Gm#;&: jiER-044,

1995
[3] IEC/TC100 ^’International Standards about Color Management and Color Printers” ,

100/PT61966(Nakaya)57, 1998-10 t£E
[4] ICC : ’’Specification ICC.l: File Format for Color Profiles”, 1998-9
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[5] ■. $r#.es$#$iaiss*M38S* r&

VfiKlO^Sfp^vwdr- • SSS«tt.^'M?g##»?ES:Ks!t$«-S'». 1999-3
2000-3

[6] Y. Ohya, etal., Natural color reproduction of human skin for telemedicine, Proc. Of 
Medical Imaging 1998, Image Display, Vol.3335, pp 263-270, 1998.
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6.1.2 I

ICC 7 n 7 7 / /I'M# LT6#m(D^@l]^#IEi-6^^ LT(±, 
h/ix^T—7'/Hky 5^^ 
h/l%&7 ])

h^f##eicc7D77/^m(DAT 
(DT-y/]x(c-Dl^TiB^L^^:A. #2^7"—f < fz-g "0/^(7 n 77

1.7MB^)o Z(D#^<kLT, 7!)7f^y^(7)mme##L,
^MT# 5(7 n 7 7 ^ /Wbf: »9 #: 100B 5)^i@ L^# 6^.

(1) 7!J7^^-T'/ix(cj:5^#]#]E(7)#^^
%moT#^71; LT#,

0^zL —
^^"^#%L6^L5o

icc fm^ztch LT7;; 6 ^ jcc # LUT (c^^^,Ti^5

c t 'V ICC t LT#^T# 5c
A*^^7!;7^(D##^-y/>«kLl:^, (1931),

(j-^-7/> (#70CIC, 1999) [7]^^\ -&<^6##<(D##dS#&;h,T^5o

^f#^ci-5c^^aj^5. (#^w;^mea^#6^i-5
C^T), 06.1.1 R=Rg((l-a)+aT)^^5o CCTRg^&

a^^7^Kyh(Dm##, T^)5,
±#BR&, #IE^i-5^^(D#

5c ^-e, 5z ^^m^5c

0 6.1.1
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ejxJA
ICC

KW(D^#dR=(Rg+T)da
(i. TE(7)Z9^mmis(c^i3i-6^mme#^L. da 
If

a.##(D^# mj
bX>^ M^-TXcD^#

0XYZ (7)^#
(3)Lab <7)$£Wj 
©#IE#;(7)#bW

7 % a Ky M^/Xb
rn%(D~(Df;L #(D#|g(7)#^t)#i@^ijmT#6m-mx:

TM##(j-6C^^-C#6o m#Kyh(D#-#(cj;oi:±C6#mBmiS
CiU±#^#%6 LX ICC X-y;^%4XLT^66#X6c^(c 

i-&o 2(7)$^#, A#:#(7)^#(7)#^
M&MtB'f'6 z 6 ^pU^6o

K^hf-/X(D^b^^t)(c, &%(D%^^b7ix^cD^#^#xL6^6o ccx^!!^

#^(7)j:9(cK^ h^^X(7)^m](:j:6^M#(7)^#(j:, dR=(Rg+T)daX#^^ #6
#32 'O 3ZOcl

b-^7l%(D^##Remm(7D^:##Rg 
Tm^i-6Z^(CZI9, dR=((l-a)+aT) d(Rg)^^6, m#^(Cj6V^X= ((l-a)4-aT)dia^

ZCX, ^#^^X(7)^y^e#-3Tmm#a=0 
^a=l (A@KEM) ^#%.6o T(j:ncia<^6&^i-^U^ ###(cdR=

d(Rg)^^6o
(C7^6o (^ycLm#^/X(7)^>^T(l. 4rfvl/(D^3E#^g)

j:o%\
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©XYZ (7)^# 
©Lab (7)^#

EI6.1.2

MfWlrSShhSS^cTX —^0 6.1.3 iiMLfcX 5 5A ICC 7 n7r

ICC^r(7;t)(06^6c

A^fa^- '7 y ^ HtitiA

IRx 4'y 9

El 6.1.3 A^^t(7)#^

©ICC A n 7 % ^ 7ix(7)%^^ ^

©#:Emmm(7)#m^^(c^6
©^B (C# #W/L ^ v '
©A!7

^^(7)T/ !1 y h t)$)6o
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(2) y!)yfTyVH:j;5m##lEy#;
y!) J; 6.1.4 tz^y,

STEPl-2^y-/^^T(l^L^^y STEP3-5(l^(:#^o^:,
Eifyny

yy^yy^m(i#^#^y L^#^(oyn

7 7^ L-cv ^6,

®t77^^S (STEP 1—STEP 2->STEP 3 )
i) STEP1
y u y ^ ## ^ ##y 6 ^ ^ (o x ^ y y—^ f^^ty 6,

ii) STEP2
/^yy-^^y^y^yrnwiu. e^^m#Tmi^y6, #j^#^/<yyy-^^ 
(D*^M#^wLTy!; y^mm^y^^^y^,

iii) STEPS
yp >^mij6^y/^^LA#]ET-7Lix^^y6c

yy7/y^mT#my6^^(zyp y^m^^y/i/^yny/y/p^#^
y 6=

(DyyyTy&ys (step5-^step6->step3)
i ) STEP 5

^ ^ &%#y 6
ii) STEP6

yi; yf#j6^y/i/&yn7y^/i/ZnL##L, yu y^##^y/^^^v^T 
yi; y^#j6^-y/i%^mv^Ty!; yf #6Ty/i/&^#y5=

iii) STEP3
L ^ y v y ^ yL ^.#2% - y/ix ^ fMy 6=

±#syy u ^ y
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OS : Windows98 
SIS : Visual C++6.0

Visual Studio V /!/V n 7'7 J*

1) STEPl./<y^-f(DfNc
i)

RGB # 8 bit 3
eW<lL, ^A^6A#-§-&®#y-^%yn^^A-e^6o

ii) 7P ^7^

y^/^e#mgrA^ L. ySr#^^ /<y 9 ,

OKzK^^

El 6.1.6 ^J^®@

b./<yf-7=-f T#S2#m(Oy7^/^(7)AA^^^^6cD-e,
p)tW.(D7 r 4 ^r#^®6c

I. STEP2T^m'f6/<yf'(D^-^# (7"^r^HB^:)
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2) STEP2 
i ) 7

ciELab^u7o y ^ c, 7;; ^^(DARmm@^#^LT

ii)

• f++ il Stij@JA^y"" 7'Vl/ : GretagMacbeth Spectro Scan
• ErS^ yf© § 0 V—JV : GretagMacbeth Spectro Chart

b.#J^#l#
' STEP1 T^Lyc/^yf'^m^-^gry!;
• Spectro Chart j; <0 Spectro Scan Ijvn y E'SrSJS't' 6%
- m 6.1.9 umij^#(D77'^/ke%!iee#i-6::

i^!l)
f

V

4x4x4 (D/< y fru %
4x4x4 p2 
ORIGINATOR
DESCRIPTOR "Output Characterisation"
CREATED "9/18/2000"
INSTRUMENTATION "Spectrophotometer Spectrolino ; Serial
number 12781"
MEASUREMENT_SOURCE "Illumination=D65

ObserverAngle=2
DensityStd=DIN
ILLUMINANT
OBSERVER

WhiteBase=Abs
"D65"

119 011

Filter=No"

FILTER_STATUS "DIN"
PRINT_CONDITIONS 
NUMBER_OF_FIELDS 4
KEYWORD SAMPLE_NAME # Patch name in printing
form
BEGIN_DATA_FORMAT
SAMPLE_NAME LAB_L LAB_A LAB_B
END_DATA_FORMAT
NUMBER_OF_SETS 64
BEGIN_DATA
"Al" 95.41 0.43 -4.34
"A2" 92.98 -8.04 31.82
"A3" 90.59 -10.88 72.53
"A4" 86.51 -0.47 104.61
"A5" 77.34 39.80 -17.73
"A 6" 76.05 27.18 20.92

El 6.1.9 ^7 7^/i%cD#E^
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L/j'U 8t#i ir J: 9 ' I ^ v' 5,6-eii, 7!)yhffi«iv^yKio
<$&&£< tax a'o-?/i'3--'<y y w x y-tc
nfc6S$a^"Tlgtr*51, <o i: Jg.kiid, (fy?/^^7®l«li, ###<7)*7^ h/< 
7>xm^&l^XZ9®&Mb6s&5fc«>. fc< tf*#i LXftTi'fcfc'Jfclv. ) 

*fc, iHicx-^id^ttiaiDj; 5*teasK^-7 v > bttitiLtzicbfj^tJb-r, m?
IJ y^OTyAE®tritW>*fera®Sv^iS9J5;h-3o 5
tit, »E«4>W&#mi-5^ i ©*S$4-WBE-efcfcfcV'*.**

(2) 4-fi<7)l$«
^571-^3270^1^ M?ti, #®(fflTO*SefS&ttiAffll-etSSicWil-f 

5: irtgWlcL-CiJ'y, rtofcfcic,
<t\ LTfil

X K<oS$oL*/«e
i'ro»*SrBJtLTV'5„ ^4T*©W5EI-Jt-ot, afffli9*fi#a-2^f AMM 
tctt*g?.Loofe-5)5s, LT#$, WSLtt, 6 5 fcfeicii, 3Cid,
TfEro J; 5 fc*tc, 4«. P R L[8], f*
r=14rS^^Jt»ro#iI*|?A6«K1-6£-$^$>60

• xYz^-^^fe CMYK

[8] T. Inuzuka, etal, Extended Profile Structure with Feedback Signal based on ICC 
Profile, IS&T Electronic Imaging Conference 2001, 2001-1
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6. 2

6 LXtbtfett£«# Lfc* 7-* 
TSIEaW^ftStto 7t; #%!:. II * ic MX 3 #tt £ fegi" 3 7: to ic, #lc#XX5* 
XU69J<DB*#t4*8'J$L7t: «3tet|tx-fe
y htyttoe*KW*lcXt6KSeA6#*6m (xto-A-t-v- b) <t. tyt-t 
1^7 5 yticf*ffl£;ixXV'7,ilXt ytrofi##*p'-<5ll3te6i?£M<tLfc: c© 
#*6#lt. $*ii6»|ro?8*3$g^36<*ja5tt<!:¥tS)6t)*36d7)ttSr(effl Lt,

(1) BB.BflTtZS^S^LfcB#, ||Xro?g*a*ic)tJSt5t7X:y htyttoJtXKW 
*ro$lb,

(2) mwitmRwyu~tt-4c*6ix EroeEassofcitro*-:?*y w

8*feI^fWLt, -eiL<ii7)Sfric*f)$: LfcTh7-2 y ht y 
St-SsCSrttfcfco iIXt ytrofe##lcB8LXIt, !f.BJ!)tig»*Slc#tE LfcSftt 
y S: *7c. 2000 # 9 fl ICMfitil/ETClSO WG2 U
IS#ttlc45VX, hvc S*)t6£:-a to/ctot—^S-vX y hSr^WLXV'Sr roW-S,
±ie<»ks t t**feif£ftaj Lfcc

ttUtiy LX, KGB %ferofetilcffiV'$*t y
Bft7Dtx2 ytsa-s-efc 7 6to6##6#to#Wc&#to7::

issttisstsct btiotz,

6.2.1 VlS 10, 11

#6*X^##lt. X7X y ht yt (CMYK) t 0 Jt\'fi*& to*}tt y =t£-
7-*at55zl!iero1tf=t*fi;o7y ib£tyt©feW3i£ftWX3#'§\ sitty

ttcMX5a'J$i£RU<8iJfi?£IFro$(6S*i'»ro®«S<fo3, 16##
SZltrfSSbfctytit, aiJ6«^»*»e^P»Jftro6W«^lf 5 Idt. 
roilvtc156ro$66S*:6Xd c 1: SSBXfc 5, XJtf-ISlt, s**»M(c
MX5K#%XAi#&it#ISg:#toto*S6Ltox i fctol, %#*lt**#i#lcMX6 
ajS$. **t y**t yticM%X6PPW#(Dt:iR - ##** 
SrSI#Lfco **#KlcMX6#IS&lt. Jis z 8718-1989[l]roffifl,$MiJ6i6, 2 51* 
g#lct5**ms& («Bc : tt«WW?E»#?B 829 J§-, 1982) [2]^fc5 r t ^W*tC J; 1
fcZj^fco sittiKicMffixsaofew jisa^it. exam oeo *m&#
slxv'5:. -<$®9]6ij#6«sx?.xziio®efl*sit. am dso jmtastxv^, 
WftffliiroTOJtiSr(«X5*iSt tx#*t yt&4mX5##fmmit*tlt5S. * 
Xt y toayfelisitsitt y t&ttffl L6M#to6##)cMX5##&i±. JIS 
mic It jl 3 fc 6 X X o 7y *e##lt. #Xt y tto6##lcMX5iE**to#W&m
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&5t*lc, $X8'J$ro«,!$#iiiV'i:»;b.h.5 2 *9 KMz. 0
76*Stt 1-1500 6«A Lfc: -?; IT, **»Rro#ttX0:ajSftSrtEa+5fc*t;, aic

# 20 *E<7>nya£
aRLtfiot, -ero$*ii6Siiroaex-x^ h/Hriiifcyyy h^»ay*s**>e>, a
<o#*R#Wk *t<D6feE£*»fc<>
« 11 ¥i*. $*y y*KHi-5#$Sot»l»SV*36W y*<ofeffgU6B6rlHE Lfc,

c roa#, »*****!+1-1500 o)#m#Ayayt$#^, {firoSiJ/Etsirla]—e*v'/c feiclfe 
C5#J/E®to8S6Blg^h5'£>B/JstiiTSfc: SI:, ttlMMt fc x# y MSWtfclcJ:*# 
36»S<d*. BfeBfcBH^g-CSaxo
Wg^ffofc: Erofctoic, Sc«a®**o'y5rlc»-t5SA#ttSray*L, f oi#yt® 
sritfe-rs-itLfco ^s)E#ay$tt. EAay$$*gffWi-5W't±fesw%9fir$K 
Lfc: $Ei+airoay$ie^s*roayee^itti L/c^iim, «n¥*®istwui 
tfc'O, aiSx-^lcjb-v*ESWHM1:to64V.£;too/y ciitcj; 9 , cEtX:
<om&7>—?tt.wm*fmtmmi'. wz?-*e^tAsrjrtcufc* #*^y*A. m
)STOJicttfflLTi'5**b'y=sr»rt, *:soaeoyy^r^asL,
#tofc: -rots, E#Wfi1ffl StiSHitty yOHl, 4r ^ y t ^ ro Mg icftfch. S fc to
Ic, 4-0rotlf4»g/v>6IW1-LEV'S, ¥e£ 11 ¥$tt, $*y yOrro-feSiaSEBfcEy-l? 
y h y yortofe*gisgBj:rotbe^flofc, -e»Sf*^*icit, naifcy yorrofettc® 
m &##+6 c y ^ g a t o t, [3] m
i:mc, 10#*, ii

1) 5»t«*)fc*t)-roays»*»«Ett*ytwts
2) #«ffl a ic-g- * e 5 «ytii e si rosy * t a»»*K tw & sa,.
3) BBBJIytig toiiv' tc y S &#ffi aro 6 fe® Sr» m U fc, 
i) ® ffl epbij ices $ ii s itoty yorcowtt^ay®,
5) y-7-fey yy yort*jty y0r®fewa*«tbfeytw:
e) yor«7)EA#'#&ay& (tt±few), ewe t to.,
7) 3i5fcy yof-ro^yt^T'^Srtit'/ico’SitH;

[1] JIS Z 8717-1989 : JIS Ay K7> f 33, 1996.
[2] # *$: **##(D^*ay6K#<D*a:icMi-6*%, easwaiB-e^gre^igys-,
# 829-», 10, 1982.
[3] t @ 8 : fiSlt#, XlfiS®yc^tlV$R, 1993.
[4] *T -#, #### : **ayt, B *»*##, 1997.
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6.2.2

JliRro#y —-yyyH y Hi. Hum c)t#lz#•) L z
ns, wfettfewai*. ##*61#» ^/wtnaferoHiw
8Wy-a-i5 J; -) iz. # {#= # 6 o * y - ? y t y t a 6 ## T & 6 L*»L, zco*
5—feioUT* 
!cr9iLTto-attf$ESti*vv -eroa^ir. #*#*(/)#*)#a#i^#&a5##A 

Doo $t,
yy dso 0, zw**yy?«#%y

'<V h;^t/vtv>5fc». UMBELS* D50 *#&#*»% ih(;

#ot, jnfe»-e»fcaife«i4> nucfesEgeiMisvtt>iEW'#feit-ett*H :®
i 5 »SSffl®5fl*SroiSv^zj;5feWiaroMlls)|i||tt:irii. 6***1 6

yroftSSL, ifrojv) ftSXMyy^ Hc^S6W LTV'3co;l>-$rltt 
aaA#^$;5., izt*. to¥Sro#$is*:&*tz lt, mn%;m,<»
@V'lzJ:6#)tiSSSJ»ll)taaroSft^#:»5^?i, oTyy y^rto
KitRfom zxif-rieiP, **y yy-e#m u 1tt a
-5 z <t (z L t :

*¥Sii, hy yy-to5»t;Elt*tz4-t 5>g?S5rA5$:*
fes (yt-yat-h) t. i>+yiy hyy y?^**-fyy^siSLfe»Tt'5
zH>f), **yydt(o6*#^my5**6*(Dm$*Lt. z®#*fe*a,
(1) !B.8fl*i6toW{biz*f LT. t L5T7Ty h

(2) n-t;yy y^-im lt, hy y
y-«^*aw#(D^%#&tm{ba5t Aoy-^^#e,a6o

ltay-tr y h y y^iMKOTroMKOL abtyy^
^■)6KM*5r#$a5S^SttiT# to *t, 2000 ip 9 fl izMESitt TC130 WG2 HE 
£3®(z, Iivc^sjty y=Sr^#»t*y-y^--yy y h^^WLTt'6zi»a®-, 
Bic$ro^oL LT±E®$)tefeS&#titiLto -erorciso WG2 izfciyTli, «*fe»roy 
=i—y:Srt, 5y>URB^eiyiLii, IS, y y^Xii* y—yy—vH y
hT*feTJ;t'®^^5fl»ri5oiyLti*V't»®M,^WStLto -trot*. *)tfe*©fi] 

fflB6t)-$r5Ry ty = —TtzBL, HESS TC130 WG2 tzffjgttj-ys z <b tzfto t, llrtro 
TCI 30 WG2/WG3/WG4 Cit#Lftf*fe*Wltt4Si!8L, *3fc£SS®y = -7££ i *5
tA6«@mmt»$:Ato s#(Dtitii, u^imiiateTS*
LZiiifct -teroa—!f=1®**$^$^L/£V'^LV'troSH

^ttisnt, zrofg@iz#LT, »ftis«wt5Mi>tiitv'5o

art, %% i2fgizm#LtA&m^B&^-fo
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1) fc fo,
2) #)#### 5b 4)7 #J7i: (300nm~-380nm (Z)^5^23jB^D)o

3) 7BtM y*m#*aw$ t #*#
■I) #5b6#&" TCI30 WG2
5) R#.M5b)Mc2^iLl2 J: k>1bkJtk y%-o)'ftJt'7$:ftk $):
6) *y-fey F 9 y4-):**9 >-4-12z6 7
7) *5t#fefell (7ferofef?Ja^-t-hir*7-HHfeTOJ)

(l) WtiibbfeS

6M*jfcRlF6rottllSit;IH*ro$SFWtfeSg*7-9ro$6£6;t3 WSBttZpfcS, 

ifttt, IE$t*iiJfi,tofe*iaro3ea*W:^Ti'5, Sfc. =■ y t ^-9 try 7 j -y k 7*
■« (cg mm, mm, #*^s^(rjoVTtt, ##6i:mt« 
Ssfc^fcS, t<D@*IO^XL66A7)-#&t LT, 66#*r#Ai-6c t ZF
fc5„ h7 y y^ic<tfflSn5S:),eii6S]^3S<*tL6fflttic j;

3fi.SgiBH<oitt, (7T- F-y7 yfe, 7 3" F
-V-Ify^fe, Jf-yy-^fe) lcZ66##Bm75m%, •enbrofe*$ll2M-f-5eftV'*S, 
OTSrotiMSrffo/y t<7)%*, CG L7, *9-
^e-9ro RGB |2ffiV'*7t'i'y=!ci7i3-try7'y=!rl2j;-5 7 6*9-%^E%LTl'
5,

(2) MSK*

1 (JIS Z 8717-1989)
t 2 ifto^msSrfflV'T, 2 5»6$S^fc5, ffiS$*8'J68itt, MSHSroRgH, SJfefli

2 ae
yyy bykm%7'<i' (####) f®gltM?v’77777
9 9 »?*$)£, fU£®7?ti, *C«*
ajSiSicSR-tirTIr, fiSg£ti,TV'5 (2 »*$ro) e*****#t (B 5: : F-4500) £{£ 
fflL, i6*1$tt4r#*5 - k Ic Lfc„ *S^i7l6ffli-5S165IE(4«Troa 9 T’fcd,

1. (7t)5t-f{t|)
PR-704 mmm 380nm~780nm, 2nm Ml#

2. e*#**&;+ (BirE) HVC6S,
F-4500 a*fSH 200nm~900nm, */h 0. 2nm PflM
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6.2.3 t»

c«?##ilt. ffiS#®*6eSiRI*5ttK£ t, o T 
V'5= e«*ro*/jS@HX5ii/cKtt, e*^*atu5t 5 tfflt®, Sft
ti6SJro%*lr J;oT, -ero«a:B8»*if oTI/'So ibl£tt6»Jil1 400nmHT<4>5te^A- 

jf'-S-RlRLT, 400nm~450nm $)tit6XlJil. 300nm gT«B

$5X^4 h/WjJc^&to-CV'S/jS, 4-0. 300nm«T®)t)58»«iaifi)t/J‘b»^tTV'5. 
4r(0#E5It. 300nm VX~F h. BSIIfecO

feff«fflES*i>e/4 D50 **y y 7 4 ®£ £ tlT*3 ►), C »*)t 7 >7’(0 6. 2. 2 
$#) it 400nm yTU$4 Ay <b:'fi5r t>oTV'4t'fcfci:. ****!:*>$ »9B#L4^c 

4 Xi-4. 300nm t U4 :

(1) KO^KM*
W¥@it, »5-yyyaffle. = y-m*#. %20wm.<r>mz.m-z&3t

K**®mt**&*evfc„ utroaxeamt. tb«o 3 «
4 ytit

0 6.2.3

0 6.2.3 (b) G05Mj/5\ 0 6.2.3 (a). (c)

500nm 0. 75

6.2.4. 06.2.5^-^ 06.2.4^m^^^^b/Wl. 6#
#M%lJ(D##& 250nm~850nm3;T\ 0. 2nm^R#'C^gL^# 

0 6.2.5 b/wi.
^^#(D##Sr 250nm-850nm^T. 0.2nm^|#l?A&L^:#J^^:T

&"5::
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6, ma c LT^^/±y n y^<0#^69bm%(c#i@#i;L a (3) %
c% (4) -rmmiiwf, #6.2.n:^6.

6.2.1
(a) JAPAN COLOR ##m ^

C M Y K
Be*<oSi@«» 0.1712 0.3058 0.2284 0.0779

0.6114 0.2150 0.1366 0.0611
(b) ^#T-bA$%

c M Y K
BieXroiSSff.E 0.1967 0.2783 0.3048 0.0978

0.5580 0.1933 0.2242 0.0561

Ei 6.2.10^^ m 6.2.10
f b/^(±. ^^^#j-F.4500TmiJ^L^^^!;T/k^^A^%##i-HSR-8100

El. h/i/(DL'—f#:g;dS^#:L;k^

#LT#%LTV^6^:)6. 260#^%^^

%#M-HSR-8100(Om^^^^ h/Ml.E!6.2.10(a)^'f J: 9(:^#^^#F.4500 
T#^L/zk°—b/i/&8'#L 
T. El 6.2.10 (b)

bF-4500 CD L"-^
il<5:; b/W4;x f+ F—4500 6c (#
6.2.1 ^^^%##bF-4500 T#J^L^^^^b/^^#mLl:V^J C^L
(1. PR-704Ttl%#(C. b/P^%)^^V\

(Cg. cj
El 6.2.11 ^#5, El 6.2.11 Japan Color b A^ &lt#Lf:#3\
## %. CJ

b/i/(OL'-f###(7)i#^<b. El 6.2.9
^>jr^^^n-^>ar(Oe^K#$i7)mV4zZ 0^L6<b#XL^^6c
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Ff (A (2)) A Pa t D65 TCO^RCO

ea^PDGu^^#^ (^ (5)) T#&&C ?D65 ^ PA^x
#F PR-704 ^ P T/kf ^%##j-HSR-8100

fzX 0 400nm £A~F t 750nm ^X_t60^^i^c t N AijjlS

^g#V^ 400nm-750nm(D#^^|R|;#(:#J^^@#-egb6, 400nn,aT(D^^:
!jT/Ix^/A%#M-HSR-8100^, 400nm-750nm^T^e^## 

^PR-704 530nrnCO#mT^mi'6o
6#^. 555nm^A^^^#&(0^

530nmT(D#iE^1T^l:V^,

FP (X) = ?D65 M “ PA (^)
n PA-PR704(^)
Pa(X)= w------------m

wA-PR704tA)

PD65 W
PD65-PR704 M
^A-PR704 W

PD65 M = PD65 (^)
PA-PR704(^ ~ 530) ^

PD65-PR704(^ = 530)

)

(5)

Ff, ( X ) :

PA pk7o.i ( X ) : A *ST 1rro«©»*aS5># (PR-704 toSJSIl)

PM5-P«rMU ) : D65 (PR-704 ©»«*)

wVpB701 U) : A AteET-C'toEii 6fi«K>3Mt3£*## (PR-704 ©SJSE)
P’oraU ) : D65 *#T-C(0#0#*K## (F-4500 ©gij$*)

*«»w®jtf*fp it, »%#**** F-4500 -eaijsLfceex^^ f/f 
f/f-c, jk^ioioiziEmti-&

Ff(X) = Pl(X)x
max(FP(X))
max(PL(X))

(6)

PEU) : $*tS6fl®®exx:47 F/P (F-4500 ®SJ£«)

PuU) : F/F (F-4500 ©glJ/Eft)

BLh©#ffiT\ A (2) <D*J*&*te\ @6.2.12 (a) it, H9! A afeWTTjWJEUfc** 
e.S©et y^XEIf-WA D65 ibtiS1 x=¥5t*KW

&#&Lta*K#*tsm«r«|$LLfc„ l@ 6. 2.12 (b)
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40% 70. 92 0. 28 1. 22 70. 99 0. 50 0. 54 1. 58 0. 72
60% 53. 44 0. 22 0. 77 53. 70 0. 97 0.51 1. 28 0. 14
80% 36. 79 0. 55 1. 16 36. 65 0. 52 1. 17 0.41 0. 79

100% 24. 08 1. 43 2. 35 24. 21 2.09 2. 75 0. 77 0. 74

$6. 2.2(b) (?WT- HK)
mm A D65^A (M##) ie iii HIES

L* a* b* L* a* b* AE AE
IK 92. 95 2. 15 -2.61 92. 95 2. 15 -2. 61 2. 93 0. 00

C 20% 87. 19 -3. 83 -10. 28 86. 68 -3. 69 -10. 88 2. 99 0. 80
40% 79.63 -11. 05 -19. 62 79. 26 -10.61 -20. 25 2. 56 0. 86
60% 69. 37 -20. 34 -31.06 69. 09 -19.43 -32.02 2.61 1. 35
80% 61.45 -28. 05 -40. 62 61. 45 -26. 56 -41.42 2. 43 1. 69

100% 54. 71 -33. 90 -47. 48 54.68 -32. 11 —48. 61 2. 53 2. 13
M 20% 84. 13 13. 69 -4. 88 83. 96 13.92 -5. 78 3. 34 0. 94

40% 75. 03 27. 09 -6. 83 74. 56 27. 64 -7.89 3. 11 1. 28
60% 63.51 45. 17 -7. 82 63. 47 44. 80 -8. 40 2. 02 0. 68
80% 54. 62 61. 10 -6. 87 54. 70 60. 58 -8. 02 2. 11 1. 26

100% 48. 43 71. 74 -4. 46 48. 24 71.33 -5. 45 1. 46 1.09
Y 20% 92.05 -0. 14 9. 27 91.89 -0. 08 8. 95 2. 78 0. 36

40% 90. 71 -2. 23 23. 76 90. 54 -2. 05 23. 58 2. 25 0. 30
60% 89. 87 -4. 35 43. 80 89. 70 -4.31 43.57 1. 93 0. 30
80% 88. 97 -5. 53 63. 24 88. 64 -5. 26 62.61 1.95 0. 76

100% 87. 05 -5. 69 76. 60 87. 85 -5. 54 77.98 0. 76 1. 41
K 20% 83.35 1. 65 -1.90 83. 29 1. 71 -2. 72 3. 16 0. 83

40% 71. 53 1. 14 -1.43 71. 57 1.36 -2. 47 2. 87 1. 07
60% 53.43 0. 89 -0. 89 53. 53 1.06 -1. 56 2. 12 0. 69
80% 38. 09 0. 87 -0. 17 38. 16 1.45 -0.25 1. 17 0. 59

100% 24. 16 1.43 1. 77 24. 24 1.63 0. 95 0. 97 0. 85
# 6. 2. 2 (c) 4 y (A^D65) (Japan color IK)

mm D65 (###) A—>D65 (gfS'ffi) SlElu HIES
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE AE

IK 94.23 1.44 -0. 92 94. 23 1.44 -0. 92 1. 37 0. 00
C 20% 86. 63 -4. 98 -9. 88 86. 98 -4.98 -8.96 2.01 0. 99

40% 79. 24 -12. 11 -19. 83 79.41 -12.57 -19.21 1.67 0. 78
60% 68. 24 -21.63 -33. 28 68. 84 -21.92 -31.79 2. 24 1. 63
80% 60. 35 -27. 98 -42. 48 60. 45 -29. 04 -41. 71 1.83 1.32

100% 55. 39 -32. 00 -47. 99 55. 92 -32. 09 -46.41 1. 83 1. 67
M 20% 85. 37 13. 60 -4. 34 85. 70 13.31 -3.62 1.92 0. 84

40% 75. 75 27. 77 -6. 32 76. 28 27.23 -5.96 1. 56 0. 83
60% 63. 63 45. 95 -7. 23 64. 02 45. 62 -7. 16 1.01 0. 52
80% 54.29 60. 87 -5. 67 54. 39 60. 89 -5. 72 0. 43 0. 11

100% 50.21 66. 74 -2. 95 49. 25 69. 12 -3. 30 2. 50 2. 58
Y 20% 93. 20 -1. 03 11. 64 93. 17 -1.09 12. 14 1.59 0. 50

40% 92.65 -3. 19 28. 48 92. 57 -3. 46 28. 25 0. 82 0. 36
60% 90. 24 -4. 96 49. 15 90. 13 -5.05 48. 89 0. 49 0. 30
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80%
100%

88. 25
87. 71

-5. 66
-5. 73

67. 44
75. 43

88. 24
87. 62

-5. 53
-5. 77

67. 15
75. 86

0. 15
0. 57

0.31
0. 44

K 20% 83. 50 1. 13 -1. 27 83. 49 0. 97 -0. 63 1. 76 0. 66
40% 70. 07 0. 78 -1. 35 70. 10 0. 70 -0. 51 l. 69 0. 84
60% 53. 07 0. 61 -0. 94 53. 08 0. 56 -0. 56 1. 06 0. 39
80% 37. 25 0. 65 -0. 10 37. 22 0. 60 0. 31 0. 79 0.41

100% 28. 75 -0. 01 1. 84 28.81 0. 64 1. 92 0. 65 0. 66

6.2.2(d) (f##T- hW
BBffl D65 (mum) A-+D65 (g+SiE) ffilESu #1E#

L* a* b* L* a* b* AE AE
IS: 91.90 3. 79 -7. 96 91.90 3. 79 -7. 96 4.53 0. 00

C 20% 86. 24 -2. 44 -15. 91 86. 53 -2.43 -14. 99 4. 44 0. 96
40% 78. 52 -9. 33 -24.60 78. 71 -9.67 LOcoC

N1 4. 05 1. 31
60% 69. 15 -17.47 -35. 24 68. 93 -18. 93 -34. 48 3. 50 1. 66
80% 61.48 -24.36 -43. 75 61. 07 -26. 40 -43. 16 3. 28 2. 17

100% 56. 30 -28. 60 -49. 41 56. 15 -30. 03 -47. 69 2. 93 2. 24
M 20% 83. 93 15. 80 -10. 70 84. 04 15. 24 -9. 91 4. 57 0. 99

40% 74. 84 27. 99 -12. 01 74. 54 28. 34 -11. 06 3. 79 1.05
60% 63. 08 46. 46 -12. 07 63. 23 46. 15 -11. 54 2. 81 0. 64
80% 54. 79 59. 63 -10. 78 54. 02 61. 10 -9. 59 3.01 2. 04

100% 49.41 68. 16 -6. 57 49. 38 68. 14 -6. 04 1. 16 0. 54
Y 20% 91. 12 1.38 3. 49 91. 07 1. 19 4.47 4.81 1. 00

40% 89.71 -1. 21 18. 99 89. 58 -1. 07 19. 32 3. 49 0. 38
60% 88. 94 -3. 38 38. 99 88.91 -3.42 40.21 3. 88 1.22
80% 87. 72 -4. 47 59. 08 87. 88 -4. 75 59. 54 2. 49 0. 56

100% 87. 63 -5. 01 73. 28 87. 70 -5. 14 73. 67 1. 45 0.41
K 20% 82. 70 3. 14 -7. 35 82. 68 3. 00 -6. 71 4. 27 0. 65

40% 70. 11 2. 43 -6. 24 70. 10 2.31 -5. 35 3. 75 0. 90
60% 53. 06 1.63 -4. 14 53. 06 1. 69 -4.07 2. 28 0. 09
80% 37. 99 1. 04 -1.63 37. 74 1. 27 -1.85 1. 07 0. 40

100% 25. 57 0. 87 -0. 11 24. 87 1. 19 1.45 1. 90 1. 74

». 2.2(e)
Japan Color ##MIS h A&S

A—>D65 D65—>A A—>D65 D65—>A
¥#JAE lit JE flu 1.33 1.32 3.21 2. 29

0. 77 0. 74 1.00 0. 92
m^AE #IE# 2.50 2. 18 4. 81 3. 34

2. 58 2.01 2. 24 2. 13
a

E
SlElu 0. 66 0. 60 1. 14 0. 73
#JE# 0. 61 0. 55 0. 66 0. 50

(4) z
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X’=X0+(l-ai)(l-S)AX

+<Xj(l-S)2AX +S5Xj 
Y=Y0+(l-ai)(l-S)AY

+aj(l-S)2AY +S5Yj 

Z=Z0+(l-oq)(l-S)AZ

+aj(l-S)2AZ +S5Zj 

{R,(X)AI>Rla)dX

(^) — PA-ApapeA) PA-Jpapel^) 
APelW = {PE-Apape ft) ~ PE-JpapeA)

(X0n Y0n Z0) : Japan color

(AXn AYn AZ) : Japan color t <Z)|R6<Z)

PAApaper (^)
PA jpaper U) : A Japan Color
PE-Apaper (^) h/k
Pl-Apaper (^)
Pe jpaper ( X- ) : A Japan Color JSPffllftcoElEi J7 |,/ix

Pl jpaper ( X-) : A Japan Color p/V

^ (7) ##^ 300nm-780nm AATd, T#
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6.2.3#, ^6.2.4#,
T—h A (7) LT, Japan Color fS^ffllKcO-^^COM-Sr

C(X);e,

6. 2. 4
M
B#

5fe
HIE

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

c Ave AE 2. 53 1. 50 1.40 1.32 1.26 1.22 1. 21
Max AE 3. 63 2. 70 2. 52 2.36 2.22 2. 10 2.01

M Ave AE 2. 73 1. 18 0. 96 0. 75 0. 59 0. 52 0.57
Max AE 3. 67 3. 00 2.67 2.36 2.08 1. 84 1.66

Y Ave AE 5. 43 2. 00 2. 15 2.30 2.46 2. 61 2. 77
Max A E 6. 75 3. 33 3.56 3. 79 4. 02 4. 26 4. 49

K Ave AE 2. 08 1. 18 1.56 1.32 1. 12 0. 97 0.91
Max AE 3. 54 2. 89 2.47 2. 14 1. 94 1. 80 1. 72

A# Ave AE 3.21 1.58 1.48 1.36 1. 32 1. 30 1.33
Max A E 6. 75 3. 33 3. 56 3. 79 4. 02 4. 26 4. 49

6.2.5 h^y#JE)
*A
BH

$
WIE

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

C Ave AE 2. 59 0. 34 0. 35 0. 44 0. 58 0. 74 0.91
Max AE 3. 86 0. 69 0. 63 0. 69 0. 87 1. 08 1.32

M Ave AE 2. 79 0. 96 0. 73 0. 52 0. 37 0. 36 0. 48
Max A E 3. 82 1.82 1. 43 1. 05 0. 76 0. 63 0. 68

Y Ave AE 3.45 0. 26 0. 22 0. 27 0. 38 0. 53 0. 69
Max AE 4. 06 0. 67 0. 45 0. 63 0. 85 1. 07 1.29

K Ave AE 2. 08 1.40 1.09 0. 79 0. 50 0. 28 0.31
Max A E 3. 63 2. 47 1.93 1.39 0. 89 0. 48 0. 64

A# Ave AE 2. 76 0. 72 0. 58 0. 49 0. 45 0. 47 0. 58
Max A E 4. 09 2. 47 1.93 1.39 0. 89 1. 08 1.32

6. 2. 4 #%j#6#J(7)3:<k#)
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2) #fe^co»jfef(y*
6c 6^7&y:, r zroe$^$lr L/;ES$»roia 

V'l-J;5fetoEx:ro*, ttro^KM*k fiijfeft©T-y y##fc-eg: 5 ^ fi- 
w,5, *$, *0oes **»><,»» c M£*tKSiE5*i 
fct9-e*5,; *«-s-ro*?jif:e* c xs^iifflLfcs^toSjfee^sajL, ststtgesj 
®%*3SSj:toM«&l9$1-5: tty ffl&H-Sjtfciai, #W£$iJ$$5rttffl L*<

6. 2. 5^-ry*©#tt

ffifflEpgi|irttffl$ix5**-f y^lt. fferofeyi: RGB **%»**##&##"LT^6, 
$*##@#©6lt. #L66f*#?A^ , yn-fex^f yyyj; 5 4'6.**Lrv5^it"e 
yv\ y^to^XSItW'l-tit, yy k^^tt
W+4kro^/£#'l4yfc3:; Lf:/MT, yy ©5k)tKi«Mt. tWy^MK
Miy #S®ftftTlsyt1-5*)t^7tro^)t»#*Jp^y:tcoy4'5„ St^y^ofi 
it. #6tyy©6k #***&*©&k©-@-RK6y*t 6.

#*ty^fcDfeffait. y^r®fiffs*
tyfiys. well. yyrt. 361@fe,
k VTfflfflSiL5/fit-eifc9 . pgme##f 6m*#0#mit#ATttbyk6 : 
y^rlt, mw**KZ *) fe»$Eft;-*-5fc»K. SUKl»-efefORth^H»»c £-*\ Eft- 
Ly-fetoWiti/yeijiLyc/j^TiT^wa-f-^tySikKssierogtt 9 yisa») yyy-1

*ifirooa wxryijffl$ii5tyy-y^y kyy yy-it. SjtttJf&ftBtsftfc*)
I:. $*ti6SJro^)t/y36< L, Wfe (B roR*«cofi) ^ll^ytcl-SEP
smmwnvtv'S,, *fc> yyk/i^ kyy yy-it. a#© 4 & (yry, vt 
yy. y3:0-. yy -yy) yyy k->rykyy F?fyk®s*t ykkfffflifc 6 
feWJfcWMb-cv'5:: y©i')(y y^SrJDifc#
fe«a*it, Am*#m:My56;a#mit. iccynyr
y/G#y#&i'6©y\ RGB ® 3 S.SV CMYK <0 4 y y k ifiX’ZZ 4 feB± (#
ft) ©&#m#a&y**y yy&#c,y6*m#a*it. icc 
Wivv tt_. 6fe©y yy-y^ y ky y yy icifLT, xx—yyixtkLTk'fe'esi^Lyy 
g*y-\ y-y/kstftLfc e s.@»i©e.5risiELt:v'S*/kifo5$^'. y y yy—y-* 
-y 6 fe©fewa.y-^^»fftL4yyfiy. a-tli e fei:g8l-3fesgL&!H$y5>- k 
ityy yvv

a±©t 5 y. *jtyydrSr«fflLfcfews.iiBai-5*isft©*k*. «)tyyy©fe 
###*©$ k ©. s () y&##&©##&##y 5 &gy k 6.
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(2)

y^(D#%K##i#:3W j; 9 (-W6o

R (A.,S) = R (%,S) +
P(^)

FE(^)/W(l^_f)

+ ■
P(A.)

UE(A,)/W(?tem_u)

{FL(X)/W(Xex_f)}S:

{UL(X)/W(Xex_u)}S:

(8)

pu): s:
RU, s): mA@##s(c#i-6^y4-(De^##
pE(Z) :
pL(z) : F/i/^
wu^_f):
W(l.._f) : z%—A(D^
Up(^)

wUexJ :
wde._u): z%-A(D^

^^6(D##^g(z^6c L^L, g|6.2. 12, 13, 14(C^L^m^/y^r(7)^^:M##^, 

^ (8) (1,

C 6 ^ 0 T&5o

(3)
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##^fM^ci-6 2 6(cLyC; 7
0 , y^r ^7 y^^j^M'W'^ 1

1 A^ycir^y^ 1 c;
m #m &f#6c^(cL7b, (CN:, 2 6a±-e6##$

6#K±yc(j-^mmi-6yc^(c 2

4"lsl. ynir^Wyar^A,
yL^, #6^#m^#6ycA(Dt) 9 -00^

@11,
1-^6.=, yn^^^yjr(D^ll, y^y^\ #^:^y^(7)lKll, FM ;%f U
—-y^-e^^C-klcL^. —TA^L^M#11, ^6$S@(c

TT/'5o #6.2.6(a), (b)ll, 7 6WJ(C#mf6%0't^^ydr^m:^:4'y^6DmiJ6#e
sRGB

5 : 5 6o ^r(7)m6L^m(7)#J6
#^^6.2.6 (b) (C^LT&)6o

6.2.6

6.2.6 (a) Japan Color "e#^^lL^^y^r(D#J6#
'i
y
^r

X Y Z L* a* b* AE
(R)

AE
(G)

AE
(B)

Japan CM 12.97 29. 98 51.28 54. 00 -37. 00 -50. 00
Color Y 16. 02 5.86 14. 73 47.00 75. 00 -4. 00
#^(D R 72.07 73.27 6. 86 88.00 -8. 00 92.00
6 GB 16. 02 6.41 2. 30 47. 00 69. 00 48.00 18. 03

17. 59 34.27 6.81 49. 00 -74. 00 25. 00 63.92
3. 25 2. 09 15.60 21.00 20. 00 -51. 00 95.63

6.2.6 (b) RGB^^lC^V^^^y^r
4 y=Y"6 L* a* b* 6# A AE (R) AE

(G)
AE
(B)

#% ^yyy^yy K 64. 22 46. 44 20. 26 30.9 48. 05
y^r ^i;-y 40. 13 58. 84 20. 05 136.9 52.91

y/p— 14. 17 11.88 43.34 286.0 87.48
sRGB R 53. 23 78.26 62. 14 38.4

G 87. 74 -87.91 73.91 139.9
B 32. 30 77.82 -126. 39 301.6
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2000. 11. 101. (#) #105@###^#^
2. ^7 ~7 ^----y J* Japan2000^ 2000. 11. 15
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(2) *t =fyi££fflWd@ 1;uv'EfeffflSl®

@ Wi¥Ero£)i|£W^ER[H];£: JLV'tfJ-f—i*l?(B 
(Afd!)© 5rffv\ j; yitSroiEV'ffeijs^iSJi-tdrRffe (tt*?ft) 

*51>-y7/HitKe9i&tf£.*<$»5» -erofcAicll, ^f-y7;i-6l:^f4fcliS*?r 
ollTfPffiSr-f-)8:6<j"mftWc4b, S 1 Sr-WTIlffttR 
JS^ffilSftLT, ffESrfrofc,

102 LV'Efe<»fli6)6B5fc*, ffSKSy^ySriWc
3 fy-7lcmKLT, M£fi=o/c:

( a) SKSS
6.3. 1 icv-t, *fc. t JtfcStifcJHtifcV

t7*ttro^f+ 4 3 £ "Cff o 7c,
we*$<b urn, r»f lv'j (+i «2H, rwsrtj (o -ti-fiM, rypsu-j H

WyM <>>:s 2;c —yicy/it". 4tlHlcLx®l]y5S- -fc

6.3. 1 *#$#

tas-y-y^jL-
p«# $14 18g(^#pm4@).*14 2538
pass 1 0
P«*;i 'fn-ywi. PSRS^ii
HKif# $HBOX(02-4)
iSf?*;® fePffigjfcU d65

10OOIx
•^sn*-H^aiAi-jsii6fesstos,Hes$fforu'5S!es
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600mm

oooo
130mm

900mm

m 6. 3. 4 BOX (7)#^

D65 maiziame (ns) e#m)

(b)

-d&A(C|g:#L7L#3% #6. 3. 2(C^L, 3.
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________________________  life
L

+6 2o 3
+3 2m 2
+3 2r 1
+3 4o 1
+6 s 1
+6 2m 1
+6 4o 1
+9 2o 1
0 2r 0

+3 2b 0
+6 2r 0
+6 2b 0
+6 4r 0
+6 4b 0
+9 4r 0
0 2o -1
0 2m -1

+3 2o -1
+3 4b -1
+6 2y -1
+9 2y -1
+9 2m -1
+9 2yg -1
+9 4b -1
0 S -2
0 2y -2
0 2b -2
0 4o -2

+3 s -2
+3 2c -2
+3 4r -2
+3 4m -2
+6 2c -2
+6 4c -2
+9 2r -2
+3 2y -3
+6 2yg -3
+6 4y -3
+9 2g -3
+9 4y -3
+9 4m -3

+12 s -3
+12 2o -3
+12 2r -3
+12 2m -3
+12 2b -3
+12 2yg -3
-3 S -4
-3 2y -4
-3 2o -4
-3 2r -4
-3 2m -4
-3 2b -4
-3 2c -4
-3 2g -4
-3 2yg -4
-3 4y -4
-3 4o -4
-3 4r -4

L me
+6 S 18
+6 2o 10
+3 2m 8
+3 2b 8
+9 2o 7
+3 2c 6
+6 2r 6
+6 2c 6
+3 S 4
+6 2b 4
+6 2m 3
+6 2g 3
+6 2y 2
+3 2o 1
+3 4b 1
+6 2yg 1
+9 2yg 1
+9 4m 1
+3 2r -1
+9 2y -1
+9 2m -2
0 S -3

+6 4b -3
+9 2r -3
+3 2yg -4
+3 4o -5
+3 2y -6
+3 2g -6
+6 4o -6
0 2r -8
0 2y -9

+3 4c -9
+6 4c -9
0 2c -10
0 2m -11
0 2b -11
0 2o -12

+9 2g -12
-3 S -13
0 4b -13

+9 4y -13
+12 2y -13

0 4c -14
+12 S -15
+9 S -16
+9 2c -16
+6 4yg -17
+9 2b -17

+12 2b -17
0 4o -18

+3 4y -18
+9 4r -18

+12 2m -18
+9 4yg -19
0 2g -20
0 2yg -20
0 4y -20

+12 2o -20
+12 2c -20

L -mx
+6 S 17
+3 2b 8
+3 2c 8
+6 2c 8
+6 2o 7
+6 2g 7
+3 S 6
+3 2m 6
+6 2r 6
+9 2o 6
+6 2b 4
+6 2yg 4
+9 4m 4
+6 2y 3
+3 2o 2
+3 4b 2
+6 2m 2
+9 2yg 2
+3 2yg 0
+9 2y 0
0 S -1

+9 2r -1
+9 2m -1
+3 2r -2
+3 2g -2
+3 2y -3
+6 4b -3
+3 4c -5
0 2c -6

+3 4o -6
0 2y -7

+6 4o -7
+6 4c -7
0 2r -8
-3 S -9
0 2b -9
0 4b -9

+9 2g -9
+12 2y -9

0 2m -10
0 4c -10

+9 4y -10
0 2o -11

+9 S -12
+9 2c -12

+12 S -12
+6 4yg -13
+9 2b -13
+3 4y -14

+12 2b -14
+9 4yg -15

+12 2m -15
0 2g -16
0 2yg -16
0 4y -16
0 4o -16

+12 2c -16
-3 2y -17
-3 2o -17

L me
+12 S -12 -3 -15
+12 2y -9 -4 -13
+ 12 2o -17 -3 -20
+12 2r -19 -3 -22
+12 2m -15 -3 -18
+12 2b -14 -3 -17
+12 2c -16 -4 -20
+12 2g -23 -4 -27
+12 2yg -18 -3 -21
+12 4y -23 -4 -27
+12 4o -28 -4 -32
+ 12 4r -30 -4 -34
+12 4m -31 -4 -35
+12 4b -22 -4 -26
+12 4c -22 -4 -26
+12 4g -29 -4 -33
+12 4yg -26 -4 -30
+9 S -12 -4 -16
+9 2y 0 -1 -1
+9 2o 6 1 7
+9 2r -1 -2 -3
+9 2m -1 -1 -2
+9 2b -13 -4 -17
+9 2c -12 -4 -16
+9 2g -9 -3 -12
+9 2yg 2 -1 1
+9 4y -10 -3 -13
+9 4o -23 -4 -27
+9 4r -18 0 -18
+9 4m 4 -3 1
+9 4b -23 -1 -24
+9 4c -29 -4 -33
+9 4g -20 -4 -24
+9 4yg -15 -4 -19
+6 S 17 1 18
+6 2y 3 -1 2
+6 2o 7 3 10
+6 2r 6 0 6
+6 2m 2 1 3
+6 2b 4 0 4
+6 2c 8 -2 6
+6 2g 7 -4 3
+6 2yg 4 -3 1
+6 4y -20 -3 -23
+6 4o -7 1 -6
+6 4r -24 0 -24
+6 4m -23 -4 -27
+6 4b -3 0 -3
+6 4c -7 -2 -9
+6 4g -18 -4 -22
+6 4yg -13 -4 -17
+3 S 6 -2 4
+3 2y -3 -3 -6
+3 2o 2 -1 1
+3 2r -2 1 -1
+3 2m 6 2 8
+3 2b 8 0 8
+3 2c 8 -2 6
+3 2g -2 -4 -6
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(c)

El 6.3.5 ZnL, L*^+3-+6(7)#5V^m6^—
e#:fL5#rWE6:h,f:o Tb^L, (L*#^+12) m

(L*#^-3)
rsj 6#^2a

F*3<D&<D£r£f^ LI ^ 6Mrp]6Mz-0 rSPWl '/? t:: :L vm nnn H WILL0)X 
^6M#, L*-0 0) rs j 6 r—^XJ ?'/V—7 ^ IW1 C < L* =

+3—+6
L(DZ^6,

bfrltZo ±ic r bj (blue), TCJ (cyan), T0J (orange) Afp](>I
rbj rcj

x:5c^^6, roj 
x:6il/6o #6.3.6)

® 6. 3.6 6#^fb^Z6#^

fb^TWc,

L^l/\
tz-tl, WiffiAE t LTteSExr-^3 'O < > -D-y7°/v^Sr^^<
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6. 3. 2y7=ro—*Hfc|6StcX^v^cSrLV'ti:|6ffffl£fe©filS5l^

jferoATd'ywemirj;^, «EH-6<]*|Sr«,|±$^#8b6nfc»s, Wmj V>v-y<n> 
X 5 !CS«S^|V>*V 'W-S-ltEeroS^** < . $
fc, A x =f yfffflBfcireii®Lv'£;»$*5n
TV'So

l @roff«HS-C'ff«K8^Sto-e#3WeB;i: it, -7^ 5/ 7iro-*i-JtSift#*if 
6ii5o rro^jyt, :HS:»-y-x7vw«43i>6> 2tScro-y-X7vw*, r$.$ Lvx, 
tl'j *ir'ro^S<73*Srfcb^'C**fe-tfTttf5*St'S>5„ t®S*5:«ffftlt5 
CiitJ: 9, 1 lHltoMSKT-K$6Sttii-5 C t

-y-yy/HfcEttj; <o-ytc*, h-7 
ff«#it*B^#Zx-oTL$ 5 il'5F^«^fo5o 

Srfcit|H|g#HttJ:tRSSr$SLfc: ztojf
t6^-t5-y'yy/v6 3tScl^»ittbK-t5 - artcJ: 9, -*fbbte<7> 3 oroB^-S-fc-tir^r 1 0 
t?lR|B#itfT5*$T’fo5„ crotliritAoTH5>®—lc/£5>cot\

66lt, 2%0lbKltj:3pmKm<7)m&*ti-6i 9 t, 3tfc6M^$±ltE?iJS
4fcWffl.ro 1 bti&ofrft

i?rolfflM££**tU RB»EttJ:b|g&ro#E5rBtB1-r t 
aioi izz y 7^ro-*tfcbtS£ ASrfc fetes LfclsiatE

tfcJte?a;i?#9 SLSSiSm\ R-SrogeSS, *, rro*B;!cj:,5@4
Lvfe*aEH6*fc, u^-t< 6,,

fc¥x LTItSlLTV'5i:*x:ib;h.3:
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(a T?'S 
(a

QIMI '£
vit^s (a 'fsrz 

xlT^S^S <a T2?'T

'-)? ?5/T 'W?84

*10001 gBH
S9a uMmmM'z Mmmm

(w@)xoa5@!6 mmmm
$3STn»H#afel '$m4K-

Els SUlfflhfcl
B^'CS^dlU)%oi BE SE±i

(9-20) #02

zf—4#%* E'E9#
a'£'9 0) o^nw5Rmscz)9+ 'e+ 'E-^^wtosrg-^n ?*s

1 ^xQ(cz)%nEM$)a^e®^ '?H^-<494-»iI 
4 '$l'E-/T-r5?/'¥?S3l5i?S9H#®il '-^¥ '4-^-1 E E 9 *

4 rsj
‘oya. ^ si 440941.

(T)



(2) rotbtefftt&icj: SUFISM
(a)ftitSft©RSI»g*

6. 3.4, <ro«|6]£H6.3.9 ic^-f

e. 3. -i om

wm tBStteE R£<t t§*H£E R«<1
1 2c 0.74 2c 1.05
2 6w 0.62 2b 0.96
3 S 0.57 S 0.88
4 4c 0.46 4c 0.88
5 2w 0.44 2w 0.65
6 2g 0.42 6w 0.65
7 2b 0.37 4b 0.62
8 4b 0.28 2g 0.62
9 2yg 0.17 2m 0.44
10 2m 0.06 2y 0.19
11 2y 0.00 2yg -0.13
12 4g -0.11 2o -0.40
13 2r -0.19 2r -0.45
14 4yg -0.31 4g -0.54
15 2o -0.34 2k -0.67
16 4m -0.51 4y -0.72
17 4y -0.57 4m -0.80
18 2k -0.58 4yg -0.87
19 4o -0.75 4o -1.12
20 4r -0.77 4r -1.24

R 0.00

2c S 2b 4c 6w 2w 2g 4b 2m 2y 2yg 2r 4g 2o 4yg 2k 4y 4m 4o 4r

th>^;u€

EI6.3.9
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v^isbhMz-^yyjmi^(Dw-m^^u^mit^<f^y<D^t lx%t? zttt&0
6.3.5 5

(###M. I, M.T,T.K) L

% 6. 3. 5 AB'#^
-*N±£& SXSijei_____________________________________

-8SA mnm
rems Ml K.S NT C.T S.T M.T M.N Ma.H Mi.H E.Y T.Y K.K T.K Y.H Y.S

s 0.47 0.46 0.36 0.75 0.63 0.65 0.60 0.43 0.57 0.63 0.18 0.73 1.06 0.58 0.33 S
2r -0.49 -0.20 -0.46 -0.63 -0.48 -0.35 0.21 -0.82 -0.48 0.19 -0.42 -0.19 0.02 0.73 0.52 2r
2o -0.26 0.33 -0.28 -0.36 0.17 -0.89 -0.98 -0.86 -0.71 0.13 -0.45 -0.07 0 -0.38 -0.56 2o
2y 0.08 0.45 -0.17 -0.01 0.91 0.31 0.06 -0.33 -0.16 -0.03 -0.17 -0.08 -0.02 -0.28 -0.57 2y
2yg -0.04 0.54 -0.15 0.21 0.33 -0.02 0.31 -0.35 0.10 -0.09 -0.37 0.62 1.08 0.26 0.06 2yg
2g 0.57 0.31 0.39 0.59 0.11 0.48 -0.13 0.20 0.79 0.08 0.11 0.52 0.93 0.65 0.64 2g
2c 0.88 0.39 0.75 1.28 0.47 1.25 1.10 0.92 1.30 0.69 0.44 0.25 0.33 0.54 0.51 2c
2b 0.49 0.22 0.63 0.82 -0.01 0.64 0.46 0.59 0.54 0.37 0.47 0.34 -0.22 0.02 0.13 2b
2m -0.06 0.07 0.30 0.00 0.24 0.11 -0.10 0.25 -0.35 0.18 0.32 0.21 0.01 -0.14 -0.19 2m
4r -0.79 -1.13 -0.63 -1.21 -0.33 -0.88 -0.97 -0.70 -1.10 -0.65 -0.60 -0.72 -1.26 -0.62 -0.19 4r
4o -0.56 -0.36 -0.64 -0.99 -0.03 -0.95 -0.92 -0.85 -1.02 -0.40 -0.61 -0.84 -0.94 -0.95 -0.96 4o
4y -0.32 0.13 -0.37 -0.76 0.57 -0.70 -0.95 -0.74 -0.79 -0.55 -0.57 -0.73 -0.77 -0.93 -0.94 4y
4yg -0.27 -0.13 -0.58 -0.40 0.00 -0.46 -0.40 -0.62 -0.47 -0.90 -0.41 0.1 0.74 -0.19 -0.38 4yg
4g -0.24 -0.29 -0.41 -0.12 -0.38 0.05 0.09 -0.33 0.22 -0.40 -0.20 -0.12 -0.09 0.18 0.39 4g
4c 0.93 -0.14 0.75 0.88 -0.11 1.30 1.40 1.39 1.71 0.16 0.57 -0.65 -0.91 -0.38 0.05 4c
4b 0.28 -0.08 0.19 0.37 -0.41 0.91 0.87 1.21 0.92 0.42 0.68 -0.28 -0.79 0.02 -0.04 4b
4m -0.65 -0.77 -0.56 -0.88 -0.53 -0.29 -0.43 -0.19 -0.87 -0.18 -0.33 -0.18 -0.61 -0.5 -0.63 4m
2k -0.46 0.29 -0.72 0.03 -0.66 -0.88 -0.97 -0.54 -0.63 -0.78 -0.60 -0.34 -1.31 -0.71 -0.46 2k
2w 0.02 0.39 0.22 0.50 -0.26 -0.07 -0.16 0.18 0.23 0.63 0.41 0.79 1.37 1.11 1.16 2w
6w 0.42 -0.48 1.38 -0.07 -0.23 -0.21 0.91 1.16 0.20 0.50 1.55 0.64 1.38 0.99 1.13 6w

m=mtlS;£
-iba

M.l K.S NT C.T S.T M.T M.N Ma.H Mi.H E.Y T.Y K.K T.K Y.H Y.S urns
S 0.65 1.21 1.23 1.39 0.66 0.91 0.21 0.66 0.58 0.96 0.22 0.76 0.91 0.89 0.82 s
2r -0.43 -0.76 -0.84 -0.43 -0.54 -0.76 0.03 -0.16 -0.37 0.35 -0.47 -0.01 -0.65 -0.25 1.12 2r
2o 0.07 0.08 -0.46 -0.33 0.02 -1.07 -0.57 -0.87 -0.51 0.48 -0.44 0.19 0.26 -0.13 -0.92 2o
2y -0.03 0.60 0.39 0.54 1.16 0.54 -0.62 -0.26 -0.35 0.32 -0.14 0.04 0.38 -0.10 -0.74 2y
2yg -0.12 1.02 -0.42 0.42 -0.21 -0.07 -0.34 -0.86 -0.13 -0.16 -0.38 0.58 1.25 0.78 -0.08 2yg
2g 0.78 1.06 0.90 1.12 0.14 1.10 0.13 0.31 0.34 -0.14 0.22 0.26 0.22 0.24 0.64 2g
2c 0.71 0.97 1.35 1.16 0.19 1.65 0.62 0.68 1.34 0.96 0.42 0.13 -0.29 0.15 1.36 2c
2b 0.54 0.41 0.99 1.03 0.31 1.30 0.82 0.86 1.15 1.26 0.47 0.10 -0.52 -0.39 -0.09 2b
2m -0.03 -0.36 0.98 0.94 0.90 0.62 -0.05 0.72 -0.02 0.27 0.28 0.46 0.05 -0.15 -0.52 2m
4r -1.09 -1.54 -1.41 -1.82 -0.28 -1.43 -0.73 -0.49 -1.26 -1.22 -0.60 -0.65 -1.13 -0.96 -0.09 4r
4o -0.68 -0.78 -1.58 -1.68 0.22 -1.83 -1.03 -1.22 -1.37 0.16 -0.64 -0.65 -0.78 -0.65 -0.98 4o
4y -0.36 0.22 -0.90 -0.89 0.16 -1.14 -0.78 -1.07 -0.95 -0.50 -0.51 -0.60 -0.47 -0.79 -0.96 4y
4yg -0.49 0.22 -1.11 -1.16 -0.39 -0.74 -0.72 -1.31 -0.91 -1.18 -0.55 0.18 1.02 0.80 -0.79 4yg
4g -0.12 -0.04 -0.51 -0.48 -1.00 0.16 -0.48 -1.06 -0.22 -1.32 -0.35 -0.22 -0.33 -0.02 0.07 4g
4c 0.97 0.41 1.01 0.68 -0.23 1.86 0.74 0.85 1.77 -0.35 0.42 -0.66 -1.01 -1.02 0.02 4c
4b 0.02 -0.66 0.37 0.38 -0.33 1.23 1.03 1.50 1.18 0.14 0.74 -0.40 -0.76 -0.51 -0.24 4b
4m -1.07 -1.49 -1.16 -1.20 0.02 -0.77 -0.26 0.56 -0.95 -1.11 -0.29 -0.46 -0.60 -0.27 -0.75 4m
2k -0.52 0.30 -1.22 0.05 -1.04 -1.24 -0.51 -0.82 -0.53 -0.45 -0.56 -0.47 -0.91 -1.22 -0.79 2k
2w 0.43 0.50 0.46 0.88 0.05 0.20 0.64 0.46 0.83 1.24 0.56 0.70 1.76 1.73 1.76 2w
6w 0.77 -1.37 1.94 -0.59 0.19 -0.53 1.87 1.52 0.38 0.29 1.59 0.40 1.63 1.87 1.16 6w
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6. 3.6 ###" T. K (D —t
tB*t&E 1lHli 201 30 g 40S 501

s 1.25 1.35 0.90 1.00 0.80
2r 0.55 0.40 -0.15 -0.35 -0.35
2o -0.25 -0.30 0.10 0.25 0.20
2y -0.25 -0.20 -0.15 0.20 0.30
2yg 1.00 1.00 1.15 1.20 1.05
2g 1.30 1.20 0.95 0.65 0.55
2c 0.60 0.75 0.45 0.05 -0.20
2b -0.15 -0.05 -0.30 -0.40 -0.20
2m -0.05 -0.20 0.10 0.00 0.20
4r -1.25 -1.20 -1.25 -1.20 -1.40
4o -1.20 -1.25 -1.05 -0.70 -0.50
4y -1.10 -0.85 -0.75 -0.50 -0.65

4yg 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.85 0.75
4g 0.30 -0.20 -0.20 -0.25 -0.10
4c -0.95 -0.85 -0.90 -1.00 -0.85
4b -0.80 -0.85 -0.75 -0.65 -0.90
4m -0.75 -0.80 -0.60 -0.55 -0.35
2k -1.35 -1.40 -1.30 -1.25 -1.25
2w 1.45 1.50 1.40 1.20 1.30

1.05 1.25 1.55 1.45 1.60

2o 4yg
2k 4r 4o 4y 4c 4b 4m 2y 2b 2m 4g 2r 2c 2yg 6w S 2g 2w

m 6. 3. 10
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* 6.3.8 ###- T. K (D#J:beSitrjott

-n III wmimm
6w 1.38 0.228 2w 1.76 0.088
2w 1.37 0.120 6w 1.63 0.231
2yg 1.08 0.091 2yg 1.25 0.105
S 1.06 0.233 4yg 1.02 0.099
2g 0.93 0.329 S 0.91 0.121

4yg 0.74 0.096 2y 0.38 0.100
2c 0.33 0.395 2o 0.26 0.175
2r 0.02 0.427 2g 0.22 0.131
2m 0.01 0.152 2m 0.05 0.093
2o 0.00 0.257 2c -0.29 0.092
2y -0.02 0.251 4g -0.33 0.135
4g -0.09 0.225 4y -0.47 0.110
2b -0.22 0.135 2b -0.52 0.021
4m -0.61 0.178 4m -0.60 0.141
4y -0.77 0.225 2r -0.65 0.081
4b -0.79 0.096 4b -0.76 0.238
4c -0.91 0.065 4o -0.78 0.143
4o -0.94 0.327 2k -0.91 0.128
4r -1.26 0.082 4c -1.01 0.043
2k -1.31 0.065 4r -1.13 0.079

JGti 3.978 2.355
0.199 0.118

III

2c 0.33 -0.29
S 1.06 0.91
2b -0.22 -0.52
4c -0.91 -1.01
6w 1.38 1.63
2w 1.37 1.76
2g 0.93 0.22
4b -0.79 -0.76
2m 0.01 0.05
2y -0.02 0.38

2yg 1.08 1.25
2r 0.02 -0.65
4g -0.09 -0.33
2o 0.00 0.26
4yg 0.74 1.02
2k -1.31 -0.91
4y -0.77 -0.47
4m -0.61 -0.60
4o -0.94 -0.78
4r -1.26 -1.13

2c S 2b 4c 6w 2w 2g 4b 2m 2y 2yg 2r 4g 2o 4yg 2k 4y 4m 4o 4r

0 6. 3. 12 Wffi# T. K (D&5W{ffi^S(D{fcIip]
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6. 3. 9 ft®# M. I t
1 0 i 2@i 30 i 4@g 5@S

s 0.50 0.10 0.55 0.65 0.55
2r -0.25 -0.60 -0.55 -0.55 -0.50
2o 0.10 0.45 -0.60 -0.55 -0.70
2y 0.25 -0.35 0.25 0.30 -0.05

2yg 0.70 -0.30 -0.30 -0.05 -0.25
2g 0.35 0.75 0.50 0.75 0.50
2c 0.35 0.95 0.95 1.00 1.15
2b 0.25 0.90 0.50 0.35 0.45
2m -0.25 0.15 -0.05 -0.05 -0.10
4r -1.05 -1.15 -0.70 -0.65 -0.40
4o -0.20 -0.70 -0.60 -0.65 -0.65
4y -0.20 0.25 -0.40 -0.60 -0.65

4yg -0.15 0.25 -0.55 -0.35 -0.55
4g 0.00 0.05 -0.35 -0.35 -0.55
4c 0.10 0.40 1.25 1.35 1.55
4b -0.30 -0.20 0.65 0.55 0.70
4m -0.70 -0.95 -0.55 -0.55 -0.50
2k -0.05 -0.55 -0.55 -0.60 -0.55
2w 0.00 0.15 -0.05 -0.10 0.10
6w 0.55 0.40 0.60 0.10 0.45

2r4y 2 2o2b2g
4r 4m 4b2m4o4yg2k*g4c2y2 cS 6w2yg

2o4o4yg2r4r2yg2m2y2w2b2gS4
4y 4g 4m 6w

2k

me. 3.13 M. I
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* e. 3. io we* m. i n nwHtfcjtts*©*** t Ram
1 @@ 2@i 3[Ui 4(h]1 5@i

s 0.85 0.65 0.15 0.75 0.85
2r 0.00 -0.10 -0.80 -0.55 -0.80
2o 0.75 0.30 0.50 -0.45 -0.75
2y 0.10 -0.40 -0.25 0.05 0.35
2yg 0.05 0.05 -0.05 -0.35 -0.30
2g 0.75 0.65 0.55 1.00 0.95
2c 0.00 0.50 0.95 0.90 1.20
2b 0.60 0.70 0.55 0.40 0.45
2m -0.45 -0.15 0.55 0.10 -0.20
4r -1.00 -1.30 -1.35 -0.95 -0.85
4o -0.25 -0.30 -0.90 -0.95 -1.00
4y -0.25 -0.35 -0.25 -0.35 -0.60
4yg -0.55 -0.55 0.00 -0.70 -0.65
4g -0.05 0.10 0.45 -0.60 -0.50
4c 0.55 1.00 0.45 1.30 1.55
4b -0.20 -0.45 -0.25 0.50 0.50
4m -1.25 -1.30 -1.40 -0.65 -0.75
2k -0.70 -0.15 -0.35 -0.70 -0.70
2w 0.35 0.55 0.70 0.25 0.30
6w 0. 60 0. 55 0. 75 1. 00 0. 95

6w 
4c2 b

\ \ 4 g \ V / \ / 1
\4 y \ / / \ /

4yg 2yg2m 2w 2y2b 4b S 2 g 2c 
6 w

4o 4r 4m

m 6. 3. 14 ### M. I <DR.m
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6.3. u ms-m. i turn
Eti

— M
2c 0.88 0.71
s 0.47 0.65
2b 0.49 0.54
4c 0.93 0.97
6w 0.42 0.77
2w 0.02 0.43
2g 0.57 0.78
4b 0.28 0.02
2m -0.06 -0.03
2y 0.08 -0.03
2yg -0.04 -0.12
2r -0.49 -0.43
4g -0.24 -0.12
2o -0.26 0.07
4yg -0.27 -0.49
2k -0.46 -0.52
4y -0.32 -0.36
4m -0.65 -1.07
4o -0.56 -0.68
4r -0.79 -1.09

—M

III

4c 0.93 0.639 4c 0.97 0.472
2c 0.88 0.307 2g 0.78 0.192
2g 0.57 0.175 6w 0.77 0.202
2b 0.49 0.248 2c 0.71 0.470
S 0.47 0.214 S 0.65 0.292

6w 0.42 0.196 2b 0.54 0.119
4b 0.28 0.488 2w 0.43 0.189
2y 0.08 0.277 2o 0.07 0.641
2w 0.02 0.104 4b 0.02 0.448
2yg -0.04 0.426 2y -0.03 0.297
2m -0.06 0.143 2m -0.03 0.378
4g -0.24 0.256 2yg -0.12 0.192
2o -0.26 0.507 4g -0.12 0.434
4yg -0.27 0.335 4y -0.36 0.143
4y -0.32 0.365 2r -0.43 0.381
2k -0.46 0.230 4yg -0.49 0.282
2r -0.49 0.139 2k -0.52 0.256
4o -0.56 0.204 4o -0.68 0.372
4m -0.65 0.184 4m -1.07 0.344
4r -0.79 0.307 4r -1.09 0.222

5.745 6.327
0.287 0.316

2y 2yg 2r 2o 4yg

E 6.3. 15 I
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m 6. 3. 12 ### M. T h

100 2@i 30 i 4@i 50 i
S 0.35 0.60 0.70 0.90 0.70
2r -0.15 -0.35 -0.40 -0.40 -0.45
2o -0.65 -1.00 -0.95 -1.00 -0.85
2y 0.00 0.35 0.20 0.45 0.55
2yg 0.25 -0.05 -0.15 -0.15 0.00
2g -0.05 0.65 0.70 0.55 0.55
2c 1.00 1.25 1.15 1.45 1.40
2b 0.65 0.85 0.60 0.75 0.35
2m -0.30 0.25 0.15 0.35 0.10
4r -1.10 -1.05 -0.90 -0.70 -0.65
4o -0.75 -1.00 -0.90 -1.05 -1.05
4y -0.75 -0.55 -0.80 -0.70 -0.70
4yg -0.10 -0.45 -0.60 -0.55 -0.60
4g 0.50 -0.05 -0.05 -0.25 0.10
4c 1.10 1.40 1.40 1.35 1.25
4b 0.85 0.65 1.10 0.90 1.05

. 4m -0.50 -0.35 -0.10 -0.20 -0.30
2k -0.95 -0.95 -0.65 -0.75 -1.10
2w -0.15 0.15 -0.15 -0.30 0.10
6w 0.75 -0.35 -0.35 -0.65 -0.45

4r2k4o2o4e2e2r4yg2g2y2ygS4g2b6w4b2c4c

2k4o2o4y4r4yg2r4e2yg4g 2b 2y S 4 b 4 c 2 c
6w 2e 2g

2w

El 6. 3. 16 ### M. T
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m 6. 3. 13 M. T ^ Rm&

10S 20i 30S 408 50 i
s 0.22 1.09 1.13 1.00 1.13
2r -0.09 -1.09 -0.43 -0.96 -1.22
2o -1.30 -0.74 -0.91 -1.17 -1.22
2y 0.26 0.39 0.78 0.74 0.52
2yg 0.83 -0.57 -0.35 0.04 -0.30
2g 0.52 0.91 1.35 1.43 1.30
2c 1.83 1.48 1.48 1.83 1.65
2b 1.04 1.35 1.09 1.35 1.70
2m -0.48 0.70 0.74 0.87 1.26
4r -1.83 -1.35 -1.39 -1.13 -1.43
4o -1.83 -1.83 -1.83 -1.91 -1.74
4y -0.78 -0.91 -1.39 -1.35 -1.26
4yg -0.39 -0.91 -0.78 -0.87 -0.74
4g 1.35 -0.22 -0.04 -0.13 -0.17
4c 2.00 1.65 1.83 2.00 1.83
4b 0.35 1.78 1.39 1.22 1.39
4m -1.70 -0.52 -0.52 -0.52 -0.61
2k -1.00 -1.22 -0.96 -1.52 -1.52
2w 0.39 0.35 -0.26 0.04 0.48
6w 0.61 -0.35 -0.91 -0.96 -1.04

2 o 2k 4y 2m4yg 2 r S 2y4b2w2 g6»2y g2b 4 g4o4m 2 c 4 c

4o2k4r4y2r6w 4yg4m 2yg4g S 2m2 g4b2 c2Mc
2 o

m 6.3. i7 ### m. t
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S 6. 3. 14 fNffi# M. T (D#J:b|5!^{C joit-k JHI{i

— M

III

2c 1.25 1.65
S 0.65 0.91
2b 0.64 1.30
4c 1.30 1.86
6w -0.21 -0.53
2w -0.07 0.20
2g 0.48 1.10
4b 0.91 1.23
2m 0.11 0.62
2y 0.31 0.54
2yg -0.02 -0.07
2r -0.35 -0.76
4g 0.05 0.16
2o -0.89 -1.07
4yg -0.46 -0.74
2k -0.88 -1.24
4y -0.70 -1.14
4m -0.29 -0.77
4o -0.95 -1.83
4r -0.88 -1.43

Eti:

M
l mmmm

4c 1.30 0.127 4c 1.86 0.146
2c 1.25 0.184 2c 1.65 0.174
4b 0.91 0.178 2b 1.30 0.261
S 0.65 0.200 4b 1.23 0.533
2b 0.64 0.188 2g 1.10 0.382
2g 0.48 0.303 S 0.91 0.393
2y 0.31 0.216 2m 0.62 0.652
2m 0.11 0.248 2y 0.54 0.223
4g 0.05 0.281 2w 0.20 0.305
2yg -0.02 0.164 4g 0.16 0.669
2w -0.07 0.189 2yg -0.07 0.546
6w -0.21 0.550 6w -0.53 0.693
4m -0.29 0.152 4yg -0.74 0.206
2r -0.35 0.117 2r -0.76 0.478

4yg -0.46 0.210 4m -0.77 0.517
4y -0.70 0.094 2o -1.07 0.235
4r -0.88 0.202 4y -1.14 0.274
2k -0.88 0.179 2k -1.24 0.273
2o -0.89 0.147 4r -1.43 0.252
4o -0.95 0.127 4o -1.83 0.061

4.059 7.273
0.203 0.364

4g 2o 4yg 2k 4y2w 2g 2m 2y 2yg 2r

El 6. 3. 18 iWf M. T
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IWfatDpMM-te K. S, N.Tn S.T\ E.Ytiffftf 1 5%^5%0

• ### M. T OfNffiMfp]
(0 6.3.18) T&5dX

K.K OFPISEX C.Tn M.N^iftfl 5^^4^c

1 m 6. 3. 15)

6.3.15 Z6$^ (f-yy^&c 20 w
—#bk#z& IHB#E«itbRi6

I&FbKM# 19#
190 79

11.2# 14.5#
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2y 4
4r4o 4m4y2r 4yg4g6w 2m 2yg|2w2g S 2b 4c 2c

-2

■*y:?lUs.|lcJtt595%lggE|g
06.3.20 D-yy/v rsj 5 95%ie*|x;ffi

rsj i:5»urE»s*MgfflisrB,iroiB$g#. ^ffiEIHrtics¥flfficD&.&+i-y?;u 
id: rsj :cfU, rsj icyur r#bj rgwj f2bj Ucj f2cj A<
scraaris^di. (SfflsrBirosasa

=S-ff«ig-to-WbR?*, 6.3.16 tcs-t.

6.3.16 idi SfaMEffi
— b&)£ mEtfctt&a-

95SfflMiEia 99%SHEFb1 95%#$jmm 99%S*HEFb1
M.l ± 0.309 ± 0.349 ± 0.325 ± 0.366
K.S ± 0.328 ± 0.370 ± 0.439 ± 0.495
N.T ± 0.380 ± 0.428 ± 0.469 ± 0.529
C.T ± 0.389 ± 0.439 ± 0.500 ± 0.564
S.T ± 0.342 ± 0.386 ± 0.391 ± 0.441
M.T ± 0.298 ± 0.336 ± 0.414 ± 0.466
M.N ± 0.534 ± 0.603 ± 0.384 ± 0.433
Ma.H ± 0.390 ± 0.440 ± 0.418 ± 0.471
Mi.H ± 0.397 ± 0.448 ± 0.432 ± 0.488
E.Y ± 0.419 ± 0.473 ± 0.500 ± 0.564
T.Y ± 0.262 ± 0.296 ± 0.346 ± 0.391

T.K ± 0.242 ± 0.273 ± 0.358 ± 0.404
K.K ± 0.234 ± 0.264 ± 0.269 ± 0.303
Y.H ± 0.271 ± 0.305 ± 0.231 ± 0.261
Y.S ± 0.287 ± 0.324 ± 0.368 ± 0.415

isewi-li, -mte-Sro^MeffiKIW^SK KttltroJ; 5 lcfl.x:5»k IslutEttitiR

6,
fc£\ FF«roS^*S-x?fc5ffi^'S-fc-tir^, ffe-tbyy/wro^a^-S-fc-tirtrfifcSSiJ 

*6.3.17 rotillCTfci), #**f-yr/vicTi4:,
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zPi$izLT‘l>i<50

6.3.17

95%ffiJilZ|H] 99%il$||xfy] 95%S$IEfS1

M.l 70.5% 65.3% 75.3% 72.6%
K.S 59.5% 55.3% 74.2% 71.6%
N.T 65.8% 62.1% 80.0% 77.4%
C.T 72.6% 69.5% 80.5% 79.5%
S.T 59.5% 54.7% 62.6% 56.8%
M.T 80.0% 77.9% 85.3% 81.6%
M.N 66.3% 60.0% 77.4% 74.2%

Ma.H 72.6% 68.9% 73.2% 71.6%
Mi.H 72.6% 70.5% 84.2% 82.1%
E.Y 63.2% 57.4% 70.0% 68.9%
T.Y 67.9% 64.2% 65.3% 63.2%

T.K 85.3% 84.7% 86.8% 84.2%
K.K 86.3% 84.7% 84.7% 83.2%
Y.H 79.5% 77.9% 85.3% 80.5%
Y.S 77.9% 75.8% 76.8% 75.8%

6 Zl <k /^£tj5fe<5c

6.3.2L 22 El 6.3.21 (± T^Xj ^

6.3.22 im 6.3.22
(1. 9M#(0&5 6w, 2w^co^V^±{ii4^(Df'yy/k(DmA.#%$a@T^6o

m 6. 3. 21 LVm&fM(D L*a*b*^^T(D#^@
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*6.3. is 5
irV'5fe*i:/£ofcc $A, h - S'/HWeM/ASl'£ V' 5 /5A A, -#&&&£ >9 APO 
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/j'.rpK] 70%, SPAAAAAl 80 %, ®#1 A ® fflA A ;b % AM ® * MS A A 6 -b 5 A. 190
aMEA-Ab-axMME mo a-egfl**s^$)5S^t)^»ofcc zAizz sit® 
$A-ro1tE$tti6iV'9r#Aibii5„ £A, HfeUWtzMMizfcAoA, 
JrSteroAySM'toflSSMESAAz)5, 9r

ro jr#x.E>j45o

(d)*s^r*®s$ Lv'mfewmffia
-#A®*mL®m.6*m#mitf#%#®a*t i$ifi9CEst%'3A, WEitm 

fe7)>BJ3®fe©lz®t L V A* ft M A 5 Z t ® t$ A IMS SSi 15S 5 M M o A ;5 A f 

m%#lzjoit5#Fm©*###^4 At® 5$tk5©A\ Ei6]*aRi-5z9ril®L 
©, 4'ft©%#AI±Slz6##l:t6*$L©6#amgie$AAXiA iHiJWiMfcS

Atofift S: A t tzPMS£SMSyMS'itl$?££fi:5 Z t »&9
T'fc-So

MMtS©itK»!i;4s ri*i j AMAsA D-yMSrB$LA rbSAM®< 
A ©JAM LStofllSrSrS'tirA^, IHB#Hftfctl4iS® ± 5 lz*S®xA-/x
l:#^A##S6*^A A©K*©f@^bAi9M< Sc6AA, M^L#< A6t*A 
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6. 4

6. 4. 1

2001 ¥ 5 ^ 15-17 0 : o—¥y^S 
2001 ¥ 10 ^ 3-5 0 : JfOfC^fi

e. 4. 2

(1) n-lfy^^E
0¥#m^*]j:¥6^@#(ISO 17321(7) 

yn^^/y ^¥^(7)###&#^(7)C

^m(cBSA/^o
¥¥, #-(D#%AKL ^¥^(D^m2)joZU(4)(cg@mi-6t)(D-e$)6^y ISO 17321(7) 

9 4 h/>#\ “Graphic Technology and Photography - Colour characterisation of digital 
still cameras (DSCs) using colour targets and spectral illumination.” "C 6 (7) (C^j* LT\ 
ISO RGB scene referred 9 6 LTV^5^T^)6o 0¥#J

^¥m(7)¥e#^(7)###m(cZ6^, ISORGB^#^lc#^¥6^#^L^(7)
¥s#j6¥^m(7)$^'r&'3^o

ISO 17321 $rH0(7)/s-ISO 17321-1, ISO 17321-2 Z h
i), ^@^180173321-1 6LT. T^^/py.¥/P^yy(7)A.##tt^#^¥6^:a7)(7)¥^ 
5¥-V-K 180173321-1(7)^0^^
^ bV—y—kVXU' Dr. Bill Donovan £tltz.0

#2(7)^A^, ^¥^(7)#m3)^§#i-6t)(7)'r^6^\
ISO 17321-1 (7) Annex t t - h ¥¥;t L1t0

#3(7)#^:f±, B^¥^(7)##l)(C§#¥6^(7)T$)6^y ISO 173321-1 (7)#7o^^^ 5 
!1—IEC 61966-9
hit o

^(7)i####^#m(7)c^^¥6o
• ISO/TC42/WG18 P 2 5 5-2 6 4
• ISO/TC42/WG20 o—fy^^#### P 2 6 5-2 7 1
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(2)
IS0/TC42

• ISOAVD 17321-1 Colour characterisation of digital still cameras (DSCs) — 
Part 1: Stimuli, metrology, and test procedures

• PIMA 7666 Reference Output Medium Metric RGB color encoding: ROMM 
RGB

• PIMA 7667 Extended sRGB color encoding - e-sRGB 

«h L^o
• ISOAVD 17321-1

ISO 17321 tRy<5 6. ISORGB

61966-9 Z t n ^3: ^ Ml 6 C ^ 6 L^o
• PIMA 7666 ROMM RGB

ROMM RGB fci:s output referred LX fitch<DX\
& 3 M& t tT® LTV'So PIMA(Photographic and Imaging Manufacturers
Association, Inc.)(^TSS5iLTV'6^> ISO t (D C: b'Vfo&o

iftiCfflV'ktlTV'S sRGB SS(7)Sn'X:%^L—y—, ^—^7 — CD
^SLcDl^iaiat&O&i^y 5 c #(c=:^ y M^HttiLfti'c: t h Lfz0

• PIMA 7667 e-sRGB
e-sRGB IX IEC 61966-2-1 t LTlSimSWSil/':: sRGB ilitT,

±#B(D ROMM RGB ISOT##$tb
6Ct(c^6o sRGB^^V^CtT&fUj:, sRGB^r

^)T&6o y h^aiL^ISO 17321-1 jo ZtF PIMA 7667 (C-Db^T^6
y b 11 So
• ISO 17321-1

- P272-299
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IEC61966-9
ISO 17321-1 0) 1st WD (C^oViT^n normative reference t LTN IEC 61966-9

ISO 17321-1 Dr. Bill
Donovan IEC 61966-9

7 y /HCT## LTLo
• A Measurement Method for Spectral Responsivity of Digital Cameras with 

Tone Characteristics Compensation per Pixel
• Measurement Method for Colour Characteristics of Digital Cameras 

• PIMA 7667
PIMA7667

V'1 o ^Vlt, @ ^^^^ZX'^tz.bO) Oildo
• e-sRGB shall be a simple extension from sRGB, so it shall adopt the same 

terminology, reference conditions, etc. as sRGB.
• Simple extension means setting WDC and KDC and Extension of the bit 

depth
• Any other inconsistent or incompatibility shall not be allowed for color 

space using or including the term of “sRGB” as its name, to avoid user 
confusion.

• PIMA 7667 seems to be friendly to ICC spec., so PIMA 7667 should be 
discussed within ICC not in the international standard body.

• ICC profile format spec, is not International Standard, so description 
related to ICC should be removed or moved to informative parts.

• New international standard should be defined based upon the existing 
international standard.

• If PIMA 7667 will be standardized by ISO, some discussion as follows 
should be discussed.

• It should be necessary to make sure that there is no patent associated with 
this proposal (e.g. US 5,224,178)

3 2 4 — 3 3 7 
338—342

ISO/TC42/WG18 M&M 

ISO/TC42/WG20
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7. jgft

7.1.1

(1) nWXSSILfc ICC 7 S#JE*Alc
oV'Tli, *154-7/ -£"TMf#S;hTc^ 7 7 h V s'77/ — 777^777 7777?%* 
TS t 6 tK#IEf-7#<TM**&#Wt. EWlEfflroy7 h/v*-7£S*b6<ji;::£ 
fiftt ICC 7’n 7r7T7<T*(7|IiAtiTcS?><7>7 y 77Tf/7$rt#i-S C 6 Ic ZoT. #IE 
ffl7-7S6Sr=fi^.c.-KT'*5BiaL5r#fc0
(2) -rrt^Ay KfiJffli7j;5feW*lttS£*i7oV'Tl±. 7^7^3770 7i

7 79 7ltiiMS4ffV\ ^r<y*att$r#@L7co
fat. *WSESIblcj:y. AtfjAfSSrofeMttlcMLTit. ^toE«j*Hrol*IE*S 

*. W5E®B«S£**SfcoV'Tro^jim4^i 5*<»ffiT#fcg®T;fc<9. tjxtroJ* 
B£AtiqR*HBgSif!!i: LTttS VTl'< fcfclcli. 4-#. Sro»S:4=Sigm£§r, <t 9 
9flW<C®T/jTh*,7. SWb(ci6)t7Troit6it*@«)6r*8c-f-6^S^ifc5Ci

7. 1. 2 BmW^toT'T'n-^

*E9EM%(c*37Ttt. g/WTStcHLT. Xtc/KStt^fiV'^lfi:, feWaicM-f 
5a*ft^*#tiottat-fc5*«tfl U rAtB*(*S(c»+5
7o7y7,7f#micmi-6#*m#*fl:J * gift TV'S, 

tiv*TvoW^eSiSi: LT.
(1) ICC 7: D7r7;7(7)|Sie6<)^l6tt;58*&
(2) -r/7^A7KSrfflV'fcfeWa,ffiffl©t£®*tt.

*t'!rov'T(a^ftT-#ntf. a*^«#T§ tiii'tiiiatt^Kv'Ta:reflatetsyo-o

fc5,
4-® 14. SSfiligrefcS ICC 7 □ 7 y 7/7<ot$|g jj;3gi§$

fc LT. ME##^«S$*dT4-*T<7))58$5r PR t*R#6iS4'-T197iMSc'i-S j: Isl 
BflA *#:8<]*SZM:*60#*t:|SUiol1'S'7’t) *9 TfcS„
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7. 2 BBtoEieSitoSWfc

7. 2. 1
**fefe*(W'>V'>i7-)&fWU rro*W$5r»Sg.Lfc, Kir, $6**66mgp«ij& 

mfc, X, $6**6 (76) li«®6i]x6«t£*#IB 
<-'f !••.*•.

7. 2. 2 m&iP'fb^roTT’n-^-

9 fl ISO/TC130x9>y"-S*7:\ **66S(#7'>/V y»7-)*E*, 

8:@SrSH«$*5*^a:SStT-6„

ig@*X3-XWc&m\ I s o^roSiSgttSroSro^-^y^ Ky7 hSMM*,
*r««®****5£L, -7-*yXK77 htoTfigl 3¥9^%bK

*gt81y

7. 3 ^awfesa^Wb

7. 3. 1

*$LV\K6<%*##m*#*Mlr6 0, **V'S^AW-e. Ki'ffi® • S*14®fc5S 

$*#6iv5 2®@fftt*$*#irLfc„

7. 3. 2 BBSEUFfb—Z)77"n-^

2 a®FFffi*&toKEff«*fe»Sr ISO/TC42/WG18 L, Sr®H$*-t5
i. 5SI»*a:itfc„ $fc-f-yy-iz'M«(»Ei =-yyr yyxx$**e*v\ Ki'Mi-tiJ
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7. 3. 3
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b) 4@ffl»-e-Sff*®»rd'!) Z=.$kmi8-$. Lt\ FFWl*lx Sf$41-) i: LtzffK ± 
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7. 4

1) Mlffl^i^^tij:, — §13IEC 61966-9 £3liB1“3o

3) metamerism index ^oV>X"^N 0 6o
4) ISO RGB
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10.1.1 ISO 1 7321

—ISO/TC 42/ WG 18, JWG 20

wmnm

i .
ISO/TC 42(Photography)/WG 18, JGW 20 n-f

2. a#.
0 0# : 2000 ¥ 5 ^ 15 0^)>6 17

18 0, 19 0J3, Mr. Donovan

3. titiJS#
m WG 18 JWG 20

*Sf it 0# o o
zkJll 7E ‘ 0* o o
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Jack Holm o o
Bill Donovan o o
Eric Edwards o o
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Lisa Walker TV V # o
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4.

4.1 WG 18
Resolution 00-01 That TC42/WG18 thanks Ms. Walker and Mr. McGowan for 

participating in our meeting, and encourages cooperation between WG18 and the DIG 

to better promote the encoding and persistence of ISO 12234 metadata throughout the 

digital imaging industry. As one possible example to initiate this cooperation, we 

encourage specific links between our respective web sites to allow the Exif standard to 

be highlighted on the DIG website and then made available via the ISO sponsored web 

site.

Resolution 00-02 That TC42/WG18 advances ISO 16067-1 to the CD stage, 

incorporating into WD #5 comments received at this meeting and any additional 

comments received by 7-3-2000.

Resolution 00-03 That TC42/WG18 thanks Mr. Faramarzpour for attending our meeting, 

and asks him to provide the information in WG18/00-03 “Additional information 

regarding the scope of TC42 related to electronic still picture imaging” to the ISO 

representatives to the JTAB.

Resolution 00-04 That TC42/WG18 intends to submit a new work item proposal on 

extended range RGB color spaces as a joint project with any other interested standards 

development groups, such as ISO/TC130. That TC42/WG18 nominates Dr. Po-Chieh 

Hung (Japan), Dr. Bill Donovan (USA) and Prof. Sabine Susstrunk (Switzerland) to 

develop the NP on extended range RGB color spaces by June 16 so that the NP ballot 

can be completed prior to the TC42 plenary.

Resolution 00-05 That TC42/WG18 requests that the June 13 meeting of JTAB include 

an agenda item to discuss the roadblocks to joint ISO/IEC work on extended range RGB 

color spaces.

Resolution 00-06 That TC42/WG18 thanks Prof. Sabine Susstrunk and the Swiss 

Federal Institute of Technology in beautiful Lausanne, Switzerland for arranging and 

sponsoring this meeting.
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Resolution 00-07 That TC42/WG18 thanks Mr. Edwards for his excellent job as 
convener of our meeting.

Resolution 00-08 That TC42/WG18 thanks Mr. Parulski for serving as secretary.

4.2 JWG 20

Resolution 00-01 That TC42/WG20 recommends that ISO 17321 be divided into two 

parts, so that agreed upon material can be rapidly completed as part 1 while 

investigation of color characterization methods continues for part 2.

Resolution 00-02 That TC42/WG20 recommends that the scope of ISO 17321-1 include 

the specifications of a color test chart, conditions for photographing the chart, and steps 

to provide “raw” data, as well a method to obtain camera spectral sensitivity data.

Resolution 00-03 That TC42/WG20 recommends that, at the present time, ISO 17321-1 

include characterization methods for digital cameras only in informative annexes or 

separate white papers, until further experiments are completed and consensus 

achieved.

Resolution 00-04 That TC42/WG20 agrees that the scope of ISO 17321-2 should be “This 

International Standard specifies a characterization colour space, colour targets, 

metrology, and procedures for the colour characterization of digital still cameras to be 

used for photography and graphic technology. Such characterization is limited to DSC 

data that has either not been processed for colour (raw data) or has been processed to 

estimate scene or original colorimetry (scene referred data). This International 

Standard does not specify how to determine the scene adopted white point, or how to 

process scene-referred image data to produce a reproduction. NOTE -The 

characterization colour space is not specifically being designed for image interchange.”

Resolution 00-05 That TC42/WG20 encourages the experts in WG20 to continue 

experiments in color characterization error metrics for digital cameras so that a suitable 

method can be included in ISO 17321-2.

Resolution 00-06 That TC42/WG20 encourages the CIE to increase their participation 

in the development of ISO 17321-2.
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Resolution 00-07 That TC42/WG20 thanks Prof. Sabine Susstrunk and the Swiss 

Federal Institute of Technology in beautiful Lausanne, Switzerland for arranging and 

sponsoring this meeting.

Resolution 00-08 That TC42/WG20 thanks Mr. Holm for his excellent job as convener of 

our meeting.

Resolution 00-09 That TC42/WG20 thanks Mr. Parulski for serving as secretary.

0 9# : 2000 ¥ 10 ^ 2 0^6 5 0lt

#Br:0#

6. Sr®

4"[H](Dix!§S:tn(7)EL/c£ B 64LL ISO 17321(Graphic Technology and Photography - Test 

objects and procedures for the colour characterization of electronic still cameras) (C £3

B^t LTI4, ###(=: ^^7), 

b !)-^(JackHolm A)(c4:6##^$

ISO 17321 b]J —

2Gc^Tm:#LTV'5c

UWit&'j1 #> 5 afraid:, 0*/^6$rf^S£fSSL,
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10. 1. 2 ISO/TC42

ii v c hse

1. : ISO/TC42 (3FH) /WG18 (Electric Still Picture Imaging)

2. fllfSiti : y n—yy

3. : 2000^5^150-170

4. titiS# : (0*^6 OtitiS#)
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Convener (D Eric Edwards (t^H y n—) CD p]^T\ sB^iXx Ken Puruluski

ISO 12231 - Terminology

1997 KR ISO (XT#E(Dm#&mW-5o ISO 12234-3(DCE)coy^—

IS015740 (Dyv E ^/l/^i$COfl9l§> 2&.TX" samp ling frequency", 
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T1X final VV&mffi't&o 

ISO 12234 - Removable memory

12234-3 (DCF) IP^#^To 12234-l,2,3^r^t^(DIS0 status

&##BX JUll^TSfTLTV^
:]&(O0^:(ODSCi4:x ($^/o^^DCF [&T&,6 Z 6 k'—;X L

Digital Imaging Group

JPEG2000 (D file formatx DIG35 (DSC (D Metadata §r XML TlBxl!) x
WITI (Wireless Image Transmission Initiative) #(D DIG activity
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ISO 12232 - ISO speed

FpG#*> 0 ^(D experts # ISO speed CDJUS L^flffriSc'STfc <5 7L h
e##o

ISO 12233 - Resolution

IS ^ LT^fr^ftaT^o hcD^m^(CoF^T(D##

ISO 15740 - Picture Tranfer Protocol

PTP & USB still image class "CMoo^tiH-%>tz.#)(DWfab IT PIMA/IT10 

T##4D

PIMA(D0.9aM^\ ISO 15740 WD#10^#j^i-6C^U^6%o 

ISO 15739 - Camera noise measurements 

CD #(D DIS ^ (9 o

Resolution issues

TC42 CD Sr convener 'V<h'5 Faramarzpour 5;X.T\ IEC t CD JTC V — ^

6^ 1 3S(DJTAB##(:::9c:6^ TC42/WG18(D#rp]^IS0{t#(C^x6

2 t 'V'aMo
ISO 16067 - Photographic scanner resolution

Extended color space

lECf-^f K(D joint PIMA/ITIO&T^CIE

divisions (D##, —

TC130 5

Foshee <fc *9 Photography & Graph i c arts

^LT^LV^(D#^#(9o

Holm jlO ICC(D^#^f-^!;"-^#^^^o 2 AT,

PCS SEfnjtD^llR t profile & smart profile+dumb

CMM t dumb profile+smart CMM) Tfo<50

Mm*. *9 , rendering t 0 ffiUH'i native speaker EA JM-2 — n. T ;y X

(D< V^jyjWo
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^tz. rendering b LTN device renderings tone renderings color 

render ing b tlMo

Susstrunk work flow

^X 0 N scene-referred color space b output-referred color space

Infra L T s #£> Donovans Suss trunk (d j: ^ s extended color space

NP 6 ^ 1 6 0 submit M Z. b b fg.'otz. (TC42 plenary

ISO 17321 - DSC color characterization

Holm Holm 2$ ISO-RGB RMS Is

#Ud: AE Pr^XrWiffi^S^ $ tlXTV'^ b CO Susstrunk 

colorimetric and/or pictorial WfE;//iSfra b LT, jl: V^CDgilfran 

/£ *0 s CIE (OWcrl#1^ bt^'b<D~Z\ Donovan £<9 part 1 b 2 (O^#!^# 

'aM cStltlo Part 1 b LTs FFfiB ^-Y " b JtMM'i' <5C Part 2 b 

Its DSC color characterization Mfii&M/Ii't'<5C 

Donovan J; ^ s ^l^tCO^-Y— # cf fc V 0

tfcs GretagMacbeth M-Y—h (ColorCheckerDC) CDftSjl'fo Q BJaEiT2

— ^^um250s ^^^$350,

A#:^LTs 0^d:<^#L^^s r#^#(9j

0#1M Kn K(±,

d; o n r&flftitetE v5&#UEt£niH4>j &fo

6#f"]^^6o C(0#^ 17321 (O steering $r@#^Lin/^6#:a(OU'

7. : 2 0 0 0^10^2-50 0* MM

no



10. 1. 3 I SO/TC4 2/WG1 8
IS0/TC42/WG18 o —f

y- —(%) PNC^^-kyy —

1. 0 0E ',

n—fyy, h"yM!TzhT/k[zi:

2000/5/15, 16 IS0/TC42/WG18

2000/5/17 IS0/TC42/JWG20

2.

IS0/TC42/WG18

y4 'H—i/3 y £r El 6tJ "i~6^3# : ISO 17321 "Graphic Technology and Photography - 

Test objects and procedures for the colour characterization of electronic still cameras"!^ 

oV'T, Scope ^

3. ISO 17321

• 1996 ¥fA, n y Ky^li:^^T, ISO/TC130 k(D%y — \Z.Mfc> 6 Joint Task Force

• HP #0 Jack Holm E <k

WD1.1 7S\ 1998¥5/3 5 HtfXftMJcWt LTIUtt
• 1999 ¥ 10 ^ 1 0 ItOT WD ?mtt. ^(Dfe(D 11 B 15-16 0 Scottsdale

^(D^::ISO/TC130^(DJWG20^B:]!z:^h,^.
ISO/RGB

4. ISO 17321 C:Mi-5##P% ;

IT, Unrendered t Rendered t V"1 5 tSfrlX^/'fz. C
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-- Print Referred Color Space

IS017321 ;

## 0

1. Characterzation Method Method A/B
2. Characterization Color 
Space

ISO/RGB
Linear & Non-linear

ISO/RGB Linear

3. Error Metric IS O/RGB (Line ar) RMS dE76 or dE94
4. Metamarism Index *L
5. Color Chart Method B L
6. Encoding Color Space 9 ^pj

(Scottsdale

IS017321-1; Color Chart (ft#, #B#f4=,

Informative Annex (C, b ® fafri 6 #tt##(Dit ^5

IS017321-2; ^(D^WM (±$ : #3, #4)

(D t 9 & ZL b btZ'ifz. #i^T ^ !1 tKDt >/<—t't ^ *9 , #3 Error Metric

#### : ISO/TC42 N4557: Extended colour encodings for digital still image storage, 

manipulation, and interchange
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10. 1. 4 I SO/TC4 2/WG 1 8, 2 0

- IS0TC42/WG1& WG20WD#&-

2000 ^ 5 R 29 0

# 1##

1. $£^^&/1Wfro
IS017321 (characterization) # B «k ^ 6f, ^ >41 ^

part 1 t LTi£ <h informative t part 2

^LTnormative^i-^C^^^-o^ ^

(DNWKnew work

IEC/IS0(D^$&(Cjo(j-6^^@(CcV^l:(j:. IS0(D^3-y(CT^^;^m&a5Bi-6C

2. i^SlcD 0 0# • S0r • #A0#
• WG18: 2000 # 5 ^ 15—16 0 9R#~17 % WG20: 2000 ^ 5 ^ 17 0 9 0#—17 9#x S0f: X 

•Y 7, • n—H'yy N Hotel Victoria^

• #4JQ4H: Edwards* (Sony U. S. , convener) N Holm* (HP) N Parulski* (Kodak, secretary)N

Tastl* (Sony U.S.)> Donovan*^ Faramarzpour (Polaroid)N Walker^ McGowan (DIG)> Foshee 

(Adobe) „ (l^,_hN USA) N Naf (Gretag Imaging) x Sustrunk* (EPFLN FA_bN Switzerland) A

Wuller* PX», hmS*(&±7//PAX ±JI|*(^7^7%#^),

^*(^%g±), AD#*(ycz-), #*(=,-;&, J^±0^)c (*(j:WG20#AD#-)o

3. WG20 (TC42+TC130) - characterization

3. 1 ####

-4"[2](D^gl#T&6lS017321 -C#, joint WG^:^TC130^^(DWO#^/y^<

^[HltDiFiiFWte Holm WD5 fr'(1pJ&L&fa'Dfc.fz£>,

-^#^0^:#J^HolmDc(DT^TT^-a%L^:^36M4L. #^part

P2W^r(D#^ normative ^ LT^a

characterization CO^'feUT ^ P ##(IS0 RGB 0 ^SH (MMnfW'f' 5 1b <£*)

£r informative t LTfffS*f 5 > t {C&olCo Z.frl{C £. K)

characterization "'Tfd: ^ >4? >Hy b frltzM. part 2 T? normative t ~f~5 c
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CfUC#L, HolmR^6CIE A 

E*^/j\ ^ 6 ^ (apm 6 ^ ^ 9 m#(D z 9

-Holm Method A$rCIELUV'r#i-#i-6&;Th^V^#

(c#5<kT/'9t)(7)^^o #(7)##(TZftlf, 6(^(1#^#

(7) XYZ C(7) j: 9 ^#^(7)

400nml2fT^ 700nma±^^^oT

m#^(7)H$im{ee#fm(±m*^^(^(c#m 9 z,4±mmLi: u%w c 2: %

19 ^Er 9 "C&6o

• ^.tzs fflsffij] ^ 7 (7) #6^/^#### 6 IT, Color Rendering Index -&rMf

eft

§T informative annex (CIR ^ AftT) T t t7#(7ixxTfcf /c:,-, #(7)##(C j; ^5##1E&#

SiTAS/T^x e^ff^^f yzc?±/U'y— b ^gSTf? L/cdl 0 , Holm ftZp T>oSISBt — 

fSicSTf-titiiTESX

±@:%(7)^#^6-@(D3< ^^(7)#:^^ e(7)f##(j:#^^ W>6±,

3.2^WbmwmoEmtcfjT Paruiski ^^6m$ft6m$##m(7)e ^)

Res. 00-01: IS017321 ###:e^e9#t6o

Res. 00-02: T^h^-Y—hx rawx —^(7)%#^^^partl

^"f5o

Res. 00-03: characterization ABcfcfc3 XiT Xlf X 7^# (b ft <5T:\ informative annex

<ki"6.

Res. 00-04: part2"e^CIE^(7)#|Slf##$r#^L, 3;7x X3 — Af:(± 1999^11^(7) 

^#^6(7)##^^ WD4(7)^ft^67)6o

Res. 00-05: part 2 ~C(7)X 3—7T\ ISO RGB ^ 7 O') characterization (Dfz^XD^fD

^^ei-6o

3. 3 I

• Working draft of ISO 17321-1 /) (Donovan)

• WD4 IT ISO 17321-2 (7) WD e##i"6 (Holm)

• IS017321—1 A||(7) characterization (7) annex T> (#)

• IS017321—1 ^(T#(7)#^ LA Metamerism Index (7) annex #^#0^6 (#)

• IS017321—1 me ISO RGB ZMc'Mk't5^T:'(7) characterization ^ilt5 (Holm)
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4. WG18m##(%(IS017321 &B&<bmAT:)
WG20 WG18 *9 o

4.1 Terminology (CoVN'Tm$$cr(ISO 12231, Donovan)

{j"TV ^60 #■] XL TT', tone reproduction Xf'fei;, A A /WlL ’T i? % ^ jfi t tH f) m 2 fx!

partial tone reproduction j" # ?)\ '>—y t

A(CZ«9#XL^#^6#^^$)6o 10 A Donovan
Parulski ft#* Ky ~7 F <50

4.2 !)A—/</I%y^!9(C^,f*X:m##(IS0 12234, Parulski)

• AWm|M#s&o Ac part 1 tZV ?T ^ lZfc5iE7*Sl't

##*^LX:jol9, SISRIF, Exif 2.1, TIFF/EP#*^$j%5o PCMCIA
y-7—Fy^eD,

60

• part 2 '"CPt TIFF/EP (TIFF for Electronic Photography) #*lX V JLTf bAftf N<50. ZLfrl

(j:, TIFFvG.OF:^#, #A0^(cAyymmyyf-y#*^:^6A,X:V^6o
Kodak

DC290 -e(j:, yy\ 24 bit/pixel m RGB 60

i2bit (DoTmgmt^rm-e, 6^^^yy-#gmyy

60 cmyyF^T'T, #rn,
• part 3 DCF (Design rule for Camera File system) {i, PHUCDlX *9 & tz.

aw^m-c, %^yy F!9#i&#^&^ftTty6o yT^/^^:^ExiF#*#^G(yy/-7 

V )^^ 2ftTV'5dS^(D#t) oim
4.3 DIGm^%m^.%(]9^yy6LT, Walker)

• DIG to^T Walker ft (DIG president) frbWlM#* foo Ac JPEG2000 (D

7^F(D$ij^-e, #^yyy^—y^A^Airftv^o $iotcy^TyyT
LT#%,T jo 19 , FlashPix ^ IIP my yTA>y tfro TT^6o 

'DiG35^^(fji,5y^-y^yyf''-y#^^Li:joi9, ExiF, FiashPixmyyy—y

• 0T LVn'7£‘®1 t LT, WITI (wireless image transmission initiative) ffibplZ. o TVA 50

^m#^LT, -7-y-T^yy, m^, 8#, webf-^F, /C-Fft—
-^JX thcy iF—# (Wlffl^, http://www. digital imaging, org #BS)0

- JPEG2000m%(^%, ISO/IEC JTC1 SC29/WGlT^Tt)tlCDyT—^(C$)6o Wavelet 
compression 5 C ^ T, y 20%#^mg###*|^#^m##m JPEG
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'^(D#(D^ijA6Li:(j:. #^#(cyn^y^i/7lc^6C(!:, LyF^y—^a^

—f Lacb^c ^, § AtcA^fmtc3%-c#5c

^(D#^a^#(fLtLCb^o
' JPEG2000 E#&mV'5<k#(::W&l&(D#WS#m^:h,T^:5 Web (D^aC^(C#^]T,

#5fELi ROI (region of interest) fz.\7?£. <L t) ^TlbT^^X CjlJJ; part 2 'XftO

tt/fUL^ So

' ^jo/ LtbL(l^(D#$&'e#^$ttTb^S: 1S0/IEC 15444 part 1 - JP2: baseline, 
minimum file format, part 2 JPx file format, part 3 Motion JPEG 2000, part 4 - MRCc 

'Ll±(7)^%(C#L, ;UH#:##a:(7)JPEG ^(DS#%a^<, EXIF(D7n^-iy3>±,

b^f^#^M(c^sa^, 6(D]g#a^-3^aL 

JPEG2000 -C##(D JPEG (C#i-SS#%a^$T$) »9 , ^ F#$&a^S

Lfl,(^#L,Paruluski ft(^##^^ LT,PIMA (C JEIDA 

(DDCFm#^#4tT#^(D##:lCA#L^'f<i-SC^, IS0^LTDIG(Dweb^-

i^(c EXIF V b 9 L ^ ^r##L^o
4.4 0ECF(Mb'T(IS0 14524, Holm)

- Holm fta% OECF (Ccb^T(D ISO ^##^^-3^:0
4.5 #@F#T##(Mb'T(IS0 12232, Parulski)

- 1998#(Cflje$a^o
- ft) 11 ft a> L B ## ;< 7 %## (JCIA) T( j:# Lb (Mb'T JCIA T##d" ^

Tb'Sc,k#%fr$fLfL mA^, #%(7)iso#^(aj:^#^6y^xigg(7)2oa^ 

19, WLLTb^s^^o io^(D^^-T^>^$-e(cKciAa^jc#{l:$^#^$^LSc

t a^n^ Lb ^ <p 0ti^fcoto

4.6 DSC (7) resolution $J®(Mb'T (ISO 12233, Parulski)

• Parulski fta^LftF&IBpIS^^!® L/ciiSItriOI^L, DIS ^fFS b WlM0 ftSFftfcfc:^-Y

'r#acb'L^, yix—Fp^gB(C'a'^)S"<#^(D3y>Fa^i9, %#&^(t5L 

^^r#^L^:o
4.7 PTP (Picture Transfer Protocol) Lob^T (ISO 15740, Paruluski [Looney ft#]) 

-PIMA 15740 (j:#%T^Ua7^'r##yo4z%(^^So %(^USB(7)^a^zK—F^^tT 
b^SaLBluetooth-^ IEEE1394 (Ct&a^fbZ 9 6 LTb^So C^bL^^Windows Millennium 

edition, Macintosh OS X, Linux: GNU products '"'dF/F—F $^tS L t LF£o TbNS0 #$ 

W> PIMA (D web 1M F#f®0
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4.8 Digital photo-finishing protocol idOVT (PIMA ^ Parulski)

• PIMA (7) IT 13 'C digital photo finishing protocol idol''"'CHipra £i'TTl>';5 t

C? XhX t $ fritzo

4.9 Noise MltEiXl'icidOl''X (ISO 15739N Parulski [Sharman ftS] )

- FDIS 10 ±(dm^(D#tE6#&

fz0 fij^ HUdlM^ / X Xpi informative {d^P t c?drTl ^<5 A<£\ dL^Lvd^ 

X6X# t) normative X(3|#:XcS

4. 10 ISO t IEC

• Faramarzpour P> IEC t ISO (DfllM^idol'Tfftll^^fco fzQ IEC {3: 1907 b <& 0 v

ISO (1 1930^(dmMat^ea^^m^i-6^ ^(dol^X(±#%(D$$),

jTci

^^^^TC^#oTj6i9, ^###(dg@^X6t)(7)^LX, IECTC100, ISOTC42/36/130 

^^)6c Cit6(7)TC(DF^Xid^@X5(D^\ 3%^(D$m^>6#^$tT6JTAB(#±#:(d 

{6@L. CC^##^Ti-^^r(7)^^3^m<)T, ^AJTAG,

^oTl^6o

- IS0/IEC (dol^T(D^^^^(9, IEC Tfr9

IS0(D^3-X&^%., ISOiddigitaKD##^ 

VATdoWdA^&XlrEBiELXo 1£fzs JTAB id|^S^¥iJ®f^T5^^V^J: 5 idN A 

(9, TC42(D^3—Xidf^AO^idfk

^^6 d. ^^Ao 

4. 11 Scanner resolution idol A (ISO 16067x Wuller)

7^xT=zyxp^^x#x. co^x^o

4.12 #;3m6^fm(d^i/'-c(c#m

- sRGB64(d^&^LA6^(d^^T(Dmm^^^, LX#^^l^(D

US 0 T#:$ AAo US #J/^# A6&X&t)^#AXiX color characterization t L

T ISO RGB, editing fr LT (D sRGB64N output t LT <74 RI MM/ROMM/sRGB <P X<5 t) (D0

sRGBT(j:Xll>^(DA,#^^/<—L#^t^k^C^o #(j:NWI(D 

7^- —x(d##L, B##(DE^&^9&X5C Hd#oAo

4. 13

• 10 M 2—6 0 s JyRXiSP^CDXX y^y K X X /Hd T H{So 2 B X#U : plenary meeting^

X#: WG18

3—4 0: WGISColor space (NWlX 5 0 : JWG20o
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^b^Lo
4.14 WG18##$:]%(IEm(Cfj\ Parulski^^'6bW^^6#$##MB(D^6)

Res. 00-01: DIG(C*LT,

Res. 00-02:

Res. 00-03: Parajnarzpour^(C#LT. TC42(D^3 —7lC^V^T^0##^JTAB(C^)(f 

Tt69o
Res. 00-04: Sf LV'fS'Stl <E LT Donovan ,56 Sustrunk 5c7^ NWI

##^#0^ 6 c
Res. 00-05: 6 % 6 JTAB tC# Lt IEC/TC100 TA2 ^

4. 15 WG18

.^^(7) NWI m§5igLT RIMM/ROMM fe^raSrliSEL.
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2000. 6. 12

10. 1. 5 DRUPA2 0 0 0

: hvc mm « AmAe##)

^ ^ : 2000. 5. 24 (A) -6. 2 (A)

fT^#::DRUPA2000(5/25~27 §Dusseldorf),ISCAS2000(5/28-31 ^Geneva)

1. iT0^pf -

1) DRUPA2000 T(j:, Print On Demand(POD), One to 7—KdS&WtT

2) A y h V — ^ E6 t Lt, ICC 7 U7r 4 0 tz.\'X^U- L

^^:#y AcO#^^ g , ICC 7 n 7 y A «k LT^# 6 C ^ ^

5&<#C6ft^c

3) ISCAS2000 -C^, #(C MPEG-4

ogir y y a y"Cco5§^tiAA ’O ##co t C , T'iy ^o

^ AAo
4) ZCetICC7o7

2. DRUPA2000 (O##

1) DRUPAkL Messe Dusseldorf^#(7)7!)yb^TATA#:(cMA6tW:##A(7)M^^

mmu 4 4^# 2000 LT 5 (C^fK m#% 189? %(46 Yg),

m##m^4i AAd7i -yg)/i4 gmtasi%o

Tt Heidelberg, Xerox (7)2

M%(7)#r#&T(j:, Heidelberg (7) NexPress2100(5 

600dpi, 35ppm/A4 MW) ^ Xerox CO DocuColor2060(4 —LBP, 600dpi, 60ppm/A4)

(7)A^ LT#B

3) 4"[E](7)#^(7)^—7-Mj:, A^A/>6A7b7 —POD^One to

One WJ^r 0 ^V^^(cL^y7,AA#^^ 54 , #%(7)A—^(±A^=$#TA^

4) M^#t±(0 Mim ATP/CTF TOJ '77 A A HIS 87 *±, Ink-jet printer &AX A A 61 *±, RIP

56 %, A'y f7-WJy7 A A 54 tl, 7 4" A AMig 44 #:, LBP y7 A Ag0^ 41 #:
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/£ ifc t) ~7 — (D Vari- able Data Printing t LT#;f fz. Xeikon f± LBP(®

®^7 y MS, 600dpi, 16ppm/A4), Apr ion tfc IJPGlSIrclK, 600dpi/6 A, 45ppm/A4) /£ if (DA##

^ 6 ^ ^ L ^ o ^

R LTV^o
6) 6#=#(Color Matching)§#igT#22%d^#y—/P&amLT#l9. &%i:t) ICC 7

ICC7 hi:

6c6^#<#C6^i^o
3. ISCAS2000 (P^M

1) ISCAS(j:, IEEE±#(DW^6t/yTA(C§@i-6S^^mm(D#T$)i9,

6o m#Wc676#,

2 #, 299 #& 3 B
2) ns, CAD/DA g#m 95, 79, rnmnsig 69,^^-

7/W7 7^—/^^y.M65,#m^//<9—^Txg@m44 /ci:% 2500 A/40 f

g(B^6n 30 Ammo
3) zK%f-^#^T^^)6i:mj^^m^l24{4=t)^lP, CAD/DA 142

#(CMPEG-4(Cg#i-6^^A^l"e, §#]g(D#SiJA^i:^^#^

4) B^5(±, NTT,MPEG

4) 4#ma. c(Df-e, r#

#NDW'dm*(^A^yf 6#:#%^if)(c^yhL^^$)6j (KODAK)
J (Lausanne %A)^^(D^^^##

#(c, ICC yn77^/ix(7)#m#.

!%±
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10. 1 . 6 MED I A CAST

H VC
1 2# 5 M 2 2 0
/N#m#

^T#^G ^a, pxy
m 0 5^130 ana) 5B 21 0 (SB) > ## 13 0,

i.
fr#3:

18 0, 2 0 0, 2 1 0

T-/BXzi'-P;## (5^ 1 4 0, 1 5 0)
m # MEDIA CASTiS
m?% ML

1 $H4<T y h

c(D6i##d r6#m#m

1999^6, #Wc

3. 2000#gFL,
4 . T(D^7° k-Y-(DPACE^(HM LT1C#V \

5. ^gm±#rL^o
6 . LSID^ ;7(D#, MITEL^COFDMOlf y7° 7^32^##o

2 ##

1. Planet WEB

#m&#mT5WE
(1) MATRWVVWWy Pf 7A(D##^ A#H^#LT(D#^t±, 

^!l/#^WEB#t'

extended, enhanncedT^WEBf-< M$# ^#TB 6

/V'-ytMb,

(3) OEM LB/'#
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mi-6

m^431,000#
(4) #X#y Fon the Portal

2. EUTELSAT V SAT

EUTELSAT (7)$; lb" y"

(l)oO(D#|'9^

EUTELSAT VSAT^Xh^W^^ 5#|'7-7&#mLl:V^6

®^#(DMTBFT&609y%L;7° 9^3';k°

(4)j£ffl

#/%#, (#7^^#:#$, FAX, %##, (cry'A7^>7#*%^L

xmm

MTBF^7C^^im< , XTy###!. 2mJ^TT&
(DrWjppMT? <fc &

(6)40Mbips

99.99%(D|%##+±T, {/'## 

^>K777\ #T#k"x,

3. ASTRA

(1) ASTRA (Mty7";lf

XiEf^TAP)7' P“K a >K #t'

L^:

77^"%m^IP7^T" i7-»7" yl#^77f 17"

(2) ASTRA#m%#^:##(D57%^PCBr#'#T&) «9 C(DPC&i-6

(3) 747-1'" ^KuA'W'" #-X4:Ka/^y)'" iMT 9
(4) 7k<D B#(TDVB t DVD-RCStoB^

4. EUROP STAR

mWJEfn 1A/Mty l(A|Ms
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tOOTZISEM

##QS30)A)|ZJ.

A9'OAm^- %^^(OOTZ3S 131IM)^/:E^

9 E V<c/W ^44MQ303G)MZ

(^^m°o-iinasiaaim-MMM//:d^aq)^lf 6, JgO)13im(C)

#-.$^44#^^G)(i-3AQ)^W^/^i#T#a^ (%)
( 6 ,4&IS1)

1 3 vL I IAI ’ Z
(M3A)94-?4-44#q^jo ^v4#G>m

[&< E/t^q# g v 414:5 ^-/t'l yy Aa.q}- # ,zK (8)
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8^CIC(C^|###, |W|C^#T, CIE Expert Symposium ^7y —^^^6

Michael Stokes &: (Microsoft it) Jo X U\ Jack
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tZ-o
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10. 1. 14 Electronic Imaging2001
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6 . #### (Electronic Imaging2001 3 >7 r

Sensors, Cameras, and Applications for Digital Photography III 

Conference 4306B

Monday 22 January (9:30-17:20)

TFT-based large area sensor for large format digital photography (Invited Paper),

B. G. Rodricks, M. G. Hoffberg, D. L. Lee, Direct Radiography Corp. [4306B-42]

Spectral reproduction from scene to hardcopy I: input and output, F. H. Imai, M. Rosen,

R. S. Berns, Rochester Institute of Technology; D. Tzeng, Applied Science Fiction 

[4306B-43]

K=t R—TEnd-to-EndJ

Improved digital photography display method,

C. A. Martino,-Pontifica Univ. Gatoliea do Minas Gernio (Brazil) [130GB 44]
>dr/P

Low-power digital image sensor for still picture image acquisition,

S. Tanner, Univ. de Neuch&acirc;tel (Switzerland); S. Lauxtermann, Ctr. Suisse 

d'Electronique et de Microtechnique SA (Switzerland) [4306B-45]

7mA(E^m LiSS=4Mpixel/s, Vdd=3V), h-^/P SNR=56dB, 648x488

V^T^ULT^^tlTV^do

Color filtering for image sensors, C. Bringolf, Atmel-Grenoble (France); P. J. 

Twardowski, Ecole Nationale Sup&eacute;rieure de Physique de Strasbourg (France); P. 

Blanchard, H. Moutenet, Atmel-Grenoble (France) [4306B-46]

400-500nm (#)
^/P^ —a U—v-a 6c# 2%
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Vector color filter array demosaicing,

M. R. Gupta, T. Chen, Stanford Univ. [4306B-47]

COLOR FILTER ARRAY(CFA)grm^T^^6t(C##i-6m#(DD->V !)
Demosaicing 9 C ^ (C j: (p ^

6#-'&v^.’OlxT#n:^fe>o'/tc, "> V " V ^ 7, <h zipper effect (D Trade Off &

Fractal coding scheme with high tolerance,

Y. Ito, T. Fujii, T. Kimoto, M. Tanimoto, Nagoya Univ. (Japan) [4306B-48] 

Range Block

Novel VLSI architecture for edge detection and image enhancement on a single-chip 

video camera, T. Hammadou, A. Bouzerdoum, F. Boussaid, A. Bermak, M. Biglari, K. 

Eshraghian, Edith Cowan Univ. (Australia) [4306B-49]

CMOS (D##,
7 4 XJTpfjjiJ^iJi t LTft < Shunting Inhibitory Cellular 

Neural Network(SICNN)): Of NASA Langley Research

Center "C HH 3£ £ frl fz Multiscale Retinex f£#T h ItL tz. &p H $ frl X V ' it0

Programmable digital imago interpolation integrated circ-uitT 

C.^A-Martins, Pontifica Univ. Catolica do Minas Gerais (Brazil) [4306B 50]
y4r;v

Oblique pixel-slide method using optical devices for digital cameras with a single CCD,

T. Kuno, H. Sugiura, N. Matoba, Mitsubishi Electric Corp. (Japan) [4306B-51]

^ CCD 6 ^^ LT,

VGAmm&(DCCD-C900#L SXGA7rl±1600#(D##^

Influence of motion sensor error on image restoration from vibrations and motion,

0. Hadar, S. Riter, I. Dror, N. S. Kopeika, Ben-Gurion Univ. of the Negev (Israel)
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[4306B-52]

Ubiquitous digital imaging systems, J. Cross, S. I. Woolley, C. Baber, Univ. of 

Birmingham (UK) [4306B-53]

Issues in implementing services for a wireless web-enabled digital camera,

S. Venkataraman, N. Samp at, Y. Fisher, J. Canosa, N. Noel, Questra Corp. [4306B-54]

g#i-6#eo

Active pixel sensors fabricated in a standard 0.18-t m CMOS technology, H. Tian, X. Liu,

S. Lim, A. El Carnal, Stanford Univ. [4306B-55]

Photocurrent estimation from multiple nondestructive samples in CMOS image sensors, 

X. Liu, A. El Carnal, Stanford Univ. [4306B-56]

0.18 ^ f n CMOS##Tt:

It o

Color Imaging: Device-Independent Color, Color Hardcopy, and Graphic Arts 

VI
Conference 4300

Tuesday 23 January 

High-Qualitv Color Reproduction

Imaging systems for high-quality digital production printing (Invited Paper, 

Presentation Only),

H. Kipphan, Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG (Germany) [4300-01]

/ixyu LED
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High-fidelity image reproduction using angular distribution of reflected spectral 

intensity,

M. Tsuchida, Tokyo Institute of Technology (Japan); T. Obi, M. Yamaguchi, N. Ohyama, 

Tokyo Institute of Technology and Telecommunications Advancement Organization of 

Japan [4300-02]

(#:(%&) ^##^LTV^^^C-eC(D^-e#:#LTl/^(COMPASS/Light(D
jSSvy zL v—y 3 y Uifiri

Some Electronic printer metrics, G. K. Starkweather, Microsoft Corp. [4300-03]

iS^25¥c>S:f’7 V h
£±l 
□ o

New approach for a spectral image capture device based on a micro mirror system,

A. C. H&uuml;bler, S. Reuter, F. Guessous, Technische Univ. Chemnitz (Germany) 

[4300-04]

Spectral scanner in the quality control of fabrics manufacturing, R G. Herzog, Color 

AIXperts GmbH and RWTH-Aachen (Germany); F. K&ouml;nig, RWTH-Aachen 

(Germany) [4300-05]

y ^y7 h y X-y A SpAIXscan (2000x3000 12bits 380-730nmx 16

1.34-2.79)

Spectral reproduction from scene to hardcopy II: image processing, M. Rosen,

F. H. Imai, X. Y. Jiang, N. Ohta, Rochester Institute of Technology [4300-06]

M#(Dm6(^#(N>M)i-6^%^ LT grid curves

Spectral image compression for data communications, M. Hauta-Kasari, J. Lehtonen, J. 

P. Parkkinen, T. Jaaskelainen, Univ. of Joensuu (Finland) [4300-07]
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5 ommcDmmcmmL.

Predicting transmittance spectra of electrophotographic color prints, S. Monrad, 

Eidgen&ouml;ssiche Materialpr&uuml;fungs- und Forschunsanstalt (Switzerland); P. 

Emmel, R. Hersch, Ecole Polytechnique F&eacute;d&eacute;rale de Lausanne 

(Switzerland) [4300-08]

Wednesday 24 January

Device Characterization
Color scanner calibration with scan targets of different media types and printing 

mechanisms,

Z. Pan, Conexant Systems, Inc., and Univ. of California/Irvine; Y. X. Noyes, J. Y. 

Hardeberg, L. Lee, Conexant Systems, Inc.; G. Healey, Univ. of California/Irvine [4300- 

10]
b f RGB L*a*b*^^(C^#i-6^^ 3D%—

EK(DQ-60^7 —bT^^-Yi—igrA-Y !) i/a >L

Extended profile structure with feedback signal based on ICC profile,

T. Inuzuka, Y. Toyoda, N. Hamada, Hitachi, Ltd. (Japan) [4300-12]

Hvc(D#e##(D##o icc^^gmuT,
#1E (3D-Table) 30"C^ 50U(Dlt#(Lab^{h)#^:^^$^UCV^c,

Color printer characterization using radial basis function networks,

A. Artusi, W. Alexander, Technische Univ. Wien (Austria) [4300-13]

— y y b 9 — ^ \ZL Radial Basic Function §riSffl '"t' <5§r L o X 3 D

125 #(7)y!) > bc ^ -e 729 #(D mr
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Visually based color space tetrahedrizations for printing with custom inks, S. M. 

Chosson, R. D. Hersch, Ecole Polytechnique F&eacute;d&eacute;rale de Lausanne 

(Switzerland) [4300-14]

Ink limit control for inkjet printer color calibration, H. Zeng, Hewlett-Packard Labs. 

[4300-15]

y ^ 1$|JE-r—V';1/§r^ij

Gamut Mapping

Gamuts and globes: the cartography of color, N. Moroney, Hewlett-Packard Labs. 

[4300-16]

Test target for defining media gamut boundaries, P. Green, London Institute (UK) 

[4300-17]

Gamuts of input and output color imaging media,

J. Morovic, P. L. Sun, Univ. of Derby (UK); P. M. Morovic, Univ. of East Anglia (UK) 

[4300-18]

CRT LaserPrinter^ LCDN 7n i?=c. 9 ThermalPrinter

Color gamut calculations using spatial comparisons,

J. J. McCann, McCann Imaging [4300-19] 

WJeeT#m&;h,T^5CARISMA (yy y/
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Some gamut mapping issues and solutions, G. G. Marcu, Apple Computer, Inc. [4300- 

20]

LT#^l^mLAB

Performance of an extended CARISMA gamut mapping model,

P. Green, London Institute (UK); R. Luo, Univ. of Derby (UK) [4300-21]

CARISMA -7 y L y CARISMA ## LT

Thursday 25 January 

Digital Photography

Several considerations with respect to the future of digital photography and 

photographic printing,

C. Tuijn, M. Mahy, Agfa-Gevaert N.V. (Belgium) [4300-22]

FD-I (D Agfa m ^ V ^

Color segmentation as an aid to white balancing for digital still cameras,

T. J. Cooper, Sony Electronics Inc. [4300-23]

Color Cast Removal (CCR)^Pf/CW5 AWB b Lf:

iSf# 200

HJ:^ ^ ^ ^ fUC^1/ \

Chromatic adaptation performance of different RGB sensors,

S. E. S&uuml;sstrunk, Ecole Polytechnique F&eacute;d&eacute;rale de Lausanne 

(Switzerland); J. M. Holm, Hewlett-Packard Labs.; G. D. Finlayson, Univ. of East Anglia 

(UK) [4300-24]

RGB

SensorSpace,InterchangeSpace,OutputSpace Rec709 ROMM

Rec709^^<, Bradforf^^V^miC^oTV^

1to

Vision
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Influence of spatial luminance interactions on perceived brightness, U. Eisemann, 
RWTH-Aachen (Germany) [4300-25]

h&4r7=vHki-

Error simulation of paired comparison based scaling methods,

C. Cui, Lexmark International Inc. [4300-56]

Color display for dichromats,

F. Vienot, Mus&eacute;um National d'Histoire Naturelle (France); H. Brettel, Ecole 

Nationale Sup&eacute;rieure des T&eacute;l&eacute;communications (France) [4300- 
27] ■

Color Processing

Color appearance for photorealistic image synthesis (Invited Paper), D. Marini, Univ. 

degli Studi di Milano (Italy) [4300-28]

Automatic color preference correction for color reproduction, M. Tsukada, C. Funayama, 

J. Tajima, NEC Corp. (Japan) [4300-29]

#G7b NEC CD AWB ##=(7)#^ 9 3 %(7)iy-

Picture, graphics, and text classification of document image regions, S. V. Revankar, Z. 
Fan, Xerox Corp. [4300-30]

^yLT^c#f(7)M#^z < em 2

Shading and highlight invariant color image segmentation using the MPC algorithm, S. 

Wesolkowski, Univ. of Guelph (Canada); S. Tominaga, Osaka Electro-Communication
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Univ. (Japan); R. D. Dony, Univ. of Guelph (Canada) [4300-31] ■

Fuzzy assignment based color interpolation algorithm, P. Tsai, Intel Corp.; T. Acharya, 

Intel Corp. and Arizona State Univ. [4300-32] ■

Systems

High-speed chip-matrix 1200 dpi LED printhead, M. Koizumi, M. Nobori, H. Tohyama, 

M. Ogihara, Y. Nakamura, Oki Digital Imaging Corp. (Japan) [4300-33]

1200dpi LED/!) K^^###oIC
He ± 0 ±20 ^ / n

Intelligent printing system with AMPAC: boot program for printing machine with 

AMPAC, T. Yuasa, H. Mishina, Muroran Institute of Technology (Japan) [4300-35] 

AMPAC as an intelligent communication core for printing process, H. Mishina, T. Yuasa, 

Muroran Institute of Technology (Japan) [4300-36]

AMPAC#,

T-fJIS#&<k LT#B&6;h,-CT/'6o

System for the automatic selection of conspicuous color sets for qualitative data display 

and visual interface design, P. Campadelli, Univ. degli Studi di Milano (Italy); R. 

Schettini, S. Zuffi, Istituto Tecnologie Informatiche Multimediali (Italy) [4300-37]

$fro, ^

Development of new color conversion system, H. Sugiura, S. Kagawa, M. Takahashi, N. 

Matoba, Mitsubishi Electric Corp. (Japan) [4300-38]
U/ ##MWE#C R T ± CRT##,

SRGB/j-^T(##&#M)o 

Friday 26 January

Color Quality
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Conclusion Further study items

We proposed a new extended profile structure with feedback 
signal that modifies the basic profile data. 3D LUT. to compensate 
color deviation caused by various variable factors

We applied the proposal method for ink-jet printers and 
confirmed that the extended profile has an effectiveness to stable the 
color reproduction through experiments.

It could be implemented as an extension of existing ICC 
profile specification.

- Combination of the ICC profile and reproduction model, such as 
Kubelka-Munk. neural network, etc

- Implementation of feedback signal mechanism.

(17)

E12001 4300-1:

(18)
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10. 3. 3 ....................
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(TC = Technical Committee, TC42: Photography) <D T «-WG18 (WG = Working Group,

ISO Ite
mN

0.

Title 2001 -02-06ES(D^;5E(Stage / 
Status)

12231 186 Photography - Electronic still picture imaging 
- Terminology
PL: W. Donovan (USA)

- S^ffllSS

WD / WD 13 sent to WG18 for 
Comment by 01-03-01

12232
(:1998)

187 Photography - Electronic still picture cameras 
- Determination of ISO speed
PL: K. Parulski(USA)

-ISOXtf-RD###

PUB / Published 98-08-01

12233
(:2000)

188 Photography - Electronic still picture cameras 
- Resolution measurements
PL: K. Parulski(USA) 

i?xf;^>7 -

PUB / Published 00-09-01

12234-1 189.
1

Photography - Electronic still picture cameras 
- Removable memory-Part 1: Basic removable 
memory reference model
PL: W. Metz(USA)

rn^x^u*^ - vA-zcni/ytu-. m

FDIS / FDIS Text sent to 
ISO/CS on 01-01-19

12234-2 189.
2

Photography - Electronic still picture cameras 
- Removable memory - Part 2: Image data 
format - TIFF/EP
PL: K. Parulski(USA)

#fXiOl/±y^ - ua-/<^»^eu—,
S2SB: TIFF/EP

FDIS / FDIS Text sent to 
ISO/CS on 01-01-19

12234-3 189.
3

Photography - Electronic still imaging - Part 
3: Design rule for camera file system (DCF) 
PL: M. Ohkawa(Japan), K. Parulski(USA)

- 1^3 SB:DCF

DIS / DIS text sent to ISO/CS on 
01-01-19

14524
(1999)

192 Photography - Electronic still picture cameras 
- Methods for measuring opto-electronic 
conversion functions (OECFs)
PL: J. Holm (USA)

PUB / Published 99-12-15

WG18: Electronic Still Picture Imaging) dtl, E0 t LT 0
Wv? 9 /P#ihm, #(CDSCHiirollgg*ft*siSfe bHXi Tl'5.,

#&$?iclSO/TC42/WG18T(0$#SrgTmm#%t LTSWhStimH, fcJ:t)\ 

aft*#»iE=P<06$@§r* 2 icijti-, feS$g,toE@lrMLX'l4;, ISO/TC130): ro#lsl^£. 

g<kro®.81;5>6. JWG (JointWG) £>SfiScLT®iiicSoTV'2>o 0

tolcExpert (IS0S*lr#fc5SPm*Wi-5$M) SriRitL, ^2L 

TSTV-Bo
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15739 211 Photography - Electronic still picture imaging 
- Noise measurements
PL: R. Sharman(UK), K. Parulski(USA)

DIS / DIS text sent to ISO/CS 
on 01-01-19
ISO/CS 00-05-08
DIS text (42N4534)

15740 212 Photography - Electronic still picture imaging 
- Picture Transfer Protocol (PTP) for Digital 
Still Photography Devices
PL:T. Looney (USA)

WD/D10.0
Circulated. 00-05-11 
(42N 4539)
* PIMA 15740:2000 (PUB)

16067-1 214.
1

Photography - Electronic scanners 
for photographic images - Spatial resolution 
measurements - Part 1: Scanners for 
reflective
Media
PL: D. W- ler(Germany) % D. Williams( USA)

CD / Added to POW 97-12-30 
CD balloting closes 01-04-06 
CD text (42N 4721)

16067-2 214.
2

Electronic scanners for photographic images - 
Spatial resolutions - measurements —

Part 2 : Film scanners
PL: D. W'ler( Germany X D. Williams(USA)

NP / ELECTRONIC
BALLOTING
NP ballot closes 01-02-28

NP Proposal (42N 4704)

17321-1
JWG20

216 Graphic technology and photography - 
Colour characterisation of digital still
cameras
(DSCs) - Part 1: Stimuli, metrology, and test 

Procedures
PL: W. Donovan(USA)

WD / Added to POW 98-08-11 
Transferred to JWG 20

22028
JWG20

227 Extended colour encoding for digital still 
image storage, manipulation and interchange

■ nm ■

—x>n—S
PL: W. Donovan(USA)

WD / Added to POW 00-09-25 
(42N4629)
Target Date for WD is 00-10- 
31

2. ISO/TC42/WG18tJ J: O:JWG20l'*] If 5 WSSiS

ritem Number] fpWTOStl, mmm#IUC%6#ATIS0 
#Sai®»'6IS0#-§--t-®adtT,5r j:lc*oTV' 

5„ Sfc, IS0roS*@@^iitflcti6oT, NWI (New Work Item) £ LT#S^$S5 

ilfcSHli, WD (Working Draft) , CD (Committee Draft) , DIS (Draft International 

Standard) , FDIS (Final Draft International Standard) 6 # A C fl, (CIS

(International Standard) t LT^IfSil-So =& lx PH i*r iS % 68:!', ISCKD-tCDiRIIdS?

*dh-5o *2 irStffcWEEHro^T', ISO 12234-3 li B *f]>ibto#Sir j; 5DCFro$ 

we*)5„ *fcN ISO 12234-1 B*^6<Dt6$irJ;5DSCroS9S74--vy h

Exif ir, PC Card^rofiUkHtoEttSr i 6tl i: L/tlSlC< B*#S<DSISRIF^A-3
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TV'S: rtoj; -) (T DSCto7*-^y * * y-^1B®E#:icl66

-fK**K4oteri: as, DSCroUFRK*# < *|RUfcr 6 a#&<0# <9 TifcS,

©8Ht»lH (New Work Item)
#LvSfctJtgffjSfeiScjETS

(Working Draft) s>im
V—3r ^ ^ if l z. ft v vx Wfa WM & fNc0

<(D<7)#^75'6 6■CL
(Committee Draft) </j{pf

<(D<7)##^^624*^(Da9PR>43-
®P#K«LftJ#3fc (ISO W DIS, IEC Til CDV) COMMUTE

< (D###a> W6 *,%(%# PR >D.

(fdis) tosr

;&AT(7)i3;c[#j-u 2*^^#^fT9o 

y/<-#2/3m±(D#fK

43.
©r«wfc«fi

iso/iEc$:m#^mm, mi-fsc

$3.

2.

f£5lt> gfcW^ dejure LT3KISJ3: de-facto <D$tft'VfoZ>kWt>tiT%tz.0 W>

L, ^gTtdejure(Om^#^^m^^T#T^6o

1809000#-^^
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DSCtoHEBZIHtlr# LTANSI (American National 

Standard Institute) coSi$)B§r$6it><5PIMA (Photographic and Imaging Manufacturers 
Association) ISO/TC42/WG18!_i:iit 6 MBS toLTl '6OIt, I'O-ST

fc5,, PIMA'v It, (IT = Image Technology) 4rW L, A t/j cp<7;IT 10/jjDigital

Imaging^BSLTMi: LTISO/TC42/WG18(C*tJ$ LTV30

0*lr*51f 5HESWkSeill. ISOTt> 0

*8ro#5li:tr-v>&<, xro6$*iBto
"t'dhlG-) tiBffcot

1997¥Wi>G 0^:}3t'TfcHEB«t»®Stt;4S»4«;ri-5 J: 5 Iztiotz., 5tetoii*S

rnESWB
**aBX5j (1998 0*SSfrF<tt) CD=PX\

t.tz, *ifi-m. ¥fto3¥2fl 280 ro 0 PJxSSrgfltr&coJ: 5 *SES#s®St§iiTt'3„

*,5 2 7W?SF1$

MXit^TxrtbignTV'SBISSiKhSeiroffittlh^B6<)C, 
tf2 7zkKttitzc 2 7 0xm^tl*0*x* 

(ESiSIlfBtDlBMSM) Si»@dXXS;S:$Lfcfeto, 3H Xfbl$W!;A9 , 6fl

3~5 as Lfc ■p#to<t»iWl:e*)ro*'[S]ft* $ h » 3=BWtiWItiE

giJ«Wk«IBSh, SWUit^BS U ^mSEiiteBB-W 9 LtiSSh BE

mmimm (iso) ^be«««*^# (ieo e
s*(twx®t biz,

Shi3„ SFWEd^aSeXseSiJftE^Slliikroii 9,. V#* -

ha—>3 yvtl-m*ve*##V6«j*:v|n:$-^S# 

v®avmvtesve*iv*xvtf«s*v**ft*

xroj; 5ic, 0 *XTtl:ifitc*o <b BE1SSroSSttro@Wsfi$ oT # 

ttotifxJ;), #lc I TBroB#(tlrjb-V'Ttt. —owHESiS^ttJf-SrSlSEi-?) b
BE##l=#i-5M'5&*t'^L5lcL-nd:, 0*to*

5 it'5 Xrlct'iM'hto',

3. BBSWblcjsttsroB^
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4. ISO IEC

4. i

(International Electrotechnical Commission) T&»6c

ISO}tl928¥^iiJE5n/t^B^E^S^^S^^ LT1947(C%M, 128[S^MLT 

V^6o -^IECm908^(C%%, 58g^A0^LTV^6o 
dS&6o ISO,IEC#(cJISC

T^5o

ISO (D Scope IEC (D Mission ##C(D# ip #E#^^,TV^6o

The scope of ISO is not limited to any particular branch; it covers all technical fields 

except electrical and electronic engineering, which is the responsibility of IEC. The 

work in the field of information technology is carried out by a joint ISO/IEC technical 

committee (JTC 1).

ISO j: 9 c <> IEC
##mi5emc&#5f1##ISO 6 IEC##

(JTCl) '-C#Mr$fL6c

The IEC’s mission is to promote, through its members, international cooperation on all 

questions of electrotechnical standardization and related matters, such as the 

assessment of conformity to standards, in the fields of electricity, electronics and related 

technologies.

The IEC charter embraces all electrotechnologies including electronics, magnetics and 

electromagnetics, electroacoustics, telecommunication, and energy production and 

distribution, as well as associated general disciplines such as terminology and symbols, 

measurement and performance, dependability, design and development, safety and the 

environment.

iEC##iW. ^ #####

t±z ^ 6 ^ At? AT -si^ x: e o

To further its mission, the Commission’s objectives are to:
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• meet the requirements of the global market efficiently;

• ensure primacy and maximum world-wide use of its standards and conformity 

assessment schemes;

• assess and improve the quality of products and services covered by its 

standards;

• establish the conditions for the interoperability of complex systems;

• increase the efficiency of industrial processes;

• contribute to the improvement of human health and safety;

• contribute to the protection of the environment.

gp^ • n* • (jtcd ,

ZCOfctf) (C|xft h fritz##fj*JTAG (Joint Technical Advisory Group) ~V h o tzZ. (D
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4. 2 fElectronic Photography] GDjS.^

(Photography)

1990^(:DSC^ig(D#mfb^ISO/TC42/WG18T^^6 ^

DSC(DT##m#(l#/hT$)^. ITK#^(DMm

(cwG i8#B:@ ^ ^ ^ 9 & 6 o
L/j>U ii B# CDISO/TC42(DScopefiN

Standardization of definitions, dimensions and recommended practice in the field of 

photography (specifically radiation sensitive recording media and their utilization); 

methods for testing, rating and classifying the performance characteristics of materials 

and devices used in photography; and methods, materials and processes used for 

photographic document reproduction.

Excluded:

• cinematography

• office document copying machines

t &oTV'”t\ DSC f± Photography CD##~Cjb6 1V' D{ilSl#(j*Tfco fz.Vl

rPhotography ^V^^#(7)^#^ISO tC&VT&^ihv'TW^VX,

Photography (Dfemt ISO

n dsc (onmt^n
^(D^l%-A^ISO/TC42j3ZU(IEC/TC100(:#m^^ JTAG^^##

5 3nX N

nso dsc <Dmmk*'&tbxb&i'\ fcfcu iso t iec tm&ti'tzx?
icj

w CDlptra^r^tT^ 1999 ISO (C <5 TMB (Technical Management Board) (z 

j;oTx #f Scope

TMB Approves Scope:

Technical Management Board resolution 46/1999
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ISO/TC 42 Photography

The Technical Management Board, noting the proposal of ISO/TC 42 Photography for a 

modification of its current scope, further noting that ISO/IEC JTAG 2 Image technology 

has encouraged IEC TC 100 Audio, video and multimedia subsystems and equipment 

and ISO/TC 42 to continue their work on standards which are under development, 

ratifies the modified scope of ISO/TC 42.

ISO/TC42(DScope^^(D Z o
Standardization primarily, but not exclusively in the field of still picture imaging - 

chemical and electronic - including, but not limited to:

• definitions for still imaging systems;

• methods for measuring, testing, rating, packaging, labeling, specifying and 

classifying the dimensions, physical properties and performance characteristics 

of media, materials and devices used in chemical and electronic still imaging;

• specifications and recommendations of logical and physical characteristics, 

practices, interfaces and formats for still imaging capture, processing, and 

output systems; and
• methods, measurements, specifications and recommended practices for storage, 

permanence, integrity and security of imaging media and materials, and 

imaging media disposition

Excluded;
• Equipment and systems in the field of audio, video and audiovisual engineering 

(IEC/TC100);

• Cinematography (ISO/TC36)

• Graphic technology (ISO/TC 130);

• Document imaging applications (ISO/TC 171);

• Office equipment (ISO/IEC/JTC 1/SC 28); and

• Physical keeping of documents (ISO/TC46/SC10)

4 . 3 (Color Management & Measurement = CM)

mu, ^l#tciSO^IEC&^#LTV'5C6K:#L%\

1997^5^ m#)
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SEtit. *?~r*-*S*VY CM) , ttM, EASE,
»#, *«®5#ffT, 0*-eiBS»iS*rat»5S ■ »IUTV'< ; tic/iofc, 

g*B*<oMttiti:, ISO/IEC roEMJSicbfcdo ISO/IEC icMLTt'SISti, -ero 

aroas^esfttffi,
ififtrlUl, B^iEWScEfeSoTV'Sfcfc^fcb-f, ZtiZtitfG-tSWk

Et?& n, M« J: 9 ic# < c:' i: TV '6 - t lc# L T, ?

SM^S < -irttSSx?S*V\. ISO/IEC tmaiiroj: 5 tc$$tt5r*i-5SeS*Hli@ 
%)6iLrWjv^i6"t-fo5,;,

v 'Tnir-tirj:, g **|i|rollimS(tiSijro-$1 LT CM as® <9 -tit t>it2> c i tfsftfc 

Bit, 1997 #i- IEC/TC100 (Audio, Video and Multimedia Systems and Equipment) CO 

44C PT61966 (Colour measurement and management in multimedia systems and 

equipment) f Technical Area Manager jo jzt): Project
leader t/-eoT«T®JIBro«Wlt$8*£fi1ofcc
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LT, TC42, TC130, CIE(D##(7)d%&m#L.

#T^ 66 ^ Z «k 60 London^#^###^

60

Color management liaison: Color management liaison: Mr. Holm noted that he has been 

active in WG3 as well as WG18, and was asked to represent TC42 at the CIE Expert 

Symposium '96 "Colour Standards for Image Technology." He has attended the last two 

ICC meetings as an observer. He stated that there has not been good coordination 

between TC42 and TCI30, CIE, and particularly ICC work, and that TC42 has a 

measurement expert group that could provide valuable expertise related to the 

development of color standards. He noted that the CIE has not yet developed a 

comprehensive color appearance model that is appropriate for complex pictorial images, 

since for example they do not account for the dynamic range of the output media. He 

noted that the graphic arts environment is typically more controlled than that of 

conventional photography, because professional photographers light scenes to achieve 

moderate dynamic ranges, and because the typical graphic arts output media is 

reflection hard copy. He noted that the problems in color management are just 
beginning to be solved, and that he believes our joint meeting on Thursday is a crucial 

meeting.
Mr. Fisch noted that graphics arts companies were the first to make use of electronic 

imaging and colorimetric scanners. He noted that many of the important tools were 

developed by ASTM (American Society of Testing and Materials) and CGATS ("The 

Committee for Graphic Arts Technologies Standards" which is accredited by the 

American National Standards Institute (ANSI)), because TC42 was not responsive to 

the needs of graphic arts. He noted that TC42 has not been moving as rapidly to address 

electronic imaging color issues as the graphic arts industry, because the use of 

electronic imaging in traditional photography has been developing more slowly than in 

graphic arts. He stated that TC42 should not compete with ASTM. Mr. Holm said that 

he agreed that TC42 should not compete with TC130, but that we need to ensure that 

color issues critical to the success of digital photography are resolved. Ms. Jordan urged 

that all interested WG18 experts attend the joint meeting with WG3.

ZIS017321^NWI<k Jack HolmftConveneri LT,

ISO/TC130^(DJWG (JWG20) 1997#5
Tl dfr^Tt/zLos Angeles^S^SISiBcD—SRTfodo
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Camera colour calibration: Mr. Holm noted that at our London plenary, there was a 

resolution passed at a joint meeting of TC42 and TC130 to develop a NWI proposal 

related to Digital Camera Colour Characterization. The current title from TC130 is 

“Graphic technology and photography - Colour characterization of electronic still 

cameras, Part 1: Test objects and procedures”. Mr. Holm prepared an initial NWI 

proposal and posted it on the IT10 web page for comments. The TCI30 group suggested 

that sRGB, which is utilized in the NWI proposal, be standardized in a separate 

document entitled “Part 2, Standard monitor RGB specifications”. In response, Mr. 

Holm prepared a NWI proposal for part 2 (97-297).

[SIX] 1996#(DLondon^#(C joISO/TC421ISO/TC1301 It, Jack HolmA^DSC

r^c-emv^^e^^dSORGB)] <Hce#JTe5oTCl30 

(CHohn#(%mWPart iXPart 2(C##M-6C ^ X

Mr Holm noted that there is some overlap between our “Test objects and procedures”

document and the IEC WD 61996-9. For example, the TC100 document includes a test

chart for measuring the OECF. This method is not as rigorous as our QECF method,
but mav be acceptable for “multimedia” applications using soft displays, since the

calibration can be less precise than for color hard copy output uses.

[Sffi] Holmftte. ISO/TC42/WGl8£>Part 11IEC/TC100/PT61966 Part 9 b (OfigfcljB

ffil^EfTClOQcDjCt^MOECF (Opto-Electronic Conversion

Function = 80^180^-bIEC(D^&mSO(DOECF#

Mr. Motta provided background on the development of sRGB. He noted that many 

companies have provided contributions or support of the sRGB colour space, which has 

been adapted within the HTML 3.2 standard and is supported in the FlashPix image 

format. Mr. Motta and Mr. Stokes of HP are bringing the sRGB proposal to TC100. He 

suggested that there be a core document that is developed by a joint group of experts 

from TC100, TC42, and TC130 working together. Mr. Parulski suggested that we
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resolve to work closely with TC100 and TC130 on a joint ISO/IEC standard with a 

common definition of sRGB that is appropriate for multimedia, graphic arts, and 

electronic still picture imaging applications.

[H$J] HP (Hewlett Packardth) <D Ricardo Mattaft^sRGB^^cDWiE-tft&lE L/A # 

< sRGB^S^teHTML(Hyper

Text Markup Language) Versions.2 (C# A 5 tlTV16 L> Eastman Kodak, Live Pictures, 

Microsoft, HP "CUM L 7 y /L-A'fc 6 FlashPix## 7^-—^ y h “C L

h LTl^o Mottaft (HP) tMichael Stokesft (^#HP#&Microsoft) t (A sRGB 

&IEC/TClOO(C#t)]&tfo Z.(D^(D^7 £StiIEC/TC 100, ISO/TC42, *5j;U*
ISO/TClSO(DExpert]#V)#|R|##(CL 6 'bC9'V(b:5o Eastman KodakBfM"CPIMA 

(Photographic and Imaging Manufacturers Association) /ITlOCOMM'Vh 6Kenneth 

Parulski&l::, ^77^y^T-h,

sRGB(D#m^#^ L O TISO/IEC(D##f;#m(7) L ^ TrTClOOjo Z(fTCISO&

ISO/TC42AVGl8#^X:1d:sRGB(DS^t4^SEL, ISO/TC130 

sRGB^WSLTV^IEC/TCl00/PT61966^(Dih#|l%^StfSE^fc^^o

IS0/TC42/WG18^

Physicalrneetmg&m/vC5
ISO/TC42/WGl8^(7)4k^##(c#Lind:, ISO,IEC^6L(C,
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since each technical committee has representation from all interested National 

Committees.

3) The documents produced have the form of recommendations for international use 

and are published in the form of standards, technical specifications, technical 

reports or guides and they are accepted by the National Committees in that sense.

4) In order to promote international unification, IEC National Committees undertake 

to apply IEC International Standards transparently to the maximum extent 

possible in their national and regional standard shall be clearly indicated in the 
letter.

5) The IEC provides no marking procedure to indicate its approval and cannot be 

rendered responsible for any equipment declared to be in conformity with one of its 

standards.

6) Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this international 

standard may be the subject of patent rights. The IEC shall not be held responsible 

for identifying any or all such patent rights.

CfDIfjCcofT, 3;/^ Parts (D

Scope =

Scope

This part of IEC 61966 is applicable to the assessment of colour reproduction of 

digital cameras used in open computer systems and similar applications.

A series of methods and parameters for colour measurements and management for 

use in multimedia systems and equipment is applicable to the assessment of colour 
reproduction.

Part 9 deals with digital cameras to capture colour still images and moving images for 

use in multimedia applications.

The methods of measurement standardized in this part are designed to make possible
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the objective performance assessment and characterization of colour reproduction of 

digital cameras which can capture colour still and moving images, and output colour 

information corresponding to red - green - blue digital image data. The measured 

results are intended to be used for the purpose of colour management in multimedia 

systems, typically in the Internet.

This part of IEC 61966 defines test charts, measurement conditions and methods of 

measurement, so as to make possible the colour management in open multimedia 

systems and comprehensive comparison of the results of measurements for assessment 

of digital cameras.

Colour control within digital cameras is out of the scope of this part. It does not 

specify limiting values for various parameters.
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7. ISO 17321 OSiE
Stj^scDS i) s 1997^5^ toISO/TC42/WG18 Los Angeles£STTSOl7321<DSlES.E^ 
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WD2 <D Foreword, Introduction jo Scope 'T?fc;50

Graphic Technology and Photography -Colour target and procedures for the colour 

characterization of digital still cameras (DSCs). 14 September 1998
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Foreword

ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide federation of 

national standards bodies (ISO member bodies). The work of preparing International 

Standards is normally carried out through ISO technical committees. Each member 

body interested in a subject for which a technical committee has been established has 

the right to be represented on that committee. International organizations, 

governmental and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take part in the work. 

ISO collaborates closely with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) on 

all matters of electrotechnical standardization.

Draft International Standards adopted by the technical committees are circulated to the 

member bodies for voting. Publication as an International Standard requires approval 

by at least 75% of the member bodies casting a vote.

International Standard ISO 17321 was prepared by a joint working group composed of 

representatives of Technical Committees ISO/TC42, Photography, and ISO/TC130, 

Graphic Technology.

Annexes B through E of this International Standard are for information only.

Introduction

The spectral responses of the colour analysis channels of digital still cameras (DSCs) 

do not, in general, match those of a typical human observer, such as defined by the CIE 

standard colorimetric observer. Neither do the responses of different DSCs necessarily 

match each other. In characterising DSCs, it is therefore necessary to take account of 

the DSC spectral sensitivities, illumination, and reference colour space.

This International Standard will address these considerations by defining a colour 

targets, metrology, and procedures for various situations. It will address the problem of 

such cameras under the most general picture taking conditions; where metameric 

colours and a range of illumination sources may be encountered. However, it will 

recommend procedures for more closely defined situations in which the illumination 

source and colorants being imaged are better known.

DSC(D^f
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The DSC characterisations obtained using this International Standard are expressed 

as transformations. These transformations, when applied to raw DSC data, produce 

estimates of scene (or original) colorimetry. The most common transformation form is a 

set of tone reproduction curves (TRCs) for each DSC analysis channel, followed by a 

matrix, followed by a single TEC applied to each of the three channels produced by the 

matrix. The purpose of the first set of TRCs is to linearize the DSC data with respect to 

scene radiance, and normalize the data with respect to the adopted white point. These 

TRCs may vary from scene to scene because of DSC flare, even if the adopted white 

point remains constant. The matrix transforms the data from the linear DSC spectral 

space to estimates of scene colorimetry expressed in the linear original RGB colour 

space, which is also defined in this International Standard. Different matrices based on 

different scene spectral correlation assumptions, and obtained using each of the three 

methods described may be used with the same DSC. The final TRC converts the linear 

original RGB data to ISO original RGB data, which is a more perceptually uniform 

representation for encoding. This TRC is based on the EOCF of an IEC standard sRGB 
display without veiling glare, so that any scene dynamic range can be represented. In 

addition to being relatively uniform perceptually, data encoded in this manner has the 

advantage that if it is displayed on an ideal sRGB display, the colorimetry of the display 

when viewed in a dark room (with no veiling glare) will match the estimated 

colorimetry of the scene or original viewed under the capture illuminant, with the 

adopted white point transformed to that of the display (D 65) in the manner specified in 

this International Standard.

This International Standard also defines a DSC metamerism index for determining

how accurately a DSC is able to analyse the colors in a scene.

fa id CO DSC metamerismfsM b/liM't' £*

This International Standard is written for use with any DSC intended for 

photographic or graphic arts applications. However, it may not be practical for any user 

to apply this International Standard to any DSC. A significant level of expertise in the
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field of digital colour reproduction is required, as is access to raw or unrendered DSC 

data. Many DSCs do not output raw or unrendered data. With such cameras, this 

International Standard can only be applied by manufacturers and testing laboratories 

with the capability of extracting the raw or unrendered data. Additionally, some of the 

measurement methods described in this International Standard require sophisticated 

and expensive measurement equipment. This International Standard is therefore 

intended primarily for use by manufacturers, testing laboratories, and professional 

users in cases where the DSC does output raw or unrendered data.

The technical experts who developed this International Standard recognize that a 

standard that could be applied generally to DSC output would be desirable. However, 

such a standard would not be meaningful in characterising the scene or original 

analysis capabilities of many DSCs because it would frequently be impossible to 

determine if colorimetric differences between the DSC data and the scene or original 

captured were due to analysis errors or proprietary rendering algorithms. The only way 

to make this distinction is if the rendering used is well documented and available, and 

the rendered data can be converted to unrendered data by inverting the rendering. This 

situation is unlikely to occur because one of the major differentiators in DSC 

performance is the rendering. Sophisticated rendering algorithms can be image 

dependent, and locally varying within an image. This makes it extremely difficult to 

reliably determine the exact rendering used by analysing captured test scenes.

fRendered] rUnrenderedJ (DjBS'&AEiito, *1 b L

TUnrenderedJ ^

1 Scope

This International Standard shall specify a colour target, metrology, and procedures 

for the colour characterisation of digital still cameras to be used for photography and 

graphic technology. Such characterisation shall be limited to DSC data that either has 

not been processed for colour, or has been processed to estimate scene or original 

colorimetry (as opposed to the colorimetry of a reproduction).

metrology,
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1997-05 Los Angeles
Camera colour calibration: Mr. Holm noted that at our London plenary, there was a resolution 

passed at a joint meeting of TC42 and TC130 to develop a NWI proposal related to Digital 

Camera Colour Characterization. The current title from TC130 is “Graphic technology and 

photography - Colour characterization of electronic still cameras, Part 1: Test objects and 

procedures”. Mr. Holm prepared an initial NWI proposal and posted it on the IT 10 web page for 

comments. The TC130 group suggested that sRGB, which is utilized in the NWI proposal, be 

standardized in a separate document entitled “Part 2, Standard monitor RGB specifications”. In 

response, Mr. Holm prepared a NWI proposal for part 2 (97-297).

Mr. Holm noted that there is some overlap between our “Test objects and procedures” document 

and the IEC WD 61996-9. For example, the TC100 document includes a test chart for 

measuring the OECF. This method is not as rigorous as our OECF method, but may be 

acceptable for “multimedia” applications using soft displays, since the calibration can be less 

precise than for color hard copy output uses. Mr. Motta provided background on the 

development of sRGB. He noted that many companies have provided contributions or support of 

the sRGB colour space, which has been adapted within the HTML 3.2 standard and is 

supported in the FlashPix image format. Mr. Motta and Mr. Stokes of HP are bringing the 

sRGB proposal to TC100. He suggested that there be a core document that is developed by a 

joint group of experts from TC100, TC42, and TCI30 working together. Mr. Parulski suggested 

that we resolve to work closely with TC100 and TC130 on a joint ISO/IEC standard with a 

common definition of sRGB that is appropriate for multimedia, graphic arts, and electronic still
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picture imaging applications.

Color issues

Mr. Juenger proposed a resolution (WG18/97-312) that “WG18 wishes to encourage 

the ICC Committee to enter the ICC profile specification into the ISO Standardization 

Process, and offers the option of a joint TC130/TC42 document”.

PolaroidfD Juenger ft/(n 6 ISO## (d# L TICC (International Color Consortium) O#

The voting was unanimously in favor of this resolution. Mr. Peyton agreed to write an 

appropriate letter. It was suggested that Mr. McDowell be contacted to bring this letter 

to the ICC meeting in Kyoto. Mr. Parulski agreed to contact Mr. McDowell concerning 

this matter.

Mr. Holm distributed a letter from Tony Johnson of TC130 that proposes the 

language for the NWI proposal “Test object(s) and procedure for the colour 

characterization of electronic still cameras.” Mr. Metz suggested that the results of 

these procedures should be able to be represented as ICC profiles. Mr. Juenger 

suggested that this should be a metrology standard, and not mandate to manufacturers 

how ICC profiles are constructed.

Mr. Holm stated his concern that significant changes to the language of the NWI 

would require more interaction with TC130 that would delay our work. It was agreed to 

add the term “metrology” to the title, eliminate the term “transformation”, and drop the 

sentence regarding film based cameras. Mr. Parulski made a resolution that the revised 

proposal be submitted by Mr. Peyton as a NWI. The resolution was approved without 

objection.

Mr. Holm reviewed his standard monitor RGB WD #0.1 (97-297) document. He noted 

that unlike the sRGB document posted on the ICC home page, this document clearly 

distinguishes between the source RGB data (which describes the original scene) and the 

destination RGB data, which describes the standard monitor EOCF (Electro-optical 

conversion function). Mr. Juenger stated that he was concerned about the shape of the 

curve in Fig. 1 at high code values, since the mapping of scene highlights and specular 

reflections to RGB display code values was very important.
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Mr. Edwards noted that due to time limitations, we must conclude discussion on this 

document. The group discussed which of the two documents from Mr. Holm should be 

submitted as supporting documentation along with the NWI proposal. The consensus 

was that a revised version of part 1 should be submitted, but part 2 (sRGB) should not 

be submitted.

Part Part

Mr. Juenger suggested the following changes (97-214) to the part 1 document:

1. The introduction should be shortened, and the words “The most suitable output space 

for linear pictorial reproduction is sRGB” should be dropped.

2. Method D should be reordered to be described first

3. The “C” matrix in method D needs to be explained

Mr. Jones suggested adding information about the relations of the various standards 

and normative references. Mr. Higgins suggested rewording the draft in consideration 

of the aim of this standard being “metrology”. Mr. Juenger suggested adding notes to 

the introduction and to controversial areas that the methods described are just “under 

consideration”, since this is simply a new work item proposal.

Mr. Edwards suggested that we revise our earlier resolution on this NWI proposal to 

add a revised version of part 1, which should be agreed by the following experts: Mr. 

Holm, Mr. Juenger, Mr. Ohkawa, Ms. Susstrunk, Mr. Parulski or designee, and Mr. 

Ohno by the end of June.

Color NWI : Write letter and deliver to ICC meeting Juenger, Peyton, Ohkawa, 

Susstrunk,Peyton Complete NWI proposal Holm, Juenger, Ohkawa, Susstrunk, et. al.
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1998-05 Portland

Camera colour measurement new work item:

Mr. Holm noted that at the 1996 plenary, there was a joint meeting of experts from 

TC42, TC130, and CIE related to digital camera colour measurements. He stated that 

a resolution was passed recommending a new work item in this area. At the 1997 

WG18 meeting in LA, there was discussion concerning an sRGB standard. It was 

agreed that we should not standardized sRGB within WG18, but work with TCI00 to 

assist the development of their standard in this area. Mr. Holm noted that for the 

measurement standard, in fact, sRGB data is not used, and an original “scene” RGB 

colour space specification is needed.

WG18 T# sRGB IEC

Holm ACL ##±sRGBT

tz. o

Mr. Holm stated that WD 1.1 has three key sections, (1) a description of a scene 

colorimetry space, (2) transformations to get into scene colorimetry space, and (3) a 

camera metamerism index. Mr. James asked for clarification as to the purpose of this 

standard, since it is not used for image interchange, and for a statement concerning who 

should receive comments on the WD. Mr. Holm agreed to address these issues in an 

updated WD.

WD1.1

(1) v— (DfBlzt!

(2) iy- A 6 ^

(3)

Mr. Holm received a message from Mr. Ikeda (98-318) concerning overlap between our 

colour work item and the IEC project 61966 related to color characterization of 

electronic still cameras. Mr. Holm noted that in fact there was more overlap with the 

current IEC working draft and our OECF standard, ISO 14524, which we have just 

agreed to promote to FDIS. Mr. Peyton noted that we had been invited to send a 

representative to the IEC meeting now underway in Derby, England, but unfortunately 

the meeting had been scheduled in a way that conflicts with our WG18 meeting. Mr.
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Holm suggested we invite interested IEC experts to our Genoa plenary.

HolmRtL ISO ^
(J/LHolm IEC (Of## WSO ^ FDIS C IS014524
(OECF= ISO/TC42(0$:#^T^5 Peyton^:

N:, IEC Derby ^

Holm#(3\ IEC (O Expert

ISOGenoa (C%# L J 9 6 L 7^,

In response to a question to Mr. Juenger, Mr. Holm noted that recent color research 

has shown that adaptation transformations work better in RGB space rather than 

alternate spaces, such as cone spaces. Mr. Holm noted that this makes it possible to 

have RGB values which provide “automatic chromatic adaptation”. By using the CCIR 

709 primaries, the RGB values can also be realized in practice. Dr. Ohno suggested 

that the draft more clearly describe the differences between sRGB and the scene RGB 

values used. Mr. Juenger suggested adding material describing experiments showing 

the effect of error minimization using different color matching functions.

In response to a question from Mr. Ohkawa, Mr. Holm stated that the color matching 

functions given in Fig. 1 and Table 1 were developed at HP Labs. He indicated that the 

three Hubei references in the Bibliography describe the derivation of these functions. 

Mr. Ohno noted that the procedures in method A need to be described in more detail, 

particularly in reference to IEC 61966. Mr. Ohno asked about the status of the target 

used for method B. Mr. Holm noted that there are several possible sources for the 

target, and that Mr. Tony Johnson has agreed to take responsibility for defining the 

target for method B. Mr. Parulski noted that Method C is applicable only to a small 

number of professional applications, and there should be more guidance concerning 

when this method is NOT useful.

Mr. Okano asked how the spectral sensitivities of cyan, magenta, yellow cameras 

can be evaluated. Mr. Holm noted that this was possible to do with a 3 x N matrix. 

Mr. Tsugita stated that the derivation of the curves in Fig. 1 should be indicated. Mr. 

Holm noted that these are derived from 709 primaries, and that he will include the 

derivation in the updated draft. Mr. Juenger noted that an error metric for the 

metamerism index should be defined.
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1998-10 Genoa

WDl.l HVC #4##^ ^
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ISO 17321:

Mr. Holm distributed copies of WD 2 of ISO 17321, comments on WD 1.1 (98-337), and 

an e-mail exchange with Ikeda-san (98-338).

Mr. Holm reviewed the comments received. Mr. Johnson agreed to provide an 

introductory paragraph dealing with comments 1 and 3. Concerning comment 4, Mr. 

Johnson suggested that the Bradford color matching functions be used instead of those 
presently in ISO 17321.

Mr. Holm noted that a problem with the Bradford functions is that the primaries can 

not be realized by real devices. Mr. Johnson and Mr. McDowell suggested that the 

choice of the primaries be better explained in the document, so that readers will 

understand that these are simply the 709 primaries adjusted to an equal energy white 
point.

Relative to comment 5, Mr. Johnson suggested that the standard include an 

additional method to describe how to get from the camera RGB data to PCS (profile 

connection space) data for ICC colour management.

There was considerable discussion concerning the purpose of the standard, whether it 

is to compute a camera metamerism index or provide color calibration data. It was 

agreed that the scope statement should explicitly discuss the camera metamerism 
index.

0$^metamerism index^

^illro $ /hl7t|p;IL -X =3 —y 7 (7)metamerism index <D HI tmX:'5 Z. h ^^ 

# t<D-

After discussion, Mr. Holm agreed to use “spectrally non-selective” relative to 

comment 16.

Regarding comment 19, there should be an initial statement in section 4.4 that 

discusses linearizing the ISO original RGB values. Mr. McDowell suggested that 

methods B and C be combined, with a choice of targets.
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Discussion on ISO 17321 was suspended until the afternoon, so that many of the 

experts could attend the WG3 meeting.

1999-04 Vancouver

ISO/IEC ZtibbiaX IEC/TC100/PT61966 Part 9&1ab Stiff 2EM

(c iso nvc

ISO/IEC 6 /c. #)0) JTAG2 (Joint Technical Advisory Group 2)

tls JTAG2 Kodak (D McDowell £frltcQ

Mr. McDowell, chair of JTAG2, reviewed the results of a JTAG2 meeting held earlier 

this week.

About one year ago, TC100 raised an issue at the JTAG2 meeting concerning this 

work item. He noted that JTAG2 is simply an advisory group, with no authority for 

scope issues. TC42 responded to a JTAG2 request by describing the differences between 

ISO 17321 and the work in progress on PT61966. At the meeting, resolution 194-99 was 

prepared by the representatives of TC42 and TC100 and approved by all attendees. It 

reads:

“JTAG 2 notes the responses provided by the project leader of IEC TC 100/ PT 61966 

and the chairman of TC42 in response to the request of JTAG 2 in Resolution 188-98. 

JTAG2 notes that there are still differences of opinion on the optimum resolution of the 

issue of overlapping or conflicting standards between these two committees. However, 

from a technical point of view JTAG2 supports the continued progression of both 

standards under development (IEC 61966-9 and ISO 17321) to meet the needs of both 

the multimedia and photographic / graphic arts communities. JTAG 2 encourages IEC 

TC 100/PT61966 and ISO TC42/WG 18 to:

1. Continue to collaborate to develop common methodologies where appropriate

2. Provide distinct methodologies where common methodologies are not appropriate

3. Develop solutions for their respective constituencies”.

Mr. Holm reviewed a diagram of one possible “digital still camera color processing” 

path that could be used (99-376). Phase 1 is “Camera linearization and CFA 

interpolation (for 1-chip color cameras)”, which can produce “ISO RGB” signals. Phase 2 

is “camera color correction and rendering”, which typically applies a proprietary digital
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photography reproduction model to render the image. Mr. Holm displayed images 

produced using various tone reproduction curves using different models. Phase 3, 

“output”, uses conventional color management. Mr. Holm stated that ISO 17321 deals 

with the output of phase 1, and some of the confusion about ISO 17321 may be caused 

by people incorrectly believing that it applies to the output of phase 2.

Ms. Susstrunk stated that she is interested in ISO RGB as a archival image format. 

Mr. Holm noted that this requires accommodating negative values. He suggested it may 

be preferable to store the image using the “raw” sensor data and well as information 

concerning the spectral characteristics. Ms. Tastl noted that storing the “raw” image 

data requires that the processing algorithms used in playing back the image 

understand how to process the raw sensor data.

Mr. Holm distributed copies of 100/94/CC (99-380) “Compilation of comments on 

committee draft” and “Differences between scopes of ISO 17321 and IEC 61966-9” (99- 

379). Mr. Holm noted that much of the introductory information was not intended to be 

specific comments on the text of IEC 61966-9. Only comments TC42 5-1 to 5.7 were 

intended to be specific requests for changes to the text.

Mr. Sugiura reviewed the comments (99-380) submitted by TC42. He noted that when 

the new committee draft is circulated in mid-May, many of the TC42 comments (TC42 

comments are from TC42-5-1 to TC42-5-7 in 100/94/CC) will be accepted or partially 

accepted. Mr. Sugiura stated that he has already sent his proposed draft to the project 

leader, who will prepare the final text. In response to a question, Mr. Sugiura stated 

that he cannot provide a definition of “multimedia” at the present time since he himself 

has not yet seen the definition. Mr. Ohkawa noted again that it is important for us to 

have an agreed definition for photography. Mr. Donovan, who agreed to prepare a 

definition for “photography” as part of the terminology project, agreed to present a draft 

definition following the discussion on ISO 17321.

Mr. Holm noted that TC42-5-3 was rejected. He agreed that it is not always clear 

when a camera under test uses an image-specific rendering process. However, if it does, 

the measurement results may be meaningless. Mr. Wueller stated that he will be 

presenting a paper at the PICS conference demonstrating that IEC 61966-9 provides 

meaningless results for cameras with image-specific rendering processes. He found that 

it is impossible to predict the RGB values from the spectral data for the cameras he 

tested. Mr. Holm stated that since the new scope for IEC 61966-9 will include a 

statement that photography and graphic arts are excluded, this problem with IEC
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61966-9 may not be of concern to us.

Mr. Holm stated that TC42-5-4 was rejected, even though we asked that it be added 

only as an informative annex, not as a normative annex. We are not proposing that this 

method be adopted in IEC 61966-9. It is simply a reference to the user. In response to a 

comment from Mr. Sugiura, Mr. Holm noted that ISO/FDIS 14524 does not require a 

reflection chart, since a transmissive chart may be used, and does not require that the 

high contrast chart be used. In fact, a low contrast 20:1 chart may be used. Dr. Sugiura 

noted that in a 3-CCD camera, there can be vertical shading due to the prism 

beamsplitter. Mr. Johnson asked who was notified of the “technical problems pointed to 

by PT 61966”. Dr. Suigara stated that these problems were discussed within PT 61966 

by the project leader.

Mr. Holm agreed to develop a response to the concerns of PT 61966 on ISO/FDIS 

14524, and work with Mr. Donovan to communicate this response to Prof. Ikeda. Mr. 

Parulski noted that the arrangement of gray chips on the OECF chart was designed to 

minimize the impact of lens shading. He suggested that Mr. Holm ask PT 61966 for 

data concerning the relevant impact of lens shading versus vertical shading due to the 

prism beamsplitter in 3-chip cameras.

Concerning the comments in TC42-5-5 and TC42-5-6, Mr. McDowell suggested that 

instead of again asking PT61966 to add these comments, we should instead request PT 

61966 add to IEC 61966-9 a pointer to ISO 17321 for photography and graphics 

technology applications. In addition, we should prepare appropriate wording to point to 

IEC 61966-9 from ISO 17321 for multimedia applications.

Dr. Suguira presented a method for measuring the colour characteristics of digital 

cameras. The method can measure the spectral responsivity and tone reproduction of 

digital cameras, including negative lobes. The method uses the central area of the image, 

to minimize the effects of spatial non-uniformity. The method uses a dark box with a 

hole much smaller than the test chart. This deactivates the automatic functions even 

when the small area has been changed. This compensates for errors due to AE and AWB. 

Absolute black is obtained by using a dark box with a hole. The measurement is 

performed using a test chart with a hole. The hole includes an optical fiber connected to 

a monochrometer. The test chart has 16 gray steps, including a hole to provide absolute 

black. To measure the gray scale characteristics, 16 different reflectance patches are 

inserted, one at a time, into the central hole. The reflectance values were selected to 

approximately follow a gamma 2.2 function.
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To measure the spectral sensitivity, the monochrometer is adjusted and individual 

images are taken. In case the different images have errors due to AE, AWB, etc., the 

raw data is corrected by normalizing by the light intensity. He noted that this method 

can measure the negative lobes of the spectral responsivity since the area illuminated 

by the monochrometer also includes a slight amount of broad spectral illumination. He 

noted that the measurement accuracy of the method is adequate for multi-media 

applications. The error is about 2.32 deltaE* units for a test using 28 colour patches, 

comparing the predicted camera sRGB values and the actual sRGB camera values in 

CIELAB space. In response to a question from Mr. Tsugita, Mr. Suigara stated that the 

characterization takes about 3 hours to complete. In response to a question from Mr. 

Parulski, he noted that the average reflectance of the chart is about 18%, in keeping 

with the video practice.

The meeting was adjourned at 12 noon and resumed at 1:15 pm Mr. McDowell 

discussed the interest in including within ISO 17321 a method of characterizing 

cameras for ICC profiles using a color test chart having published values. Mr. Holm 

noted that he has no problem making this addition. He noted that the problems he has 

had in using test charts is not variations of the chart itself, but in variations in the chart 

illumination. Mr. Holm suggested that to correct for chart illumination errors, we could 

refer to the method used in IEC 61966-9. Mr. Johnson agreed to work with Mr. 

McDowell to develop an annex describing how to use a known test chart (e.g. ITS or 

MacBeth color chart) to characterize a camera.

Mr. Donovan stated that there is at least one company that would be interested in 

supplying a camera characterization chart. Mr. McDowell mentioned that several other 

companies may be interested as well, and what is needed is a chart specification that 

can be provided to them. The manufacturers should then be contacted to see if they are 

able to provide such a target.

The need for including a matrix of LUTs as a characterization option was discussed. 

It was agreed that this will be removed, in the interest of clarity. In response to a 

question from Mr. McDowell, Mr. Holm stated that the best way to transport the 

camera calibration data may be to use the TIFF/EP image format to store the camera 

spectral sensitivity and OECF data (or the ICC profile) for that particular camera. Mr. 

Tao asked about the impact of demosiacing algorithms on the camera’s color 

reproduction. Mr. Holm responded that this should not be an issue for the large area 

color measurements used in ISO 17321. Mr. Tao also asked whether equation 11 needs 

to be so specific, or whether it can be replaced by a polynomial. Mr. Holm agreed to
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consider this question.

The time and location of the next project team meeting was discussed. TC42 WG18 

has suggested Sunday Nov. 14, 1999 in Scottsdale, prior to the 1ST color imaging 

conference. Mr. Holm suggested that the following meeting be held in Lausanne on May 

17, 2000, just before the DRUPA conference (May 18-31 in Dusseldorf).

Mr. Holm reviewed comments on WD #3.1 received to date (99-371). Mr. Johnson 

suggested that on page 4, the standard should include a pointer to annex B which 

defines the ISO RGB primaries. Mr. Donovan recommended that a definition of 

“adopted white” be added to the definitions section. Mr. Johnson suggested that on page 

6, a reference to ISO 12232 should be added to indicate why the value of 1.41 is used.

Mr. Edwards offered a resolution, seconded by Mr. Fisch, “that TC42 and TC130 

thank Mr. Suguira for his valuable contributions to our meeting, and that we 
encourage continued technical cooperation between TC42/WG18 and TC100 PT61966”. 

The resolution passed unanimously.

ISO/TC42/WG18 # Expert

Convener IEC
Expert iS

1999-11 Scottsdale 

ISO 17321 update:

Mr. Peyton stated that TC42 has received an official request from ISO to form joint 

working group WG20 with TC130. Mr. Holm stated that JWG20 met Sunday Nov. 14 

with over 25 attendees, including Mr. Mike Pointer of the CIE. To prepare the next 

draft of the standard, an editing committee was formed which includes Dr. Suigura, Dr. 

Tastle, Dr. Donovan, and Mr. Lyon.

Mr. Holm offered a resolution (99-01) prepared by Dr. Hung and himself regarding 

the visual noise weightings. It requests that CIE help us determine three perceptual 

spatial frequency noise weightings for the luminance and chrominance channels. The 

resolution was seconded by Mr. Foshee. The resolution passed unanimously.
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Mr. Holm noted that for a similar reason, it has been suggested that the camera color 

analysis error metric for ISO 17321 be moved to an informative annex.

Dr. Suguira reviewed some comments from the Japanese National Body of ISO/TC42 

(99-393). Dr. Suguira asked why the spectral response values are transformed to linear 

values before minimization. Mr. Holm stated that this is done because his tests have 

shown that it provides better results, since it is a more perceptually uniform space.

Dr. Suguira stated that the position of the Japanese experts is that ISO 17321 should 

only relate to camera characterization, not to rendering for output, and therefore the 

combination of the ITU 709 primaries and OECF should not be used. If the 709 

primaries are used, the linear signals should be analyzed.

Mr. Holm noted that technically there is no problem with changing the primaries and 

modifying the gamma function slightly. He noted that the current definition ensured 

that if this color space was misapplied and viewed on an sRGB display there would be a 

relatively small visual difference so this would not be a big problem. If substantially 

different primaries were used, there would be a bigger visual different. Mr. Parulski 

stated that it would in fact be better if there was a big visual difference, since it will be 

clear that the standard was being misapplied. Mr. Edwards stated that we would need 

to address this issue in the next draft, or else it appears that the Japanese National 

Committee will not accept the document.

Mr. Neumann noted that the term ISO RGB is a source of confusion, and it would be 

useful if it was renamed. Mr. Holm suggested that other names have been used in the 

past, but that the naming issue could be revisited.

Mr. Holm noted that consideration of new primaries or a new OECF is a matter for 

JWG20, not for this meeting.

Mr. Foshee suggested that a single document be prepared by the editing committee of 

JWG, with a “minority opinion” that provides an alternate analysis color space or other 

descriptions. Mr. Donovan noted that we want to restrict the scope to make it clear that 

ISO RGB is unrendered, and is not intended for use in storing images.

Mr. Ohkawa proposed a resolution (99-02) on behalf of the Japanese National 

Committee, which was seconded by Mr. Holm and passed unanimously.

sRGB:

Mr. Edwards introduced Mr. Donovan, who had provided comments to the US TAG to 

TC100 project team 61966 related to sRGB on behalf of PIMA/IT 10. Mr. Donovan stated 

that IT 10 had discussed several changes to the CD-V document with the IEC project
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leader. In most cases, the changes were clarifications of statements that may have 

caused user confusion. One particularly thorny issue was what is actually encoded as 

sRGB, concerning viewing flare. Mr. Donovan noted that an expert from NIST had 

offered to perform CRT viewing flare measurements if we provided a clear description of 

the measurements to be made. Mr. Parulski asked if we should take him up on this 

request. Ms. Susstrunk recommended that we work with him to try to get these results 

in the next 6 months. Mr. Donovan and Ms. Susstrunk agreed to work together to 

prepare a description of the tests that should be made by NIST.

Mr. Donovan agreed to review the final IEC sRGB document to ensure all the changes 

requested by IT 10 had been properly resolved.

Dr. Ohno noted that he and many other WG18 experts are concerned that color 

interchange standards intended for digital photography, such as sRGB64, are being 

discussed by groups outside of TC42/WG18. This type of work should be done jointly, in 

conjunction with CIE, TC42, and TC130.

Mr. Foshee suggested that WG18 propose a new work item related to extended color 

spaces for digital photography, and request that this work be done as a joint working 

group with CIE, TC130, and IEC TC100. Mr. Newman stated that the leadership of CIE 

TC8-05 agreed that this work should be done jointly, so a new project proposal from 

TC42 is not necessary. Mr. Foshee and Mr. Newman agreed that the goal should be to 

make this a triple-logo standard.

After much discussion, Mr. Edwards proposed resolutions 99-03, 99-04, and 99-05, 

which were seconded by Mr. Parulski and passed unanimously.

2000-05 Geneva 

JTAG2

Dr. Ohno reported on the JTAG2 meeting in January, which was also attended by Mr. 

Foshee. He noted that on the first day, Dr. Ike da from IEC TC100 TA2 agreed to several 

proposals, including having a joint meeting on extended color spaces. But on the second 

day, Dr. Ikeda’s point-of-view appeared to change significantly, and he had a strong 

negative reaction to several JTAG2 resolutions, including resolution 01-00 

recommending that TC100 jointly discuss extended color space standards issues with 

ISO/TC42, ISO/TC130, JTC1/SC28-SC29 and CIE. Dr. Foshee stated that the JTAG 

recognized that as an advisory group, it had no authority to require TC100 to take 

action, and was simply recommending that joint discussions would be beneficial to the
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groups represented by these organizations. Dr. Foshee suggested that based on TC 100’s 

refusal to work jointly with TC42, we should initiate a new work item proposal on 

extended color spaces. Mr. Edwards stated that Dr. Buckley and Mr. Houchin from 

JTC1/SC29 attended the TA2 meeting in Japan, but were not allowed to discuss 

technical issues related to extended color spaces for JPEG 2000. Dr. Donovan stated 

that he was prepared to attend a TC100 TA2 meeting if it addressed the issue in JTAG 

resolution 01-00, but cancelled his trip when he found that this issue would not be 

addressed.

Mr. Edwards reviewed the resolutions from our Nov 1999 meeting related to extended 

color spaces. He noted that one of the resolutions was to initiate joint work on extended 

color spaces. He asked Mr. Parulski to introduce recent work in this area within 

PIMA/IT 10. Mr. Parulski stated that at the January 2000 PIMA/IT 10 meeting, it was 

agreed that an ad hoc working group of experts should begin work to develop a new 

work item proposal that could be submitted on extended color spaces. He noted that Dr. 

Donovan agreed to lead the effort to “flesh out” the NP.

Dr. Donovan reviewed work of a PIMA/IT 10, which has included experts from TC130 

(Mr. Dave McDowell) and CIE division 8 (Dr. Rob Buckley and Dr. Kevin Spaulding). Dr. 

Donovan reviewed a preliminary matrix of applications versus characteristics prepared 

by Dr. Donovan, Dr. Spaulding, Dr. Tastl, and Mr Holm (WG18/00-04).

He also distributed a graphic representation from 1997 showing the connectivity 

between various color spaces.

He suggested that we may find that several extended color spaces will need to be 

defined, and a similar type of graphic may be useful in depicting the relationship 

between these different color spaces.

Mr. Katoh asked what type of applications would be addressed by this project. Mr. 

Parulski noted that one critical issue for digital photography is properly representing 

scanned color negative film for Internet storage and printing, and conversion to CD-R 

discs and other media. The current sRGB standard limits the color gamut of the stored 

film image, so that it is not possible to match the quality of an optical print of the same 

film image. JPEG 2000 will support extended color spaces using the “restricted ICC” 

option, but the sRGB64 color space being standardized by TC100 is unacceptable for 

several reasons. Tests at Kodak have demonstrated that the linear space encoding used 

in sRGB64 (to match the needs of multimedia applications such as video games) 

precludes efficient compression of color pictorial images. Dr. Foshee noted that we 

should also consider the needs of TC130, since software such as Adobe Photoshop is
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used by both the photographic and graphic arts communities.

Mr. Holm described a proposal to the ICC (proposal 19) which recommends that there 

be a clear distinction between colormetric profiles (e.g. dumb profiles) and perceptual 

profiles (e.g. smart profiles). In our work, we may want to provide similar types of 

distinctions for various color spaces. In storing digital images, there is an issue with 

rendering the image data prior to storage, so that it is appropriate for later use by 

various outputs (e.g. softcopy, color prints, etc.). He presented a series of images 

demonstrating, for the same digital camera image, various types of rendering. He 

suggested several different types of color spaces that could be defined:

• Characterization color spaces - (e.g. ISO RGB as defined in ISO 17321) to provide 

scene color data
• Editing color spaces - may be unrendered, or may have different types of rendering

• Rendered color spaces - should include a rendering definition

Mr. Holm provided a list of image data exchange options, which he plans to discuss in 

more detail at the WG20 meeting tomorrow.

Mr. Katoh stated that the definition of rendering is not clear to non-English speakers. 

Rendering can include device rendering, tone rendering (e.g. dynamic range 

compensation) and color rendering (e.g. skin tone modification).

Prof. Susstrunk stated that an image sensor provides a scene representation. Using 

image processing, a rendered color space is created that uses the appropriate dynamic 

range of the output device. Interchange of both rendered and unrendered images is 

desirable in different situations, so color encodings of both rendered and unrendered 

color spaces should be standardized. Since the rendering step includes proprietary 

processing that differentiates manufacturers, the rendering step should not be 

standardized. She noted that depending on the workflow, there can be image 

manipulation of the unrendered image data, image manipulation during the rendering 

step, and image manipulation of the rendered image data. Dr. Hung suggested that 

instead of rendering, we use the terms scene-referred color spaces and output-referred 

color spaces. It was agreed that we should use these terms instead of rendered and 

unrendered.

On behalf of the Japanese experts, Mr. Ohkawa recommended that WG18 form a task 

group to develop the NP on extended color spaces. It was agreed that the group would be 

composed of Dr. Hung from Japan, Dr. Donovan from the US, and Prof. Susstrunk from
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Europe. The group was asked to submit the NP prior to June 16, so that the NP ballot 

can be completed prior to the TC42 plenary in October.

Prof. Susstrunk recommended that any interested experts submit proposals on 

potential extended range color spaces for digital photography, so that experts could 

begin to consider and test the proposals. Mr. Parulski agreed to work with Prof. 

Susstrunk to try to provide any additional information needed concerning the Kodak 

ROMM extended color space. Mr. Foshee stated that his company encouraged WG18 to 

rapidly develop an ISO standard of the ROMM color space, in order to meet the timeline 

for inclusion as an enumerated color space in JPEG 2000 part 2.

2000-10 Tokyo

ISO 22028 - Extended colour space

Mr. Edwards noted that the NP to begin work on a multi-part standard related to 

extended color spaces, prepared after our May meeting, has been approved. There were 

7 votes of approval, 1 negative vote with comments, 1 abstention, and 3 ballots not 

returned. Japan commented that they would prefer that this work item progress as part 

of the ISO/IEC JWG on color measurement and management, but that they are 

prepared to participate in an ISO TC42 project team. Mr. Edwards stated that it is the 

preference of WG18 to advance this project as part of the JWG on color measurement 

and management, but in order to avoid delay we should begin to progress this work in 

WG18, until the JWG begins meeting.

Mr. Edwards noted that the co-project leaders for ISO 22028 are Mr. Donovan, Ms. 

Susstrunk, and Dr. Hung. Mr. Donovan then reviewed the new work item proposal 

submitted by Japan, Switzerland, and the USA. He reviewed the scope statement, 

which states that “part 1 will specify the requirements of extended colour encodings for 

photography and graphic arts applications. Additional parts will specify at least one 

input-referred color encoding and at least one output-referred colour encoding.”

Mr. Donovan reviewed the diagram, presented during yesterday’s discussion of 

terminology, depicting a color image workflow. The diagram shows a sensor and A/D 

converter, which provides an “Image representation in DSC raw response space”. This is 

followed by a transform that produces an “Image representation in scene-referred colour 

space”. This is followed by a “colour rendering” operation that produces an “Image 

representation in output-referred colour space”. This is followed by a transform that 

produces an “Image representation in device space. In response to a question from Mr.
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McDowell, it was agreed that a second version of this chart should be created to depict 

interoperability with ICC.

Mr. Donovan then reviewed a matrix of requirements versus applications for various 

color spaces. The applications include

• Characterization of DSCs

• Unrendered image editing and enhancement

• Rendered image editing and enhancement

• Unrendered image archiving

• Rendered image archiving

• Graphic arts

The requirements include

• Image state

• Colour gamut

• Dynamic range

• Quantization

• Viewing conditions

In response to a question from Mr. Katoh, it was agreed that this work item should 

address color spaces for digitized film as well as DSCs. Mr. Donovan agreed to update 

the matrix to include digitized film applications. In response to a comment from Ms. 

Tastl, it was agreed that the meaning of “original” in the “original referred” color spaces 

needs to be more precisely defined. With the help of the WG18 experts, Mr. Donovan 

created a second color image workflow diagram to depict possible workflows for color 

photographic film input. There was significant discussion concerning different 

workflows for scanning different types of film for various graphic arts and photography 

applications. It was agreed that Dr. Donovan would diagrams depicting several 

different workflows, along with a list of key requirements for each workflow.

Mr. Urabe described the status of ISO 12640-2 XYZ/sRGB — SCID. In part as a result 

of help from Mr. Tony Johnson, this is now in the DIS stage. In response to a question 

from Mr. Holm, Mr. Urabe stated that the gamut is limited to only colors within the 

sRGB gamut.
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9. IS017321 WD4 (1999-10)

1999-4(DVancouver^E<7)^T, IS017321<DWD4^5fcSrJ& t LTHHi5iL*:0

WD 4 of ISO 17321 Graphic Technology and Photography —Colour characterisation of 

digital still cameras (DSCs) using colour targets and spectral illumination.
1 October 1999 

Foreword

ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide federation of 

national standards bodies (ISO member bodies). The work of preparing International 

Standards is normally carried out through ISO technical committees. Each member 

body interested in a subject for which a technical committee has been established has 

the right to be represented on that committee. International organizations, 

governmental and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take part in the work. 

ISO collaborates

closely with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) on all matters of 

electrotechnical standardization.

Draft International Standards adopted by the technical committees are circulated to the 

member bodies for voting. Publication as an International Standard requires approval 

by at least 75% of the member bodies casting a vote.

International Standard ISO 17321 was prepared by a joint working group composed 

of representatives of Technical Committees ISO/TC42, Photography, and ISO/TC130, 

Graphic Technology.

Annexes B through E of this International Standard are for information only.

Introduction

The spectral responses of the colour analysis channels of digital still cameras (DSCs) 

do not, in general, match those of a typical human observer, such as defined by the CIE 

standard colorimetric observer. Neither do the responses of different DSCs necessarily 

match each other. In characterising DSCs, it is therefore necessary to take account of 

the DSC spectral sensitivities, illumination, and reference colour space. This 

International Standard will address these considerations by defining a scene analysis 

colour space, a colour target, metrology, and procedures for various situations. It will 

address the problem of such cameras under the most general picture taking conditions; 

where metameric colours and a range of illumination sources may be encountered. 

However, it will recommend procedures for more closely defined situations in which
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the illumination source and colorants being imaged are better known.

The DSC characterisations obtained using this International Standard are expressed 

as transformations. These transformations, when applied to raw DSC data, produce 

estimates of scene (or original) colorimetry. The most common transformation form is a 

set of tone reproduction curves (TRCs) for each DSC analysis channel, followed by a 

matrix, followed by a single TRC applied to each of the three channels produced by the 

matrix. The purpose of the first set of TRCs is to linearize the DSC data with respect to 

scene radiance, and normalize the data with respect to the adopted white point. These 

TRCs may vary from scene to scene because of DSC flare, even if the adopted white 

point remains constant. The matrix transforms the data from the linear DSC spectral 

space to estimates of scene colorimetry expressed in the linear ISO RGB colour space, 

which is also defined in this International Standard. Different matrices based on 

different scene spectral correlation assumptions, and obtained using either of the two 

methods described may be used with the same DSC. The final TRC converts the linear 

ISO RGB data to ISO RGB data, which is a more perceptually uniform representation 

for encoding. This TRC is based on the EOCF of an IEC standard sRGB display without 

veiling glare, so that any scene luminance ratio and colour gamut can be represented.

In addition to being relatively uniform perceptually, data encoded in this manner has 

the advantage that if it is displayed on an ideal sRGB display, the colorimetry of the 

display when viewed in a dark room (with no veiling glare) will match the estimated 

colorimetry of the scene or original viewed under the capture illuminant, with the 

adopted white point transformed to that of the display (D 65) in the manner specified in 

this International Standard.

The scene analysis colour space defined in this International Standard is based on the 

ITU-R BT.709 primaries, adjusted in the manner described in Annex B for an equi- 

energy white point. Recent research has shown that this colour space allows for good 

white point transformation using diagonal matrices. This is also the case with the 

proposed CIE chromatic adaptation transform, the Bradford transform. However, the 

Bradford transform does not use a colour space based on realizable primaries.

Advantages to specifying a scene analysis space based on real primaries include the 

ability to synthesize images for viewing without a colour transform, and compatibility 

with the existing ITU-R BT.709 digital television and IEC 61966-2-1 (sRGB) 

multimedia standards. This standard is designed as a companion to sRGB - ISO RGB 

is the scene analysis colour space and sRGB is the reproduction synthesis colour space.

This International Standard also defines a DSC metamerism index for determining
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how accurately a DSC is able to analyse the colours in a scene.

This International Standard is written for use with any DSC intended for 

photographic or graphic arts applications. However, it may not be practical for any user 

to apply this International Standard to any DSC. A significant level of expertise in the 

field of digital colour reproduction is required, as is access to raw or unrendered DSC 

data. Many DSCs do not output raw or unrendered data. With such cameras, this 

International Standard can only be applied by manufacturers and testing laboratories 

with the capability of extracting the raw or unrendered data. Additionally, some of the 

measurement methods described in this International Standard require sophisticated 

and expensive measurement equipment. This International Standard is therefore 

intended primarily for use by manufacturers, testing laboratories, and professional 

users in cases where the DSC does output raw or unrendered data.

The technical experts who developed this International Standard recognize that a 

standard that could be applied generally to DSC output would be desirable. However, 

such a standard would not be meaningful in characterising the scene or original 

analysis capabilities of many DSCs because it would frequently be impossible to 

determine if colorimetric differences between the DSC data and the scene or original 

captured were due to analysis errors or proprietary colour rendering algorithms. The 

only way to make this distinction is if the colour rendering used is well documented and 

available, and the rendered data can be converted to unrendered data by inverting the 

colour rendering.

This situation is unlikely to occur because one of the major differentiators in DSC 

performance is the colour rendering. Sophisticated colour rendering algorithms can be 

image dependent, and locally varying within an image. This makes it extremely difficult 

to reliably determine the exact colour rendering used by analysing captured test scenes.

Those unfamiliar with this International Standard are encouraged to read through 

the entire standard (in particular the informative annexes) before proceeding with DSC 

characterisation, in order to verify appropriateness for their particular application. In 

some cases the procedures described in the corresponding multimedia standard, IEC 

61966-9, may be more applicable.

Scope

This International Standard specifies colour targets, metrology, and procedures for 

the colour characterisation of digital still cameras to be used for photography and 

graphic technology. Such characterisation is limited to DSC data that either has not
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been processed for colour, or has been processed to estimate scene or original 

colorimetry (as opposed to the colorimetry of a reproduction).

This International Standard also defines a metamerism index to be used for 

quantifying the colour analysis capabilities of DSCs.

10. IS017321<D##J
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Figure 1 —Digital image workflow and its representation in different colour spaces. This standard will 

only address the image sensor-referred colour space, i.e. raw data.

Introduction

The spectral responses of the colour analysis channels of digital still cameras (DSCs) 

do not, in general, match those of a typical human observer, such as defined by the CIE 

standard colorimetric observer. Nor do the responses of different DSCs ordinarily match 

each other. In characterising DSCs, it is therefore necessary to take account of the DSC 

spectral sensitivities, illumination, and encoding colour space. This first part of a 

multi-part International Standard will begin to address these considerations. Part 1 

will define stimuli (spectral illumination or a colour target), metrology and
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because one of the major differentiators in DSC performance is the colour rendering.

Sophisticated colour rendering algorithms can be image dependent, and locally 

varying within an image. This makes it extremely difficult to reliably determine the 

exact colour rendering used by analysing captured test scenes.

The purpose of this standard is both: to assist professional photographers in the 

characterization of DSCs for colour management purposes; and to assist camera 

manufacturers in the determination of the colour analysis capabilities of DSCs that 

they are developing. This standard is applicable to any DSC intended for photographic 

or graphic technology applications. However, it may not be practical for any user to 

apply this International Standard to any DSC. Some of the measurements described in 

this standard require complex, expensive measurement equipment. In the case of test 

targets that are commercially produced, spectral as well as colorimetric measurement 

data would ideally accompany the target.

NOTE Even though the colour test chart as specified in this standard is designed for 

DSC characterization, the technical experts who designed the chart expect that it will 

prove useful for other purposes as well, potentially leveraging the cost of manufacture 

over a much larger community of users.

Those unfamiliar with this International Standard are encouraged to read through 

the entire standard (in particular the informative annexes) before proceeding with DSC 

characterisation, in order to verify appropriateness for their particular application. In 

some cases the procedures described in the multimedia standard, IEC 61966-9, may be 

more applicable.

Scope

Part 1 of this multi-part International Standard specifies colour stimuli, metrology, 

and test procedures for the colour characterisation of a digital still camera (DSC) to be 

used for photography and graphic technology. Such characterisation is limited to DSC 

data that have not yet been colour rendered (are not output-referred), and have not yet 

been processed to estimate scene colorimetry (are not scene-referred). Except for a 

specific set of permitted data operations, these DSC data are raw (are image sensor- 

referred).
Subsequent parts of this International Standard will specify the methods for deriving 

transformations from raw DSC data in order to estimate scene colorimetry, including an 

error minimization method and a metric for quantifying the errors in scene colorimetry 

estimation.
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Scope

This International Standard will be a multi-part standard. Part 1 will specify the 

requirements of extended colour encodings for photography and graphic technology 

applications. Additional parts will define at least one input-referred extended range 

colour encoding and at least one output-referred extended gamut colour encoding
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Eric Edwards called the meeting to order at 9:15 am on Monday, May 15. He welcomed all of the experts and 
thanked them for their attendance. The WG18 experts introduced themselves. Mr. Parulski agreed to serve as 
secretary. Mr. Edwards stated that we have invited experts from other groups to our meetings recently to update 
WG18 on important work in their groups. He noted that at our Nov. 1999, Mr. Scott Houchin provided a review of 
the JPEG 2000 standard. At this meeting, we have invited Ms. Walker, President of the DIG, to review the work of 
her organization, particularly in the area of developing and promoting standards related to metadata.

Mr. Edwards then reviewed the agenda (WG18/00-396) for the meeting. He noted that Mr. Jim Peyton is unable to 
attend. However, we are pleased that Dr. Faramarzpour, the new convener of TC42, will attend our meeting 
tomorrow and will address our group. On Tuesday afternoon, there will be discussion of proposed new joint work in 
the area of extended color spaces. Discussion of OECF will be moved to this afternoon. Work on ISO 17321 will 
be discussed exclusively at the JWG20 meeting on Wednesday. Mr. Ohkawa stated that the Japanese delegation 
would like to discuss recent questions from the IEC concerning the scope of ISO/TC42. It was agreed that this 
would be discussed Tuesday morning, when Dr. Faramarzpour is in attendance. The agenda was modified to reflect
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these changes. The revised agenda was adopted without objection. The minutes of the November 15-16, 1999 
TC42/WG18 meeting (99-394) were approved without changes.

ISO 12231 - Terminology

Mr. Edwards introduced Dr. Donovan, project leader. Dr. Donovan noted that this ISO standard was published in 
August 1997, and we are now developing the revision of this standard. He has received comments from experts 
concerning several new terms. Our definition of photography, developed at the Nov. 1999 meeting, has been 
circulated to TC42 by Mr. Peyton. Dr. Donovan stated that he has just reviewed ISO/CD 12234-3 (DCF), and plans 
to discuss some of the definitions in this document with the co-project leaders, Mr. Ohkawa and Mr. Parulski. He 
has also added some terms from ISO 15740, including several file format acronyms. At the request of Mr. 
Williams, the term “sampling frequeny” has been defined. At the request of Dr. Pointer, the term “tone 
reproduction” was defined with the help of Mr. Holm. At the request of Dr. Pointer, the term “appearance model” 
was modified to make it clear that this term can apply to an image reproduction. In addition, the term “color 
gamut” has been generalized to apply to soft copy. He noted that the terms DCF, Exif and DSC are more 
elaborately defined in ISO 15740 than in ISO 12234-3. Mr. Parulski suggested that as part of the DIS ballot for ISO 
12234-3, the USA include comments recommending that the ISO 15740 definitions be adopted.

Mr. Katoh suggested that the term reproduction be separated into total tone reproduction (scene to output) and 
partial tone reproduction (scene to camera code value). Mr. Parulski suggested that several adjectives may be used 
to differentiate between these cases. Mr. Urabe suggested the term OECF should be used for partial tone 
reproduction. The consensus was that this could be added to an informative note to the definition of “tone 
reproduction”. Mr. Holm stated that he has received suggested modifications to the terms in ISO 17321 from the 
UK delegation. Dr. Pointer has also suggested that some terms being defined by ISO division 8 should be 
considered.

The timeline for the revision of ISO 12231 was discussed. At the suggestion of Mr. Edwards, it was agreed that the 
goal is to prepare a final WD prior to the October TC42 plenary, so that this document can be considered for 
promotion to CD at the plenary.

ISO 12234

Mr. Edwards introduced the removable memory work item. He noted that Mr. Ohkawa and Mr. Parulski are serving 
as co-project leaders. Mr. Parulski reviewed the status of ISO 12234 parts 1 -3. Mr. Parulski stated that thanks to 
the efforts of Mr. Ohkawa, JEIDA members have send appropriate patent statements to PIMA, which has forwarded 
them on to ISO along with the FDIS ballots for ISO 12234-1 and 12234-2, and the DIS ballot for ISO 12234-3.

Mr. Parulski then provided an overview of ISO 12234-1 “Removable memory reference model” and ISO 12234-2 
“TIFF/EP”. He noted that ISO 12234-1 defines requirements, introduces three allowed image formats (SISRTF, 
Exif, and TIFF/EP) and references a physical interchange format using the PC Card specification developed by the 
PCMCIA. He noted that current small format memory cards, including Compact Flash, Smart Media, and Memory 
Stick, all use PC Card adaptors to transfer images to portable computers. He then described the TIFF/EP format 
defined in ISO 12234-2. TIFF/EP is used to store uncompressed images in certain consumer-oriented cameras, and 
to store “raw” camera images in certain professional cameras. Mr. Holm noted that TIFF/EP includes tags for both 
“exposure index” and “ISO speed” per ISO 12232, but that these tags are sometime being misused by camera 
manufacturers. At the suggestion of Mr. Parulski, Mr. Holm agreed to provide explanatory notes as part of the FDIS 
ballot on part 2 that can be added to the description of these tags, to clarify their use.

Mr. Parulski then described the Exif 2.1 image format, noting that it uses the same TIFF metadata definitions as 
TIFF/EP. Mr. Urabe and Mr. Ohkawa stated that all new digital cameras developed in Japan support the Exif 2.1 
standard. Mr. Parulski then reviewed ISO 12234-3, DCF. DCF uses Exif /JPEG version 2. las the primary image 
file format to maintain playback compatibility, but other formats including TIFF/EP can be utilized. DCF provides 
requirements for the creation and handling of main images, thumbnails, and other related files. Mr. Parulski noted 
that DCF was approved as a CD, and is currently being balloted for advancement to the DIS stage. It is technically 
identical to the JEIDA DCF standard.
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Mr. Parulski described the DCF image format rules, naming conventions, and directory structure. The DCF image 
root directory is named “DCIM” and is located under the root directory. The directory can include other directories 
for other purposes. DCF directories, numbered 100 to 999 followed by 5 free characters, are located in the DCIM 
directory. DCF basic files follow the Exif 2.1 standard and include a JPEG compressed 4:2:2 thumbnail image with 
160 x 120 pixels. Other files, such as .WAV audio files, can be included in DCF objects, by using the same DCF 
file name with the appropriate extension.

Digital Imaging Group (DIG)

Mr. Edwards introduced Ms. Lisa Walker of the Digital Imaging Group (DIG). Ms. Walker described the history 
and current focus of the DIG. She noted that the linkages between digital imaging products are complex, and DIG is 
focused on building bridges between various types of products and applications. The DIG is working to accelerate 
market grown for digital imaging products and services. The DIG uses an “initiative” structure in order to generate 
new ideas and promote work on the most promising ideas. Current initiatives include:

• DIG2000/JPEG2000 phase 1 - file format (Scott Houchin of Kodak is leader)
• DIGS 5 - Metadata
• WIFI - Wireless Image Transmission Initiative (George Lynch of HP is leader)

The DIG2000 group is working with the JPEG2000 standards group (ISO/IEC SC29) to define a file format standard 
with a rich feature set, particularly for Internet applications. This initiative leverages DIG’s file format expertise.
The goals of the file format include flexible color space and metadata support, and internal scalability.

The DIGS5 initiative includes 13 company members. The objectives are to define and document a standard set of 
metadata definitions for digital imaging. The DIG is working to develop a reference implementation. The metadata 
is focused primarily on consumer applications, rather than medical imaging, etc. Ms. Walker noted that currently, 
there is a problem with applications maintaining even the simplest metadata, such as the date the image was 
captured, when images are edited, even by performing simple cropping. The DIGS 5 group looked at about 40 
unique use cases. They analyzed the metadata requirements from these use cases. They surveyed metadata 
standards such as Dublin core, and file formats such as Exif, SPIFF and FlashPix.

The DIG35 specification includes a mini-tutorial on metadata, and then provides an overview of five categories of 
metadata definitions. These include Image Parameters, Image Creation, Content Description, History, and 
Intellectual Property rights. The reference implementation uses XML. The Exif tags map to specific DIG35 XML 
metadata. She noted that a draft of the DIGS5 specification is now on the DIG home page. In response to a question 
from Mr. Holm, Mr. Parulski stated that the DIG35 specification includes an OECF metadata item. He noted that if 
WG18 and DIG worked together, it might be possible to provide better information to the industry on how this type 
of metadata can best be used.

Ms. Walker briefly described the new WITI initiative, which has a goal of advancing the implementation of wireless 
imaging solutions. The group is looking at initiatives such as Bluetooth, to see whether these initiatives are properly 
addressing the requirements for transferring digital images via these transports. The group plans to establish 
requirements to enhance interoperability based on various user scenarios. Future initiatives may include a JPEG 
2000 reference implementation, as well as JPEG 2000 adoption / evangelism programs. The DIG is involved in core 
marketing functions, at events such as PMA, Internet World, PCExpo, and Seybold. These include press interviews, 
technical forums, and white papers, on subjects such as JPEG2000 and DIG35. The group maintains a website at 
www.digitalimaging.org which provides the DIG specifications to the public. Comments on the DIGS 5 
specification should be sent to DIG35comments@digitalimaging.org.

Mr. Ohkawa stated that he did not see benefit to using JPEG2000 in a digital camera. Mr. Edwards suggested that 
this question be addressed after our lunch break. The meeting was adjourned at 12:30 and resumed at 1:50 pm.

Mr. Parulski reviewed some of the features provided by JPEG2000. These include improved compression 
efficiency, progressive downloading and transmission of images, support for extended color spaces, and better 
metadata support. Mr. Edwards reviewed the various parts of the JPEG2000 standard. In response to a question
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from Mr. Wueller concerning JPEG2000 support software, Mr. Edwards noted that a verification model has been 
developed by the JPEG group. It can be downloaded from their website.

Mr. Ohkawa stated that our first priority should be to promote the image formats defined in ISO 12234. Mr. 
Edwards asked whether we should consider working with the DIG to help promote the use of Exif and DCF. Mr. 
Holm suggested that we promote the persistence of Exif metadata via the DIGS 5 effort. The consensus was that 
both WG18 and DIG would benefit from collaboration in these areas. Mr. Parulski noted that Mr. Ohkawa has 
recently worked to allow the Exif and DCF specifications to be freely distributed in electronic form from the PIMA 
website. He suggested that we work with the DIG to enable DIG website visitors to easily learn about and download 
these documents via appropriate links.

ISO 14524 - OECF

Mr. Holm stated that the OECF FDIS has been approved as an International Standard. Mr. Parulski stated that this 
standard was published by the ISO in December 1999 and can be ordered from the ISO web site.

ISO 12232 - ISO speed: Mr. Parulski stated that this is now a published ISO standard and that paper copies can be 
ordered from the ISO web site. Mr. Holm noted that there have been a number of issues that users have had 
implementing the standard. There has been confusion concerning the headroom specification and the ISO speed 
latitude. Mr. Parulski suggested that a link to a published paper or a PIMA/IT 10 white paper could be added to the 
IT 10 web page to clarify these issues. Dr. Ohno and Dr. Urabe stated that work has begun in Japan to develop a 
modified ISO speed determination method that provides a single speed number, rather than noise based and 
saturation based numbers. The Japanese delegation was encouraged to provide a detailed discussion of the issues at 
the October plenary meeting in Tokyo.

ISO 12233 - Resolution: Mr. Parulski stated that the FDIS has finally been prepared by the ISO and is about to go 
out for formal balloting. This should allow it to become our fourth published ISO standard later this year. There 
was a long delay in creating the FDIS text due to issues with converting the figures to the proper format, and 
misunderstandings between ISO and PIMA.

Dr. Ohno stated that about 150 WG18 test charts have been distributed in Japan. A 3X size test chart has also been 
developed, but only 15 have been ordered. He noted that the slanted bursts were very useful, but were limited to 
only 1000 LW/PH. Mr. Parulski suggested that experts consider making presentations at the Tokyo plenary on 
possible improvements to the WG18 resolution test chart. He noted that ISO 12233 allows the test chart features to 
be rearranged if appropriate, so it is possible to provide a slightly different target having slanted bursts with a higher 
maximum value. Depending on the changes, a different version of the test chart might be considered to augment or 
replace the current chart.

Mr. Wueller stated that it was important to include the OECF correction when performing the measurement. Mr 
Parulski noted that it is possible for a user to paste OECF patches onto the chart if desired, but that it was decided 
not to include such patches on the chart so that the cost would not be prohibitive.

ISO 15740 - Picture transfer protocol

Mr. Parulski presented an ISO 15740 update prepared by Mr. Looney (WG18/00-398), who was unable to attend the 
meeting. He noted that in order to allow for immediate implementations over USB, the Picture Transfer Protocol 
has been documented as PIMA 15740. The PIMA document includes the version 0.9a of the USB still image class 
specification definition, so that the document defines a complete implementation over USB. He stated that PIMA 
15740 is currently in the final ballot stage of PIMA/IT 10 companies. This PTP document has been converted to be 
ISO 15740 WD #10 and is available on the PIMA website.

ISO 15739 - Camera noise measurements

Mr. Parulski stated that Mr. Sharman was unable to attend the meeting, but had prepared a status report. Mr.
Parulski stated that CD #1 was approved for advancement to the DIS stage at the end of 1999, and that the DIS has 
been prepared by Mr. Sharman. The DIS has been sent out for advancement to the FDIS stage. Mr. Parulski
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reviewed the changes (WG18/00-399) made by Mr. Sharman to create the DIS. These changes had been discussed 
and agreed at the Nov. 1999 WG18 meeting.

Dr. Donovan noted that the definition of “visual noise” should not be included in ISO 15739 according to the ISO 
procedures, since this is described only in an informative annex, not in the normative part of the standard, as was 
discussed at the Nov. meeting. Mr. Parulski agreed to bring this to the attention of Mr. Sharman, and also 
recommended that this be part of the US comments on the FDIS ballot.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:30 pm.

Tuesday. May 16

Mr. Edwards reconvened the meeting at 9:15 am. He reviewed the agenda for the day. He introduced Dr. 
Faramarzpour, the new TC42 and the first convener of WG18. Dr. Faramarzpour reviewed the history of the IEC 
and the ISO. He noted that the DEC was created in the early 1900s to develop standards for electrical systems such 
as power distribution, and that ISO was started in the 1930s in order to address standards outside of electrical 
systems. In the 1980s, a joint technical committee between ISO and IEC, JTC1, was created. Several ISO groups, 
such as TC 42 (photography), TC36 (cinematography) and TCI30 (graphics technology) all have a long history of 
developing standards for their industry. These standards often relate to devices that include electronics circuits. 
Within ISO, TC84 (video) was re-organized several years ago to create TCI00 (multi-media). Dr. Faramarzpour 
noted that there will be a meeting on June 13 of the joint technical advisory board (JTAB) including Mr. Michael 
Smith of the ISO. Dr. Faramarzpour has meet with the ISO administrative staff and they have assured him that they 
support the current scope of TC42. Dr. Faramarzpour noted that like TC42, electronics technology is becoming 
increasingly important to the work of many ISO TCs, such as TC36 and TC130. Dr. Fararzpour noted that since its 
inception, WG18 has encouraged ISO/TC42 to closely co-operate with LEC/TC84, and now with IEC/TC100.

Dr. Donovan and Mr. Holm stated that the most critical issue for standards development is whether comments made 
on standards in development are properly resolved. It is not possible to develop good standards unless comments 
are properly resolved. While WG18 has worked hard to resolve comments in all of our projects, our experience with 
TC100/TA2 is that our comments have, in most cases, not been properly handled.

Mr. Ohkawa presented issues on the responsibilities of TC42 and TCI00 that have been raised in Japan. He noted 
that Japanese industry and experts are concerned that any changes that may move some responsibility for digital 
photography standards from ISO/TC42 to the IEC will cause confusion and delay. He noted that at the JTAB 
meeting, Mr. Kawamoto will be the IEC expert. Dr. Faramarzpour thanked the Japanese experts for then- 
presentations, and agreed to discuss this situation with the corresponding ISO JTAB representatives.

The group created a document providing “Additional information regarding the scope of the TC42 related to 
electronic still picture imaging” (WG18/00-02). Mr. Faramarzpour agreed to provide this information to the ISO 
representatives to the JTAB prior to the June 13 meeting.

ISO 16067 - Photographic scanner resolution

Mr. Edwards introduced Mr. Deitmar Wueller, who is co-project leader along with Mr. Don Williams. Mr. Wueller 
distributed and reviewed WD #5 (WG18/00-403). The major change from WD #4 was the revised definition of the 
test chart, which follows the recommendations agreed at the Nov. 1999 WG18 meeting. He exhibited a copy of an 
edge test feature, which was fabricated by Applied Image in Rochester, NY. The modulation is greater than 20% 
for frequencies up to 3,000 dots per inch. The test chart is expected to be low cost (roughly $30) when produced in 
sufficient quantity.

There was discussion concerning the need for measuring the test chart response at various frequencies. It was 
agreed that the wording in WD #5 is proper. There was a question concerning the value of 40 LP/mm in clause 
4.2.3. Mr. Wueller agreed to check with Mr. Williams to determine whether 40 LP/mm is a mistake, and what the 
moduation level at the highest frequency can be. Ms. Susstrunk noted that clause 4.2.7 should include “near” 
horizontal and “near” vertical in the first sentence. In 5.2, it was agreed that “are normally” should be changed to 
“should be”.
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In response to a question from Mr. Wueller, Mr. Parulski stated that a MATLAB executable has been prepared by 
Dr. Bums and Mr. Williams of Kodak. The copyright ownership has been assigned to PIMA. The software will 
work on both PC and Mac platforms, and will soon be available on the PIMA website.

Mr. Wueller reported that Dr. Shultz of the PTB noted that he still has a problem with the SFR plug-in for a 
particular image dataset. Different results are obtained when the measurement window is shifted slightly. Dr. 
Donovan agreed to follow up on this issue with Mr. Eric Higgins of Polaroid, who developed the plug-in code.

Mr. Edwards recommended that we prepare a resolution to advance ISO 16067-1 to the CD stage. Mr. Wueller 
offered to prepare an NP on ISO 16067-2, resolution measurements for transparency scanners, prior to the TC42 
plenary in Tokyo. Mr. Parulski noted that since the NP for ISO 16067 stated our intention to develop a multi-part 
standard for scanner resolution measurements for both print and reflection scanners, we should proceed immediately 
with the development of WD #1 for ISO 16067-2. Mr. Wueller was encouraged to prepare WD #1 for circulation 
prior to the TC42 plenary in October.

The meeting was adjourned for lunch as 12:30 and resumed at 1:30 pm.

JTAG2 Dr. Ohno reported on the JTAG2 meeting in January, which was also attended by Mr. Foshee. He noted 
that on the first day, Dr. Ikeda from IEC TC100 TA2 agreed to several proposals, including having a joint meeting 
on extended color spaces. But on the second day, Dr. Ikeda’s point-of-view appeared to change significantly, and 
he had a strong negative reaction to several JTAG2 resolutions, including resolution 01-00 recommending that 
TC100 jointly discuss extended color space standards issues with ISO/TC42, ISO/TC130, JTC1/SC28-SC29 and 
CIE. Dr. Foshee stated that the JTAG recognized that as an advisory group, it had no authority to require TCI00 to 
take action, and was simply recommending that joint discussions would be beneficial to the groups represented by 
these organizations. Dr. Foshee suggested that based on TClOO’s refusal to work jointly with TC42, we should 
initiate a new work item proposal on extended color spaces. Mr. Edwards stated that Dr. Buckley and Mr. Houchin 
from JTC1/SC29 attended the TA2 meeting in Japan, but were not allowed to discuss technical issues related to 
extended color spaces for JPEG 2000. Dr. Donovan stated that he was prepared to attend a TCI 00 TA2 meeting if it 
addressed the issue in JTAG resolution 01-00, but cancelled his trip when he found that this issue would not be 
addressed.

Mr. Edwards reviewed the resolutions from our Nov 1999 meeting related to extended color spaces. He noted that 
one of the resolutions was to initiate joint work on extended color spaces. He asked Mr. Parulski to introduce recent 
work in this area within PIMA/IT 10. Mr. Parulski stated that at the January 2000 PIMA/IT 10 meeting, it was 
agreed that an ad hoc working group of experts should begin work to develop a new work item proposal that could 
be submitted on extended color spaces. He noted that Dr. Donovan agreed to lead the effort to “flesh out” the NP. 
Dr. Donovan reviewed work of a PIMA/IT 10, which has included experts from TCI 30 (Mr. Dave McDowell) and 
CIE division 8 (Dr. Rob Buckley and Dr. Kevin Spaulding). Dr. Donovan reviewed a preliminary matrix of 
applications versus characteristics prepared by Dr. Donovan, Dr. Spaulding, Dr. Tastl, and Mr Holm (WG18/00-
04). He also distributed a graphic representation from 1997 showing the connectivity between various color spaces. 
He suggested that we may find that several extended color spaces will need to be defined, and a similar type of 
graphic may be useful in depicting the relationship between these different color spaces.

Mr. Katoh asked what type of applications would be addressed by this project. Mr. Parulski noted that one critical 
issue for digital photography is properly representing scanned color negative film for Internet storage and printing, 
and conversion to CD-R discs and other media. The current sRGB standard limits the color gamut of the stored 
film image, so that it is not possible to match the quality of an optical print of the same film image. JPEG 2000 will 
support extended color spaces using the “restricted ICC” option, but the sRGB64 color space being standardized by 
TCI00 is unacceptable for several reasons. Tests at Kodak have demonstrated that the linear space encoding used in 
sRGB64 (to match the needs of multimedia applications such as video games) precludes efficient compression of 
color pictorial images. Dr. Foshee noted that we should also consider the needs of TCI30, since software such as 
Adobe Photoshop is used by both the photographic and graphic arts communities.

Mr. Holm described a proposal to the ICC (proposal 19) which recommends that there be a clear distinction between 
colormetric profiles (e.g. dumb profiles) and perceptual profiles (e.g. smart profiles). In our work, we may want to
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provide similar types of distinctions for various color spaces. In storing digital images, there is an issue with 
rendering the image data prior to storage, so that it is appropriate for later use by various outputs (e.g. softcopy, 
color prints, etc.). He presented a series of images demonstrating, for the same digital camera image, various types 
of rendering. He suggested several different types of color spaces that could be defined:

• Characterization color spaces - (e.g. ISO RGB as defined in ISO 17321) to provide scene color data
• Editing color spaces - may be unrendered, or may have different types of rendering
• Rendered color spaces - should include a rendering definition

Mr. Holm provided a list of image data exchange options, which he plans to discuss in more detail at the WG20 
meeting tomorrow.

Mr. Katoh stated that the definition of rendering is not clear to non-English speakers. Rendering can include device 
rendering, tone rendering (e.g. dynamic range compensation) and color rendering (e.g. skin tone modification).
Prof. Susstrunk stated that an image sensor provides a scene representation. Using image processing, a rendered 
color space is created that uses the appropriate dynamic range of the output device. Interchange of both rendered 
and unrendered images is desirable in different situations, so color encodings of both rendered and unrendered color 
spaces should be standardized. Since the rendering step includes proprietary processing that differentiates 
manufacturers, the rendering step should not be standardized. She noted that depending on the workflow, there can 
be image manipulation of the unrendered image data, image manipulation during the rendering step, and image 
manipulation of the rendered image data. Dr. Hung suggested that instead of rendering, we use the terms scene- 
referred color spaces and output-referred color spaces. It was agreed that we should use these terms instead of 
rendered and unrendered.

On behalf of the Japanese experts, Mr. Ohkawa recommended that WG18 form a task group to develop the NP on 
extended color spaces. It was agreed that the group would be composed of Dr. Hung from Japan, Dr. Donovan from 
the US, and Prof. Susstrunk from Europe. The group was asked to submit the NP prior to June 16, so that the NP 
ballot can be completed prior to the TC42 plenary in October.

Prof. Susstrunk recommended that any interested experts submit proposals on potential extended range color spaces 
for digital photography, so that experts could begin to consider and test the proposals. Mr. Parulski agreed to work 
with Prof. Susstrunk to try to provide any additional information needed concerning the Kodak ROMM extended 
color space. Mr. Foshee stated that his company encouraged WG18 to rapidly develop an ISO standard of the 
ROMM color space, in order to meet the timeline for inclusion as an enumerated color space in JPEG 2000 part 2.

Next meeting The next WG18 meeting will be held October 2000 in Tokyo, Japan as part of the TC42 plenary.
Mr. Edwards recommended that the WG20 meeting will be Thursday, and the WG21 meeting will be Friday. It was 
agreed that the best times for WG18 sessions is Monday PM, all day Tuesday, and Wednesday AM, with a potential 
joint meeting on Wednesday PM related to extended color spaces. Mr. Parulski suggested that Mr. Edwards and Mr. 
Holm discuss the WG18 schedule with Mr. Burkhardt, who has been helping Mr. Peyton arrange the plenary 
schedule. The location of the spring 2001 WG18 meeting was discussed. Dr. Ohno suggested that the meeting be 
held April 18-20 prior to the PICS conference, so that foreign experts could also attend the PICS conference in April 
22-25 in Montreal as part of the same trip. Dr. Faramarzpour offered to sponsor the meeting in Boston. It was 
agreed that we tentatively set this date, and that Mr. Holm check with TCI30 concerning this date. Mr. Wueller 
offered to sponsor the Fall 2001 meeting in Koln.

Mr. Edwards offered resolution 00-01.

Mr. Edwards offered resolution 00-02. 
abstaining.

Mr. Edwards offered resolution 00-03. 
abstaining.

Mr. Edwards offered resolution 00-04.

Mr. Edwards offered resolution 00-05. 
Dr. Hung, and Dr. Suguira abstaining.

The resolution was seconded by Mr. Parulski and passed unanimously.

The resolution was seconded by Mr. Parulski and passed, with Mr. Ohkawa

The resolution was seconded by Mr. Parulski and passed, with Dr. Suigara

The resolution was seconded by Mr. Parulski and passed unanimously.

The resolution was seconded by Mr. Parulski and passed, with Mr. Katoh,
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Mr. Parulski offered resolution 00-06. The resolution was seconded by Mr. Holm and passed unanimously.

Mr. Parulski offered resolution 00-07. The resolution was seconded by Mr. Holm and passed unanimously.

Mr. Edwards offered resolution 00-08. The resolution was seconded by Mr. Holm and passed unanimously.

Mr. Edwards again thanked Prof. Susstrunk and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology for arranging and 
sponsoring our meeting. The meeting was adjourned at 6:00 p.m.
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Resolution 00-01 That TC42/WG18 thanks Ms. Walker and Mr. McGowan for participating in 
our meeting, and encourages cooperation between WG18 and the DIG to better promote the 
encoding and persistence of ISO 12234 metadata throughout the digital imaging industry. As 
one possible example to initiate this cooperation, we encourage specific links between our 
respective web sites to allow the Exif standard to be highlighted on the DIG website and then 
made available via the ISO sponsored web site.

Resolution 00-02 That TC42/WG18 advances ISO 16067-1 to the CD stage, incorporating into 
WD #5 comments received at this meeting and any additional comments received by 7-3-2000.

Resolution 00-03 That TC42/WG18 thanks Dr. Faramarzpour for attending our meeting, and 
asks him to provide the information in WG18/00-03 “Additional information regarding the scope 
of TC42 related to electronic still picture imaging” to the ISO representatives to the JTAB.

Resolution 00-04 That TC42/WG18 intends to submit a new work item proposal on extended 
range RGB color spaces as a joint project with any other interested standards development 
groups, such as ISO/TC130. That TC42/WG18 nominates Dr. Po-Chieh Hung (Japan), Dr. Bill 
Donovan (USA) and Prof. Sabine Susstrunk (Switzerland) to develop the NP on extended range 
RGB color spaces by June 16 so that the NP ballot can be completed prior to the TC42 plenary.

Resolution 00-05 That TC42/WG18 requests that the June 13 meeting of JTAB include an 
agenda item to discuss the roadblocks to joint ISO/IEC work on extended range RGB color 
spaces.

Resolution 00-06 That TC42/WG18 thanks Prof. Sabine Susstrunk and the Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology in beautiful Lausanne, Switzerland for arranging and sponsoring this 
meeting.

Resolution 00-07 That TC42/WG18 thanks Mr. Edwards for his excellent job as convener of our 
meeting.

Resolution 00-08 That TC42/WG18 thanks Mr. Parulski for serving as secretary.
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Arrange schedule of WG18 meetings at TC42 plenary
Arrange Spring 2001 meeting of WG18, tentatively in Boston April 18-20
Work with DIG to develop liaison procedures

ISO 12231:
Work with project leaders on conflicting terms, particularly ISO 12234-3 
Prepare final working draft for circulation prior to TC42 plenary

ISO 12234:
Respond to FDIS and DIS ballots
Ensure ISO 12234 is given top priority for rapid action at TC42 secretariat 
Provide a list of TIFF/EP and Exif tags that should be included in TIFF 7 
Provide informative footnote concerning exposure index and ISO speed

ISO 15740:
Provide comments on WD #10
Develop additional transport implementations

ISO 12233
Respond to FDIS ballot 

ISO 15739:
Respond to DIS ballot (including comment to drop visual noise def.)

ISO 16067:
Put MATLAB scanner SFR code on PIMA website
Create CD #1 after July 3 and ballot for advancement to DIS
Prepare NP on ISO 16067-2 transparency scanner resolution measurements
Investigate issue with SFR plug-in

Extended color space
Create NP
Submit proposals for extended range color spaces 
Determine if additional information on ROMM is needed

Edwards
Faramarzpour, Edwards 
Foshee, Edwards

Donovan, Parulski 
Donovan

All
Parulski, Edwards, Faramarzpour
Parulski
Holm

All
PTP project team

All

All

Peyton, Williams 
Williams, Wueller 
Wueller
Donovan, Wueller

Hung, Donovan, Susstrunk 
All
Susstrunk, Parulski
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DRAFT MINUTES - May 17,2000 TC42/WG20 joint working group with TCI30 meeting on ISO 17321

Attendance
Name
Dr. Shin Ohno
Mr. Motokazu Ohkawa
Mr. Hitoshi Urabe
Dr. Po-Chieh Hung
Mr. Naoya Katoh
Dr. Hiroaki Sugiura
Mr. Dietmar Wuller
Dr. Bill Donovan
Mr. Jack Holm (Convener)
Mr. Eric Edwards
Mr. Ken Parulski
Dr. Ingeborg Tastl
Prof. Sabine Susstrunk

USA

Japan
Japan
Japan

Japan (TCI30)

Japan
Japan

USA
Switzerland

USA
USA
USA

Germany

Country

Mr. Holm called the meeting to order at 9:10 am on Wednesday, May 17,2000. He welcomed all of the experts and 
thanked them for their attendance. He noted that Mr. Urabe is representing TCI30 at this meeting. Mr. David 
McDowell and Mr. Tony Johnson from TC130, and Dr. Mike Pointer of the CIE, have sent their regrets that they are 
unable to attend. Mr. Parulski agreed to serve as secretary. Mr. Holm reviewed the agenda (WG20/00-396) for the 
meeting. He noted that WD #5 has not been prepared, but we plan to review comments received on WD #4. Dr. 
Sugiura asked to add the agenda items “Summary of Japanese National Group Discussions - March 2000” to be 
presented by himself, and “Presentation of experimental results from Japan” to be presented by Dr. Hung.
Additional agenda items related to experimental results by Mr. Holm and Prof. Susstrunk were also added to the 
agenda. The agenda was modified to reflect these changes. The revised agenda was adopted without objection. The 
draft minutes of the November 17, 1999 TC42/WG20 meeting were approved without changes.

Dr. Sugiura then summarized the comments of Japanese National Group. He stated three meetings have been held in 
Japan related to ISO 17321. The major comments from the meetings are:

1. The spectral sensitivity measurement method specified in method A should use the method in DEC 61966-9.
2. The definition of ISO RGB should be linear, and the optimization of the matrix in methods A and B should 

use linear regression.
3. Instead of “metamerism index”, a new method proposed by Dr. Hung should be used.

Dr. Hung then presented his examination of ISO 17321 WD #4 and a counter proposal of new colour error 
minimization method. He noted that WD #4 includes two characterisation methods, method A using spectral 
measurements and method B using a test chart. He stated several issues with WD #4:

• Why is the gamma 2.2?
• Why are sRGB primaries used?

Using computer simulation, Dr. Hung performed experiments using 6 different sensitivities, including commercially 
available digital still camera measurements, and narrow band sensitivities with peaks at 450, 550, and 620 nm, using 
both method A and method B. He used various gamma values from 0.5 to 4.0 in 0.5 increments, and used 15 patches 
of JIS Z8726-1990 (CIE 13.3) plus the 24 Macbeth chart patches. He determined the average and worst delta-E 
errors. His data shows that there was a significant reduction in average and peak errors using method B, compared 
with method A. He noted that using a gamma of about 1.5 gives the smallest delta-E, rather than using a gamma of
2.2.

A second simulation was then performed where Method B was optimized using only 8 patches of CIE 13.3. Dr. 
Hung used linear tone conversion (gamma =1) and determined the delta E histograms using the SOCS spectral 
database with almost 50,000 colours. He noted that since the population of SOCS colours in the real world is not 
known, an average was not determined. Instead, a histogram of errors was determined. He noted that Method A
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gives very large errors compared to Method B, except for certain types of RGB spectral sensitivities where Method 
B is only slightly better than Method A.

Dr. Sugiura noted that these results indicate that only a small number of patches is needed on the test chart, if the 
colours of the patches are carefully selected. Mr. Holm noted that sometimes larger numbers of patches are used to 
average out DSC image data errors, but this is not necessary in a simulation.

Dr. Hung made the following counter-proposal:
Method A: Change optimization to linear 
Method B: Change the optimization to linear
In response to a question from Dr. Donovan about whether his proposal has been tested using real cameras and real 
images, he stated that method B has been used to determine matrices for digital cameras developed and sold by 
Konica, but that the matrices are modified to produce a colour saturation boost in the products.

Mr. Holm thanked Dr. Hung for his presentation. He noted that the presentation was based on the assumption that 
minimizing delta-Eab provides the best pictorial colour reproduction, but that in the experiments described delta-Eab 
was used only for evaluation, not for determining the characterisation transformation. Dr. Tastl asked whether the 
criterion used for evaluation should be also minimized to determine the transformation. Mr. Holm asked whether 
experiments should be conducted to determine the best colour error criterion. Mr. Katoh stated that he prefers to use 
delta-E94 as the error criterion. Mr. Holm noted that it would be possible, and perhaps desirable, to not require that 
ISO RGB image data be produced using one of the methods in ISO 17321. The characterisation methods would only 
be recommended. This increases the importance of the colour space specification, and allows different methods to 
be used to produce the ISO RGB image data, so long as it is well understood that the image data is “scene-referred”.

Mr. Parulski suggested that the proposal from Dr. Hung could be used in developing a prototype test chart. Various 
digital cameras could then capture images of this test chart as well as various scenes. This digital data could then be 
used by various experts to propose different camera characterisation error criteria. Mr. Katoh stated that we should 
not be developing new error criteria in this group, and that if there are problems we should work with the CIE. Mr. 
Holm noted that some considerations related to the selection of the best error criterion are specific to DSCs, for 
example because of the tradeoff between ISO speed and colorimetric accuracy, but that it would be helpful to have 
increased CEE participation in ISO 17321 development. He also said he felt it would be desirable to have an error 
criterion that produced images that are judged to be the best visually, and we should not restrict the choices to only 
currently available metrics that may not be optimized for this application.

Dr. Hung stated that this standard should not be concerned with preferred colour issues. Mr. Katoh stated that he 
was concerned that the standard should not require a digital camera to have a colorimetric mode. Mr. Holm stated 
that his previous statement did not mean the standard should deal with preferred reproduction, but only that it should 
provide the best starting place for applying preferred reproduction. He also noted that the standard will not be 
applied by consumers, and that it requires access to the “raw” sensor data. There should not be just one required way 
to get into the scene-referred space. To move forward, we should consider several possible methods and let those 
interested in various methods proceed forward to further develop their methods. Mr. Ohkawa stated that after our 
studies, we should either have a single method, or else clearly state the purposes for applying the various methods.

Mr. Katoh asked whether the scope of ISO 17321 includes the definition of the scene-referred colour space. Mr. 
Holm noted that from the first WD, we have included the definition of a colour space used for characterizing digital 
cameras. Prof. Susstnmk noted that there may be several uses of a scene-referred colour space, including image 
interchange. It was agreed that the purpose of defining a colour space in ISO 17321 is for camera characterisation, 
and that if other uses of this colour space are decided in the future, they should be defined in a separate document 
and referenced by ISO 17321.

Prof. Susstnmk stated that the difference between the current method in WD #4 and the method proposed by Dr.
Hung is that the WD #4 method uses RMS errors in ISO RGB colour space for both characterisation and evaluation, 
while the proposal from Dr. Hung uses a linear minimization for characterisation and a delta-Eab metric for 
evaluation. She proposed that tests be designed and conducted to subjectively evaluate the performance of several 
delta-E metrics, and methods similar to the one in WD #4. There was some discussion of how such tests would be 
conducted. Dr. Hung stated that he did not support such tests because he has concerns about the effects of preference
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considerations on subjective evaluations, and the difficulties involved in this type of experimentation. He felt that 
current delta-E metrics only should be used for evaluating DSC performance, and that simulations based on standard 
object colour spectra and hypothetical DSC spectral sensitivities are important. Several experts noted that one use of 
this standard is in the design of DSC spectral sensitivities. Others felt that the primary purpose of this standard is 
DSC characterisation, but that both functions are significant. Dr. Tastl noted that different spectral sensitivities will 
be optimal for different illumination sources.

Mr. Parulski proposed an experiment using several different cameras with known spectral sensitivities. The cameras 
would capture a preliminary version of a colour test chart as well as several scenes. A spectral database would also 
be used to simulate the response to many different colour stimuli. The digital images and responses to the database 
colours would be provided to interested experts, who could calculate both the error metrics defined in WD #4 and 
described by Dr. Hung, and possible new metrics. The digital images could be rendered using one or more methods 
and viewed or printed, so that the performance of different characterisation methods could be studied in combination 
with different proprietary rendering methods. Mr. Holm stated that for a baseline, one of the rendering methods 
should be colorimetric with clipping, on images selected so clipping is minimal and the scene luminance ratio is 
similar to that of the output medium.

The meeting was adjourned for lunch at 12:30 and resumed at 1:45.

After lunch, Dr. Ohno discussed the problems with the proposed experiment. Because of the complexity, it will take 
a great deal of time and effort to complete the experiment. Mr. Katoh, speaking on behalf of the Japan experts, 
stated that it is important to move rapidly standardize some of the aspects contained in the current ISO 17321 draft, 
while continuing to work on the more difficult aspects. As a result, we should not wait to complete a subjective 
experiment. For the purpose of characterizing the camera, ISO RGB is acceptable if done in linear form. For the first 
standard, current error metrics such as delta-Eab or delta-E94 should be used. A new project proposal should be 
initiated to develop improved colour error criteria, working with the CIE. Encoding colour spaces used for image 
interchange should be handled separately, as part of the NP that is being developed by Dr. Hung, Dr. Donovan, and 
Prof. Susstrunk.

Mr. Edwards and Dr. Donovan both suggested that it might be possible to separate ISO 17321 into two parts. The 
first part could be published quickly and would contain agreed on items. There was some discussion of what is 
agreed on. Prof. Susstrunk suggested that part one could describe the test chart and how to obtain appropriate DSC 
data. Also, current error metrics could be included in an informative annex, while noting that part 2 of the standard 
will be developed to provide an improved, normative error metric. Dr. Donovan suggested we move rapidly to 
standardize a test chart, since at least one manufacturer is developing such a target and could benefit from our 
experience. The standard should describe the test chart, illumination and photography conditions, and the steps 
needed to obtain appropriate raw DSC data.

Dr. Donovan described the proposed test chart, version 2. It should:
• accommodate several image aspect ratios
• have sufficiently large patches
• optionally include a Halon test patch
• include the OECF neutral patches
• include 18% gray at several locations
• include some hi-chroma colours
• include some memory colours
• sample over a wide range of colour space
• allow for custom (vendor optional) colours

Dr. Donovan also reviewed a communication from Mr. Robin Myers, which contained the following 
recommendations from a meeting of several US experts:

• Removable patches are not necessary, and required patches should not be removable.
• Spectral data (0/45 measurement geometry - reference ISO 13655) shall be provided for each required 

patch over the wavelength range of 380-780 nm., and should be provided over the range of 360-1100 nm.
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The data may be batch or individual data, but in either case the uncertainty of measurement should be 
reported.

• Vendor optional patches are acceptable, but spectral data should be provided on each optional patch.
• There should be a minimum of 20 spectrally non-selective patch densities ranging from 0.1 to 2.1 in 

approximately perceptually uniform increments.
• The target should be placed against a background with a reflectance factor of 15% to 20% when 

photographed.
• Materials with high IR reflectance should not be used for the chart grid (patch borders).
• Patches with high IR reflectance shall be included. Black, blue, and green patches which show strong 

colour shifts with tungsten illumination and cameras with low IR rejection are preferred.
• An identifier of surface gloss should accompany the reference data for each patch.
• A statement should be included in the standard that any patch in which reflections are discernible shall not 

be included in characterisation calculations.
• This standard should not specify a particular target, but rather requirements for constructing targets.

Dr. Donovan indicated that a commercial test chart is now available from GretagMacbeth for about US $250 with 
batch measurement data, and US $350 with individual chart measurements. The chart is called the ColorCheckerDC. 
It includes a large white patch in the center, which some noted may be problematic. It includes 12 gray patches, but 
more patches (e.g. at least 20) may be preferred. There are several high-chroma glossy patches at one side of the 
test chart. The outside perimeter has alternating black, white, and 18% gray patches. The patches are 12 mm x 12 
mm, with 3 mm grid lines. In response to a question from Mr. Katoh, Dr. Donovan stated that the chart avoids 
fluorescent materials. Mr. Wuller stated that information on this test chart may be available on the GretagMacbeth 
web site, including spectral measurement data.

In response to a question from Dr. Sugiura, Dr. Donovan noted that when using this chart for DSC characterisation, 
“raw” DSC data must be obtained. There was some discussion of which processing steps should be performed to 
produce “raw” data, and that the term needs to be carefully defined. Mr. Holm displayed a list of processing steps 
that could be performed to produce “raw” data. Mr. Katoh and Dr. Sugiura asked about shading correction, and Mr. 
Parulski mentioned sensitivity correction. The combined list is as follows:

• A/D conversion
• linearization (if necessary)
• dark current/frame subtraction
• shading & sensitivity (flat field) correction
• flare removal (optional)
• white balancing (adopted white SPD is neutral code values; i.e. equal RGB values or no chrominance)
• demosaicking

Mr. Holm then noted that after demosaicking, the spectral to colour space transformation is applied to produce 
“scene-referred” image data, and then proprietary rendering can be applied to produce “output-referred” image data. 
Several experts remarked that white balancing can be done at different places, including after the spectral to colour 
space transformation. Mr. Holm agreed, and noted that several steps are optional in the production of “raw” data 
including white balancing. There was also some discussion about whether demosaicked image data should be 
considered “raw”, because sometimes demosaicking includes a spectral to colour space transformation.

Dr. Hung presented a proposal for a DSC colour analysis quality index (attachment 1). He noted that in a practical 
digital camera, it is not possible to satisfy the Luther condition. He compared six different camera quality indices: 
Neugebauer’s Color Quality Factor, Goodness from Vora & Trussell, the ISO 17321 WD 1.1 (linear) DSC 
Metamerism Index, the ISO 17321 WD 4 (nonlinear) DSC Metamerism Index, a new proposed delta-Eab metric 
with 8 CIE 13.3 colours, and the same delta-Eab metric with 15 colours from JIS Z8726-1990. Mr Holm noted that 
the figure relating to the WD 4 method appeared to be incorrect. Dr. Hung stated that this was an error in the 
preparation of the slides only - the wrong figure had inadvertently been included. He then showed the correct figure. 
The results of the study were that his new proposed metric correlated best with delta-Eab, with the WD 4 method 
showing the second best correlation among those tested. He concluded that the average CRI is more than 0.96,
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which is very good. The average CRI will be provided in the informative annex of his proposal. Dr. Hung agreed to 
provide the Excel spreadsheet he used in this study (attachment 2).

In response to comments from Dr. Suguira, Dr. Donovan agreed to consider including the colours defined in CLE 
13.3 in the test chart proposal. He agreed to summarize the suggestions of the group concerning the test chart.

Mr. Holm reviewed the scope of ISO 17321 at the request of Mr. Ohkawa. The consensus is included in resolution 
00-04.

Mr. Holm offered resolution 00-01. The resolution was seconded by Prof. Susstrunk and passed unanimously.

Prof. Susstrunk offered resolution 00-02. The resolution was seconded by Mr. Parulski and passed unanimously.

Prof. Susstrunk offered resolution 00-03. The resolution was seconded by Mr. Katoh and passed, with Mr. Holm 
abstaining.

Prof. Susstrunk offered resolution 00-04. The resolution was seconded by Dr. Donovan and passed, with Mr. 
Ohkawa abstaining.

Prof. Susstrunk offered resolution 00-05. The resolution was seconded by Mr. Parulski and passed unanimously. 

Prof. Susstrunk offered resolution 00-06. The resolution was seconded by Mr. Parulski and passed unanimously.

Mr. Holm offered resolution 00-07. The resolution was seconded by Mr. Parulski and passed unanimously.

Prof. Susstrunk offered resolution 00-08. The resolution was seconded by Mr. Parulski and passed unanimously.

Mr. Holm offered resolution 00-09. The resolution was seconded by Prof. Susstrunk and passed unanimously.

Next meeting: The next WG20 meeting will be held October 5,2000 in Tokyo, Japan as part of the TC42 plenary.

Mr. Holm again thanked Prof. Susstrunk and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology for arranging and sponsoring 
our meeting. The meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m.
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Resolution 00-01 That TC42/WG20 recommends that ISO 17321 be divided into two parts, so that agreed upon 
material can be rapidly completed as part 1 while investigation of colour characterisation methods continues for part 
2.

Resolution 00-02 That TC42/WG20 recommends that the scope of ISO 17321-1 include the specifications of a 
colour test chart, conditions for photographing the chart, and steps to provide “raw” data, as well as a method to 
obtain camera spectral sensitivity data.

Resolution 00-03 That TC42/WG20 recommends that, at the present time, ISO 17321-1 include characterisation 
methods for digital cameras only in informative annexes or separate white papers, until further experiments are 
completed and consensus achieved.

Resolution 00-04 That TC42AVG20 agrees that the scope of ISO 17321-2 should be “This International Standard 
specifies a characterisation colour space, colour targets, metrology, and procedures for the colour characterisation of 
digital still cameras to be used for photography and graphic technology. Such characterisation is limited to DSC 
data that has either not been processed for colour (raw data) or has been processed to estimate scene or original 
colorimetry (scene referred data). This International Standard does not specify how to determine the scene adopted 
white point, or how to process scene-referred image data to produce a reproduction. NOTE -The characterisation 
colour space is not specifically being designed for image interchange.”

Resolution 00-05 That TC42/WG20 encourages the experts in WG20 to continue experiments in colour 
characterisation error metrics for digital cameras so that a suitable method can be included in ISO 17321-2.

Resolution 00-06 That TC42/WG20 encourages the CIE to increase their participation in the development of ISO 
17321-2.

Resolution 00-07 That TC42/WG20 thanks Prof. Sabine Susstrunk and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in 
beautiful Lausanne, Switzerland for arranging and sponsoring this meeting.

Resolution 00-08 That TC42/WG20 thanks Mr. Holm for his excellent job as convener of our meeting.

Resolution 00-09 That TC42/WG20 thanks Mr. Parulski for serving as secretary.
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Arrange WG20 meetings at TC42 plenary Holm
Provide working draft of ISO 17321-1
Modify WD #4 to provide working draft of ISO 17321-2 Holm
Develop proposed informative annex for ISO 17321-1

on characterisation based on delta-E method Hung
Develop proposed informative annex for ISO 17321-1 on metamerism index Hung
Develop proposed informative annex on characterisation for ISO 17321-1

based on minimized ISO RGB method Holm
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Donovan
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frl Squared difference21 RMS4 'SriilSilLTl ^6c

M^iire&S JIS Z8726-19756 (CIE 13.1 (C# ^i"6 B

Ei-o^t^T^o cm 13.1 8 #m(7)A#(-&<;#et-m'j'mmL, #
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CIE 13.1 TSiESjaS R9-R M’friDx., jlS Z8726 tZ&££tl6Ti?T A<DM. 

SrifitQLfc R9 - Rio <73 7 #*l:oV'-CH-aiJ-@tti§rff5,

PSe>tifc»®-fe**fflV'5fc»*M6<)*fc»<73N $/!LT<iUrJ;i9f1-SStL 

5*7<5S6#»HSEttfc5t)®*<73»\ fiWg-ra^S^foof-, y<73#%&#5t*, 4-0, #% 

roj;5ir, ST;t!7*47#*«#444yX.A»«S»i»#U l+S*&6*S#Slr4-*o-y:fc±,

socs«&%^<7)%^*<73^-*K#*&a#4-6t<736m&LT, 13 ®#ro»Ti7^-)tSE4rfflV' 

4->5ai/—>3y5rfT-D7cc

«EfP«Lfc„

3.3 AXySfeSiroV'T

3 l:74Lfy

(1) 'IfSirLTeSnSo

(2) feSSrfflv^TH-aiJt-Sdo

(3) Z8726-19909 (cie lfl4<7j 0 *T*SH4)>l5]EI+SS:-yfflv '67:7,, lB]$tir»:jfti8>tb 

ft0tBX?fc-5„ (ji: 1998 *FD%*-Ct± CIE 13.1 (7)f|-®S:SrfflV'fc^, $*»^6<73$#t)fcl9, 4" 

BltmtitSTE^LT. *Sr<7)$SI'^-fc-tir*: CIE 13.3 roB+gSSrfflWy tztiU Zjxlc 

44Sfe<7jiil 'ttlSIS'S*S*-efcofc)0

(4) 15 feSro54>, *to<73 8 6#emyTT%*4ye*A*X44UX'A#mfg#e#|-m4-6o c

(5) rnn 7 6#?#**47^-*#a444iiX'Ap##m&;tmi-6c rcolSMii, 5>*KW

(6) #**Xye*#*XXXUX'Ap##*IX, I a%***^', 

ir|£5IoTET*5o

(7) 3
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3.4 gf

3.4 1

step i:

step 2: SOCS (:#LTm^#]gikLT,

Step 3: SOCS^>6^^f^>6#t^6^5%(DH$##^,

##§r3#:^6o 

Step 4: ±#B 2

Step 5: Step 1 fab Step 4 §r 13 >T^19M’t_o

Step 6:

3.4.2 ^

(1) 13 ##De##aM::yh

El 1 lc^r(7)e^#^-y^^i-o #;<9dS 4 6(7)#^^#^#^^, 3 6

g A(^WTA#v\#^as#W\ \fcc,
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10 600WavelengthO 600Wavelength 10 600Wavelength

§0.5-

O 600Wavelength

(a) DSC-RGBl^ (b) DSC-RGB2^ (c) DSC-CMY1 and -CMYG1* ^ (d) DSC-CMY2 and 

-CMYG2*w

10 600Wavelength » 600Wavelength Wavelength

r§0.5

0.0
400 500 600 700Wavelength

(e) Film 1° (f) Film 2 and Film 2-4*11 (g) Vora 3 and Vora 4* 2 (h) Peaks

(Hypothetical)0

S o.s-

io 600Wavelength (i)

(i) CIE-CMF
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m

1 ICzF"t" 6 iroSJ6,===KMfgtefflv 'fc

i. seirfflv'fcajfefiKw

m#

Ra 100 50 WWF TT#

Ri, R9-15 i $3Z^9-15

&te±tmz)
CQFk, AvgCQF k#g(Df-T^/^^#T6Neugebauer(^ CQF^

Goodness Vora h Trussel 5 Goodness2 (ii^fnlC)

SqDif 1S017321WD1.1 Squared difference3 (0 ')

RMS-WD4 IS017321WD4 RMS (±^|^C).

(3)

SOCS Srffll'fc, iSOCS lr*tLT»5<7 tti *iSrSS*iSit:LT#fc#S|S$i: socs I

gSWtoiBltil 49,302 (IIr. SOCS i:atil/j Krinov 7='—Sftii, i»*x=ry

fc-5o

socs lM>TU,IIBI<Dtri:(*ro#**(teLTItvvcevw-e, fe#roff«i:a#¥tS4rfflV'

Tt)(t*^I^:(4Sx:*Vv tl' , 66^"'; 95.5%, 99.7%, 100%(*E(it>S(B)6ra

(4) 3tiB 

D65
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3.4.3

2 AvgCQP 4"

Goodness , Ra ^M:^%^l/yg^^6o $/c,

AvgCQP 4 A^-iryh##^;^ 3 A^tyH-it^Tm^g^^cMA^/P^ 

(DSC-RGB)y6fe^/P^(DSC-CMYG)^kb^/tB#, Ra fg#W^#/fd\ R9-15 BtiSA^ 

/Pf(D^^MV4g(C^6o

El 3 W4C, Ra

Ra 95.5%, 99.7%,

Average(^#)A#)(D 3 ^, R9-15 {g(#^^ye^#&

^^XApF#m#(D R9 R15 (D^)(j:, ##A#;c#LTW

2 #e^#^yH:

DSC-
RGB1

DSC-
RGB2

:DSC-
CMY1

DSC-
CMYG1

DSC-
CMY2

DSC-
CMYG2

Filml Film2 Film2-4 Vora3 Vora4 Peak CIE-CMF

Ra 94.4 96.3 94.3 95.7 90.8 95.2 84.7 90.7 95.2 98.0 99.8 79.7 100.0
R9 48 49 5 37 5 92 -31 64 58 65 97 70 100
RIO 95 95 96 93 94 90 92 97 98 98 100 75 100
Rll 95 92 79 78 88 70 31 67 90 95 99 42 100
R12 80 94 84 78 43 23 81 83 92 88 99 52 100
R13 90 95 98 97 84 82 94 90 96 98 100 67 100
R14 90 92 96 93 92 98 95 91 97 96 100 66 100
R15 95 93 74 90 63 87 51 74 92 95 100 50 100
R9-15 84.5 87.2 76.0 80.9 67.1 77.3 58.8 80.7 88.9 90.8 99.2 60.1 100.0
CQF1 0.943 0.929 0.919 0.919 0.915 0.915 0.548 0.775 0.775 0.872 0.872 0.180 1.000
CQF2 0.967 0.953 0.914 0.914 0.914 0.914 0.876 0.908 0.908 0.889 0.889 0.156 1.000
CQF3 0.906 0.867 0.957 0.957 0.974 0.974 0.835 0.778 0.778 0.934 0 934 0.196 1.000
CQF4 - - - 0.944 - 0.918 - 0.756 0.244
AvgCQF 0.939 0.916 0.930 0 934 0.934 0.930 0.753 0 820 0.804 0 898 0.735 0.177 1.000
Goodness 0.945 0.934 0.944 0.962 0.927 0.948 0.760 0.829 0.856 0.954 0.999 0.179 1.000
SqDif 0.031 0.036 0.031 0.021 0.046 0.036 0.158 0.098 0.077 0.020 0.001 0.445 0.000
RMS-WD4 16.5 16.8 12.2 10.7 18.8 17.3 30.9 26.8 19.1 14.5 3.0 63.2 0.0
95.5% 3.2 3.9 5.0 3.4 5.7 2.7 11.5 7.1 2.5 2.5 0.0 14.4 (I 0
99.7% 7.7 10.6 9.3 7.6 13.1 9.7 28.1 17.4 7.4 8.5 0.0 29.3 0.0
Worst 26.0 32.7 32.6 32.5 33.1 26.8 46.5 34.0 24.8 27.6 2.4 49.6 0.0
Average 0.9 0.8 1.5 0.7 1.7 0.8 3.1 1.9 0.6 0.5 0.0 4.2 0.0
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XirLTfflV'drt^a^tld,

6. iso Ste-^roxtrS

y.±roWttte*»^a^$$LtcS8cro*ffltt^^E6ivfcro-e. iso 17321-1 ir*tvr, zk 

roeSSrffotc,
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A1

DSC_RGB1 DSC_RGB2 DSC_CMYG1

wavele R G B R G B C M Y G

400 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.015 0.020 0.122 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

410 0.000 0.000 0.306 0.019 0.029 0.271 0.248 0.568 0.048 0.029

420 0.000 0.000 0.439 0.024 0.054 0.450 0.330 0.676 0.062 0.034

430 0.013 0.000 0.680 0.024 0.074 0.617 0.464 0.890 0.085 0.051

440 0.014 0.000 0.863 0.024 0.111 0.772 0.553 0.994 0.118 0.073

450 0.015 0.000 0.973 0.027 0.189 0.911 0.603 1.000 0.164 0.109

460 0.016 0.007 0.992 0.031 0.284 1.000 0.666 0.988 0.231 0.171

470 0.017 0.037 1.000 0.035 0.375 0.993 0.754 0.969 0.333 0.291

480 0.019 0.100 0.938 0.040 0.474 0.922 0.864 0.892 0.462 0.455

490 0.000 0.225 0.667 0.047 0.585 0.800 0.868 0.633 0.567 0.590

500 0.000 0.429 0.397 0.054 0.706 0.647 0.910 0.417 0.689 0.738

510 0.022 0.654 0.182 0.063 0.849 0.477 0.971 0.274 0.827 0.885

520 0.000 0.876 0.064 0.071 0.965 0.315 1.000 0.162 0.931 0.983

530 0.023 0.965 0.000 0.075 1.000 0.196 0.962 0.089 0.954 1.000

540 0.046 1.000 0.000 0.079 0.977 0.108 0.933 0.073 1.000 1.000

550 0.067 0.906 0.000 0.049 0.893 0.056 0.824 0.106 0.980 0.926

560 0.144 0.729 0.000 0.099 0.766 0.029 0.668 0.245 0.909 0.785

570 0.353 0.512 0.000 0.416 0.605 0.018 0.482 0.550 0.822 0.613

580 0.635 0.316 0.000 0.760 0.435 0.016 0.321 0.739 0.721 0.437

590 0.932 0.152 0.013 0.944 0.280 0.013 0.198 0.830 0.629 0.296

600 1.000 0.069 0.011 1.000 0.152 0.010 0.113 0.766 0.514 0.180

610 0.842 0.031 0.008 0.848 0.072 0.004 0.064 0.629 0.401 0.112

620 0.664 0.012 0.007 0.632 0.026 0.000 0.040 0.512 0.317 0.074

630 0.457 0.004 0.005 0.479 0.009 0.000 0.026 0.376 0.227 0.050

640 0.306 0.002 0.003 0.350 0.008 0.000 0.020 0.270 0.162 0.037

650 0.195 0.000 0.002 0.249 0.005 0.000 0.015 0.183 0.109 0.028

660 0.118 0.000 0.001 0.171 0.005 0.000 0.011 0.116 0.069 0.019

670 0.069 0.001 0.001 0.112 0.004 0.000 0.007 0.073 0.043 0.013

680 0.040 0.002 0.001 0.069 0.003 0.000 0.004 0.044 0.026 0.008

690 0.022 0.002 0.001 0.042 0.003 0.000 0.003 0.025 0.015 0.005

700 0.012 0.002 0.001 0.027 0.002 0.000 0.003 0.015 0.009 0.004
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A2

wavele

DSC_CMYG2

C M Y G

Filml

R G B

Film2

R G B c
400 0.152 0.371 0.008 0.026 0.010 0.007 0.363 0.000 0.000 0.263 0.000

410 0.311 0.602 0.012 0.042 0.010 0.007 0.759 0.000 0.000 0.366 0.000

420 0.483 0.832 0.018 0.062 0.010 0.007 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.386 0.000

430 0.584 0.938 0.023 0.077 0.010 0.007 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.392 0.000

440 0.669 0.984 0.035 0.104 0.010 0.007 0.955 0.000 0.000 0.395 0.000

450 0.775 1.000 0.056 0.160 0.010 0.007 0.912 0.000 0.000 0.545 0.001

460 0.868 0.975 0.099 0.244 0.010 0.007 0.891 0.000 0.001 0.788 0.008

470 0.918 0.900 0.177 0.368 0.010 0.007 0.933 0.000 0.005 1.000 0.038

480 0.950 0.802 0.287 0.510 0.010 0.055 0.912 0.000 0.026 0.284 0.212

490 0.981 0.700 0.439 0.658 0.010 0.100 0.589 0.000 0.109 0.036 0.457

500 1.000 0.605 0.603 0.794 0.010 0.229 0.166 0.000 0.263 0.007 0.697

510 1.000 0.533 0.762 0.905 0.010 0.282 0.042 0.000 0.417 0.001 0.845

520 0.987 0.482 0.894 0.978 0.010 0.407 0.017 0.000 0.575 0.000 1.000

530 0.973 0.461 0.970 1.000 0.010 0.537 0.005 0.005 0.713 0.000 0.992

540 0.925 0.456 1.000 0.962 0.010 0.741 0.005 0.011 1.000 0.000 0.782

550 0.801 0.451 0.980 0.837 0.010 1.000 0.005 0.021 0.741 0.000 0.411

560 0.643 0.459 0.924 0.671 0.018 0.933 0.005 0.038 0.636 0.000 0.182

570 0.474 0.497 0.838 0.498 0.030 0.646 0.005 0.073 0.319 0.000 0.072

580 0.314 0.543 0.729 0.333 0.079 0.245 0.005 0.191 0.071 0.000 0.031

590 0.194 0.592 0.598 0.204 0.151 0.038 0.005 0.486 0.008 0.000 0.009

600 0.106 0.605 0.465 0.109 0.501 0.007 0.005 0.759 0.001 0.000 0.001

610 0.060 0.520 0.349 0.064 0.676 0.007 0.005 0.933 0.000 0.000 0.000

620 0.037 0.404 0.251 0.043 0.813 0.007 0.005 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

630 0.022 0.305 0.181 0.027 1.000 0.007 0.005 0.955 0.000 0.000 0.000

640 0.015 0.216 0.130 0.017 0.955 0.007 0.005 0.651 0.000 0.000 0.000

650 0.010 0.150 0.090 0.012 0.813 0.007 0.005 0.163 0.000 0.000 0.000

660 0.008 0.100 0.060 0.009 0.417 0.007 0.005 0.035 0.000 0.000 0.000

670 0.005 0.065 0.039 0.006 0.117 0.007 0.005 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.000

680 0.004 0.040 0.024 0.004 0.010 0.007 0.005 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000

690 0.003 0.025 0.015 0.003 0.010 0.007 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

700 0.002 0.016 0.010 0.002 0.010 0.007 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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A3

wavele

Vora

R G B c
Peak

R G B

CIE-CMF

X Y Z

400 0.005 0.000 0.020 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.014 0.000 0.040

410 0.010 0.000 0.050 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.044 0.001 0.127

420 0.050 0.005 0.150 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.133 0.004 0.382

430 0.090 0.007 0.310 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.263 0.012 0.768

440 0.115 0.010 0.400 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.325 0.023 0.976

450 0.110 0.012 0.410 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.317 0.039 1.000

460 0.120 0.045 0.400 0.055 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.272 0.061 0.935

470 0.180 0.130 0.390 0.300 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.185 0.093 0.728

480 0.260 0.255 0.350 0.560 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.093 0.141 0.464

490 0.250 0.285 0.270 0.580 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.032 0.213 0.269

500 0.180 0.260 0.180 0.420 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.330 0.157

510 0.100 0.245 0.100 0.270 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.012 0.509 0.091

520 0.070 0.255 0.050 0.100 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.063 0.711 0.046

530 0.070 0.275 0.020 0.020 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.158 0.864 0.024

540 0.100 0.295 0.005 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.276 0.958 0.012

550 0.150 0.305 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.411 1.000 0.005

560 0.200 0.305 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.563 1.000 0.002

570 0.250 0.290 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.720 0.957 0.001

580 0.300 0.265 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.864 0.874 0.001

590 0.345 0.225 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.967 0.762 0.001

600 0.350 0.195 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.636 0.000

610 0.335 0.150 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.944 0.507 0.000

620 0.280 0.110 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.804 0.384 0.000

630 0.200 0.070 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.610 0.269 0.000

640 0.150 0.050 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.426 0.178 0.000

650 0.090 0.030 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.271 0.109 0.000

660 0.060 0.020 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.158 0.063 0.000

670 0.030 0.015 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.085 0.033 0.000

680 0.015 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.045 0.017 0.000

690 0.010 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.022 0.009 0.000

700 0.005 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.011 0.004 0.000
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Annex C (informative): An example of colour matrix calculation

C.l Introduction

There are several ways to determine a colour matrix that converts a set of raw signals into another set of RGB signal 

in the linear ISO RGB colour space. This annex provides one example of simple calculation algorithm using test 

target data obtained in 4.2.

This example is designed based on:

- linear optimization, for simplicity

- von Kries-type chromatic adaptation model, in order to convert data under D55 illuminant to be the D65 white 

point,

- and, white point constraint, in order to guarantee that linear ISO RGBs are all unity when sensor signal are all unity.

Step 1: Characterisation of camera

Measure the test target and obtain their linear camera output data according to 4.2 in this standard. When the 

camera hasy channels of sensor outputs and the number of colour target is n, signal data matrix 51s defined as follows:

chi i L chit L chln
s = M M M

.chji L chji L chjn_

Step 2: Calculation of tristimulus values for colour patches

Based on spectral radiance measured in 4.2.3.2, calculate tristimulus values of each patch using colour matching 

functions defined in CIE 15.2. When Xf, Y„ and 2} are tristimulus values of the Mh colour patch, colour data matrix 

71s defined as follows:
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L X, L
r, L X L % (c.2)

L z L 4.

Step 3: Calculation of ISO RGB values for colour patches with chromatic adaptation 

When T’is a data matrix in the linear ISO RGB colour space, 7^can be expressed by:

T' = V-(AT), (c.3)

where, Kis a 3 x 3 matirx to convert from tristimulus values into the linear ISO RGB colour space as follows:

V =
3.2406
-0.9689
.0.0557

-1.5372
1.8758
-0.2040

-0.4986 
0.0415 
1.0570 _

(c.4)

A is a 3x3 matrix to convert white point from D55 to D65 using von Kries-type chromatic adaptation. Thus, Matrix 

A can be expressed as follows:

A= M~l-(G-M), (c.5)

where, M is a 3x3 matrix to convert from tristimulus values, XYZ, to visual primaries, LMS. When the Estevez- 

Hunt-Pointer primaries1 are employed,

" 0.4002 0.7076 -0.0808 1.8601 -1.1295 0.2199
M = -0.2263 1.1653 0.0457 , and AT1 = 0.3612 0.6388 0.0000

„ 0.0000 0.0000 0.9182 _ 0.0000 0.0000 1.0891,

GGs a 3x3 diagonal matrix determined by:

Lwpbs 0. 0.

G = 0. 0.
^WD55

0. 0.
SWD55 -

where,

(c.8)

1Y. Nayatani, K. Hashimoto, K. Takahama, and H. Sobagaki, A nonlinear color-appearance model using Estevez-Hunt- 
Pointer pimaries, Color Research and Application, 12,5, pp. 231-242 (1987).
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LwD65 Xw D65 0.9504
MwD65 = M • = M ■ 1

-S\V ass _ _ZwD65_ ,1.0887,

L\Vd55 XwD55 0.9568
M\Vd55 = M ■ Ywms = M • 1

-SW ms . _ZwD55_ 0.9214,

When the parameters above are used, Matrix A becomes:

A =
0.9906 -0.0329

-0.0036 1.0028
. 0.0000 0.0000

0.0386
0.0007
1.1816,

(c.9, c.10)

(c.ll)

Step 4: Calculation of colour matrix from sensor values to linear ISO RGB values with white point constraint 

Calculate an optimized linear matrix using the following formulae:

When,

T =
r, L
& L

n L 

8i L gn

b„bi L bi L

then, we define the following two matrixes:

n-chji L n-chji L r„-chj„
gi - chj{ L gi - chjt L gn - chjn
bi -chji L bi-chji L bn-chjn

, and,

S*
ch\x~chjx L chli -chji L chln~chj„

M M M
chky-chjx L chkf-chji L chk„-chjn_

(k =j -1).

Matrix Z>*(3 x A) can be obtained by

* *t / * *r V1
~du L d\k

D* = T S (SS ) = d2i L dik
Ax L dsk-

Final Matrix D (3 xy) can be calculated by

L 4* l~'Ldin
T1

D= d2i L d2k 1-Z<4,
m=l k

<^31 L 1 —
W=1

Step 5: Colour transformation for aset of RGB image data

(c.13)

(c.14)

(c.15)

(c.16)

(c.17)
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For a set of arbitrary camera sensor signals, a set of linear ISO RGB value can be obtained by:

^ISO chi
giso = D M

biso. chj_

Note that when the Bradford primaries2 are used, Equations (c.9) and (c.ll) respectively become:

" 0.8562 0.3372 -0.1934" " 0.9695 -0.0164 0.0426"
M = -0.8360 1.8327 0.0033 , and A = -0.0166 0.9983 0.0191

_ 0.0357 -0.0469 1.0112 . _ 0.0068 -0.008 1.1832

http://www.cls.rit.edu:80/people/faculty/fairchild/PDFs/CIECAM97s_TC_Draft.pdf



Annex D (informative): Calculation of Camera Sensitivity Metamerism Index

(Editor’s note: the name has been changed from Camera Rendering Index for clarification)

D.l Introduction

In order to guarantee the colourimetric reproduction, a set of camera sensitivity curves must obey the 

Luther condition, which requires a linear transformation of colour matching functions. In practice, 

however, camera sensitivity curves deviate from the condition due to production reasons of filters, 

sensor and optical elements. Such a camera will reproduce different sensor outputs for two objects 

having the same tristimulus values but different spectral distributions.

Camera Sensitivity Metamerism Indexes are designed to give a measure for such potential colour error 

using the framework of CIE 13.3. The indexes consist of two elements: Average Camera Sensitivity 

Metamerism Index (ACSMI) and Special Camera Sensitivity Metamerism Index (SCSMI).

ACSMI will give a measure of camera metramerism for ordinary reflective objects. In this index, eight 

colour patches defined in CIE 13.3 represent reflective objects. Though the small number of colour 

patches is used, ACSMI is verified to give a high correlation coefficient by simulations using Standard 

Object Colour Spectra Database for Colour Reproduction Evaluation (SOCS)3,4’ 3 4 5

SCSMI is an optional measure by defining arbitrary objects depending on applications. Although 

ACSMI will give a statistically reasonable measure, the measure may not be reliable for special objects 

such as highly saturated objects, fluorescent objects, and self-emitting colours. SCSMI allows users to

3 JIS TR X0012:1998, Standard object colour spectra database for colour reproduction evaluation
4 P.-C. Hung, Comparison of Camera Quality Indexes, Colour imaging conference (to be published)
5 J. Tajima, Consideration and Experiments on Object Spectral Reflectance
for Color Sensor Evaluation/Calibration, Proceedings: 15th International Conferene on Pattern Recognition
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specify the objects in order to optimize for a specific application. Appropriate types of objects may be 

chosen from SOCS.

Both measures give figures with the maximum of 100. Meaning of the both indexes is the same as 

defined in CIE 13.3. An index of 100 means that the perfect match to the Luther condition in general. 

An index of 50 means that the camera will capture a scene as if you were observing the colours under the 

warm white fluorescent (WWF) light source.

Both indexes can be measured through either spectral basis (method A) or test target basis (method B) 

described in this standard. The method B, however, can only be applied to a camera that can outputs 

linear processing signals such as sensor raw data.

D.2 Measurement of CSMIs with method A

Step 1: Measurement of camera spectral sensitivities

Measure jchannels of spectral sensitivities accroding to 4.1.

Step 2: Selection of light source

Assign an appropriate light source. Illuminant D55 is used as default.

Step 3: Calculation of sensor outputs and tri-stimulus values

Calculate tristimulus values Xf, Y„ Z„ and sensor outputs Chi;, Ch2,,..., Chj, using the following 

equations. Here, Rj^l) is one of the spectral reflectances of colour patches (eight patches defined in 

CIE 13.3 for ACSMI and arbitrary colour patches for SCSMI), and chj(/l) is the sensitivity of the y-th 

channel (j<8).

Tristimulus values are calculated by the following equations:

vol. 3, pp. 592-595 (2000).
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(d.l)
380

780

% = ^Zc(A)%(A)y(A)AA
380

780

% = fZl(A)4(A)z(A)AA.
380

780

where,

100
K — 780

£LU»,a)ja)AA
380

AA: increment for summation.

(d.2)

(d.3)

(d.4)

Sensor outputs are calculated by the following equation:

780

Chji = X L(A )Ri(A)chj(Ays.A. (d.5)
380

Here, a spectral range from 380 nm to 780 nm with a 10~nm-increment is suggested.

Step 4: Colour matrix

Calculate the optimized linear matrix using the following formula:

where,

A = tst(sstJ i
(d.6)

"Zi L X, L xi
T = il L Y, L Ys , (d.7)

_Z, L Z, L

CM, L CA1, L CM;"
S = M M M (d.8)

Chji L CA/, L C/y«.

A new set of estimated tristimulus values is calculated using:

where,

(d.9)
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(d.10),
~xk~

= Yk , and Sk = M
zk_ _C/yt_

(d.ll)

Note that a measure for a system having more than three channels (e.g. complementary filter set CMYG) 

may not be realized due to practical processing limitations. In such case, a set of three composite 

channels should be evaluated.

Step 5: Calculations of ACSMI and SCSMI

Calculate ACSMI and SCSMIs using the equation identical to CIE 13.3:

When

Mfr = ur, vk = vy, (d. 12),

(d.13)

then,

10.872 +0.404-^ c,, -4^d,
,__________________ c„ *•' d,.

uk,i - c d
16.518+ 1.481-tc(tj--- udkj

ft 4
, _________ 1520________

vkj ~ c d
16.518+1.481-^c,--^d. 

ft

where

c = —(4.0- u — lO.Ov),

d = ~ (1.708v + 0.404 - 1.481w).

Using the following equlations:

i
W*rj =25(7r,,)3 -17, 

if r,i = 13W* rj(Ur- ~ Ur) ,

(d.14)

(d. 15)

(d.16)

(d.l 7)

(d.18)

(d.19)
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(d.21)fr\/=25()L)3-17,

U kj = 13W k.i(ukJ -uk),

Delta Ais calculated by the following equation:

A E,=
(U'ri-U'kjj +(V*n 

+(w\i - WkjJ

The SC SMI and ACSMI are obtained by the following equations, respectively:

R, =100-4.6 AE„

1 ^
Ba = •

O (=1

uk , vk : Estimated CCS chromaticities of white (light source) 

ur, vr: Real UCS chromaticities of white (light source)

W*u, U\j,V* ki,uk-,vk4: Estimated lightness and chromaticities of test target / 

W*rj,U* r,i,V* rj,urJ,vrJ: Real lightness and chromaticities of test target / 

jRj,Ra : Special CSMI and Average CSMI 

where,

4X 6X
U ~ X+15Y+3Z ’ V ~ X+157 +3Z *

(d.28)

(d.22)

(d.23)

(d24)

(d.25)

(d.26)

(d.27),

D.3 Measurement of CSMIs with method B 

Step 1: Capture of colour patches

Capture the CIE 13.3 eight patches (and also arbitrary colour patches if necessary) as described in 4.2. 

Step 2: Calculation

Follow Step 3 through Step 5 described in D.2. The data reported in 4.2.4 can be used for sensor
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output in Equation (d.8).

D. 4 Data Reporting

ACSM1 should be reported with a measurement method (Method A or B). If the illuminant differs from 

D55, the light source should be identified. When the Method A is used, spectral range and spectral 

increment used in Equations (d.l) to (d.4) should be reported.

SCSMIs should be reported with spectral distributions of sample objects in addition to the items required 

for ACSMI. In order to unify SCSMIs into one, a simple average of SCSMIs similar to Equation (d.26) is 

suggested.

Note that the following alternative ways are proposed in the process of discussions among Japanese experts:

(1) Colour matrix

Matrix (d.6) can also be expressed as;

A =

(d.6')

where a indicates colour matching function matrix [x(A), ^(A)]’ s indicates camera sensitivity matrix

£C/zl(X)( C/f2(/L)L , ChjQl)J, and indicates the correlation matrix for the for the ensemble of

reflectance spectra of the objects. If “the eight patches defined in CIE 13.3 for General Colour Rendering Index

(TCS01-TCS08)” is used, d.6’ will be equal to d.6.
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If the is unity matrix, the “maximum ignorance” matrix will he obtained. The selection of matrix needs

more verification and is to be discussed.

(2) Calculation of index 

Alternative proposal to Step 5;

Step 1. Calculate C1ELAB values from both estimated tristimulus values (XYZs) and real (original) tristimulus values, 

by using assigned light source (default D55: 95.68, 100.00, 92.14) as Xn, Yn and Zn, according to CIE 15.2-19866.

Step 2. Calculate CIE colour difference AE*ab for each color patch, according to CIE lb.2-1986.

AEab i = ri - Lki} + rt - a + (fy ri - b ki) J

Step. 3 Calculate AC*ab and AH*ab, and AE*94 according to CIE 116-1995'.

AC,s’i = |a''j) +C'd J - J + (’*<■') J 

&Ha;, = ^A£„6-,)2-K-)2 - j
f \2

(a r J + ac;, ] ,

^1 + 0.045/C^,, li+o.oi5Vc^*rrc;e,J

Parametric factors: kL, kc and kH were set to unity under reference condition.

Step 4. Take an average of AE*ab and AE*94 for first eight colour patches and all the fourteen colour patches defined 

in CIE 13.3—1995s .

4 s. ;* dm >'<

' ji,,' ^ c,ns;.4'. 1:^1 Si urCCS.
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Note that usefulness of this index is not yet evaluated, and this submission is only for the purpose to entertain

technical discussions in comparison with the original proposal by Dr. Hung. It also needs to be discussed if these 

indexes for all the colour patches should be reported, or only the average should be reported.

Reporting Form for (alternative) Camera Sensitivity Metamarism Index

dH*ab dE*ab
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Ave( 1 -8) NA N/A NA
9
10 
11 
12 
13 
14

Ave( 1-141 N/A N/A N/A

ACSMI (Average Camera Sensitivity Metamarism Index) 
SCSMI (Special Camera Sensitivity Metamarism Index)
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ABSTRACT

Colour signal outputs from digital cameras can be calculated from spectral distribution of an illumination, spectral 
reflectance of a shooting object, and spectral responsivity of a camera. The methods of measuring spectral distribution of 
illuminations and spectral reflectance of objects have been established unambiguously, and their characteristics are available 
from various databases. However, no accurate methods have been clearly defined regarding the measurement of the spectral 
responsivity characteristics of digital cameras. For objective assessment of the performance of digital cameras which 
capture colour images and output corresponding colour information in red - green - blue digital image data, proposed 
methods incorporate measurements of characteristics for spectral responsivity and related items. In this paper, by adopting 
compensation of tone characteristics for each pixel, the authors developed yet another new method of measurements to 
overcome some possible defects in the previously proposed methods. The paper describes an arrangement of equipment, 
definition of test chart and raw data handling together with some worked examples. The newly developed method has made 
it possible to measure the spectral responsivity characteristics of digital cameras accurately.

Keywords: Multimedia, Colour management, Digital cameras, Spectral responsivity, Measurement

1. INTRODUCTION

In our previous presentation at this symposium (El ’98, [1]), the authors have spoken about methods of measuring the 
colour characteristics of digital cameras. These methods were designed to measure

(1) tone characteristics,
(2) spectral responsivity characteristics.

In the current work for international standardisation of these measuring methods, experts from different countries have 
made some technical comments:

(1) It should be possible to measure the negative lobes of spectral responsivity characteristics.
(2) Measuring accuracy should be improved.
(3) Examples should be provided to indicate how measured results are used for colour management.

This paper presents our responses to these comments. Regarding the first comment, an auxiliary lamp has been 
introduced to measure the negative lobes of spectral responsivity characteristics [2]. For the second request, a measuring 
method was investigated which compensates tone characteristics for individual pixels. Concerning the third suggestion, we 
also developed a measure by which colour management can utilise the more accurate measured results obtained by the new 
method developed for the second request.

2. BACKGROUND

Although colours are psychometric phenomena based on human colour perception, the modem colour theory is in 
success to deal them physically. Based on the psychometric colour theory, colours have been applicable to the fields of
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engineering. Recently, small computers and computer systems exchange colour images as hyper-linked, multimedia - 
hypertexts. Thus, colour information is subject to be exchanged and reproduced world-wide, based on the common colour 
theory.

There is a long history in the field of colour printing, however, a systematic application of the modem colour theory 
will be limited to the field of colour television broadcasting and reception systems, where colour images from multiple 
stations are received and reproduced by an unspecified number of receiving equipment. When we regard the system as a 
colour reproduction system, it is not an one-to-one closed system in which colour information received from a specific 
broadcasting station is reproduced. Rather, it is inherently an m-to-n open system. In other words, it should be an equipment 
(or device) independent colour reproduction system.

It is common knowledge that colour design based on the modem colour theory has been introduced to realise open 
colour systems. Namely, spectral characteristics of any colour video cameras as input devices of colour information have 
been designed based on the colour matching functions [3], in which colorimetric characteristics are the basis of the standard 
colorimetric observer as the model of our perception of colours. The reproducing devices using cathode ray tube (CRT) are 
also designed by using the common base. Although, because of the historical reasons, complete compatibility has not been 
attained, with such as NTSC, PAL/SECAM and HDTV all in use [4], nevertheless, colour information based on the colour 
television system is well defined [5] and plays an important role in new applications to open colour reproduction systems.

Now let us turn our attention to devices other than incorporated in colour television. Devices for colour acquisition 
such as colour scanners, and devices for colour reproduction devices such as colour printers and various colour displays, 
have been designed for a closed system. The typical example will be a colour reproduction system with a colour scanner and 
a colour printer where an optimum design will suffice only in the dedicated system. Therefore, they are not always 
applicable for open systems (see figure 1 [6]).

Colour -----------------1 Over
FAX Video I

HeadProjector |
Projector

LCD

Figure 1 - Concept of an open colour reproduction system

In order to apply these types of devices to the above mentioned open system, problems need to be solved. The 
colorimetric characteristics of each of colour acquisition devices and colour reproduction devices should be standardised, or 
at least colorimetric characteristics of them should be explicitly specified. These viewpoints are vital, because a combination 
of input and output devices is not specified in the open colour reproduction system as depicted in figure 1. This notion is 
going to be incorporated in the field of computer graphics composed of small computers [7], [8]. By the same token, colour 
matches between soft copies and hard copies have been considered [9], [10].

The television system has been the typical m-to-n open system. Further, such systems like personal computers (PC's) 
and workstations (WS's) which incorporate colour input and colour output devices are the new systems under development.
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The colour information is subject easily to world-wide exchange, in the light of global computer networks such as in 
Internet [11].

An idea has been depicted in figure 1, in which video cameras for the conventional television system, colour scanners, 
VCR's and signals artificially created as computer graphics supply colour information. At the same time, this information is 
exchanged and reproduced by various kinds of displays as soft copies and as hard copies by printers. This fact will be 
exemplified by the “World Wide Web” in the Internet where sounds, colour images, texts with tables and figures and related 
meta-information as hyper-media/hyper-text are exchanged [12].

To realise device independent colour management of colour images handled in the previously mentioned field of 
multimedia such as the Internet, it is important to elucidate the characteristics of the standard colour space and an individual 
device. On the Internet, the default RGB colour space - sRGB [13] has been gaining increasing acceptance as an 
International Standard IEC 61966-2.1. A number of reports have been published regarding methods of measuring colour 
characteristics of CRT displays [14], [15] and other typical image output devices. In consideration of these trends, the 
authors started their investigations into a method of measuring colour characteristics of digital cameras as typical input 
devices, which has recently been growing in popularity. (Under the name of digital cameras, the authors consider digital 
video and still cameras which output and/or register digital image data.)

Figure 2 shows the device-independent colour reproduction system [6], [16]. Colour images are transmitted via a 
device-independent standard colour space between the image input and image output devices. In addition, between the 
image input device and standard colour space, colour conversion is provided in order to convert the colour space depending 
on the image input device into the standard colour space. Similarly, between the standard colour space and image output 
device, another mean of colour conversion is provided to convert the standard colour space into the colour space depending 
on the image output device.

Standard
Colour
Space

Input
Device Device

OutputColour
Conversion

Colour
Conversion

Figure 2 - Device-independent colour reproduction system

It is important to approximate the spectral esponsivity characteristics of digital cameras to the colour matching 
functions of sRGB. In fact, a similar solution was used in the television system. Video cameras conforming to broadcasting 
standards (PAL, NTSC/ SEC AM) used the so-called linear natrix for this purpose [17]. On the basis of the spectral 
responsivity characteristics of the imaging element, which on the principle could only have positive lobes, they provided an 
approximation to the colour matching function (including negative lobes) of the target broadcasting standards.

Except gamma correction and other non-linear processes, the signals obtained from the digital camera are expressed as 
follows.

SCcamera = \l(X)0(X)- CcameJX)dX (1)

scVcamera
L(X)

O(X)

ccamera(X)

Signals of a digital camera (suffix C; R, G, B) 
Spectral distribution of a light 
Spectral reflectance of an object 
Spectral responsivity of a camera

Equation (1) indicates that the digital camera's colour signal outputs can be calculated from the spectral distribution of 
a light, spectral reflectance of an object, and spectral responsivity of a camera. The methods of measuring L(X) and 
0(A) have been established clearly, and their characteristics are available from various databases. It should also be noted 
that efforts are being made to establish a huge standard database for the spectral reflectance of object [18]. It is significant
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to find a way to measure the spectral responsivity characteristics of digital cameras in order to understand their colour 
reproduction [1], [19]. Another reason is that the study is underway aimed at embedding, as part of a colour image file, 
information about the spectral responsivity characteristics of the digital camera [20].

If sRGB is established as the standard colour space for the Internet and for other multimedia use, it will be an 
appropriate solution to employ in multimedia digital cameras a technique analogous to the one introduced in traditional 
television cameras. In other words, the spectral responsivity characteristics of a digital camera oriented toward 
colorimetrically correct colour reproduction, must be approximated to the ideal spectral responsivity characteristics of 
sRGB shown in figure 3. As a result, actual digital camera products will include negative lobes in their spectral responsivity 
characteristics.

Wavelength[nm]

Figure 3 - Ideal spectral responsivity characteristics of sRGB

3. CONCEPT OF THE NEW MEASURING METHOD

Figure 4 shows the equipment arrangement employed in the newly developed measuring methods. Spectral 
responsivity characteristics are measured by changing wavelength of the monochromatic emission from a diffuser at the 
bottom of hole in the centre of test chart 1 (indicated by figure 4).

An auxiliary lamp in figure 4, provided to measure the negative lobes of the spectral responsivity characteristics, 
illuminates the diffuser. To make it possible to adjust the light amount independently of the main lamp illuminating test 
chart 1, a diffuser is installed at the bottom of the hole placed at the centre of test chart 1. This arrangement makes it 
possible for the diffuser to be illuminated by the auxiliary lamp alone, without being affected by the main lamp.

A relationship among rated parameters will be presented later. The negative lobes of the spectral responsivity 
characteristics can be calculated by subtracting the signal levels caused by the auxiliary lamp from individual 
monochromatic signal levels.

As stated earlier, the new method is made possible to measure responsivity by changing the wavelength of 
monochromatic emission from a diffuser at the bottom of that hole. This design has been selected for the following reasons. 
To eliminate any problems caused by the automatic functions, the new measuring method as shown in figure 4 employs a 
hole much smaller than the test chart. It can thus deactivate the automatic functions even when the small area of the hole 
has been changed. In other words, the new method can eliminate the measurement errors caused by the change at the centre 
Nevertheless, it is possible that the grey scales above and under the test chart 1 in figure 5 are used to compensate such 
measurement errors caused by variations of exp osure conditions.
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The conventional method uses a diffuser to diffuse the light from the spectral light source. To obtain a desired light 
amount, however, it cannot provide a sufficient extent of diffusion. The traditional method compensates the unevenness on 
the diffuser by averaging the output image data from the digital camera. Affected by gamma compensation and other 
processes, the output signals of most digital cameras have non-linear characteristics for luminance of the object. Therefore, 
simple averaging of these output signals causes an error. As shown by the equations given in the next chapter, the new 
measuring method using the inverse function of the tone characteristics to compensate non-linearity of individual pixels. It 
thereby reduces this error and improves measurement accuracy.

Main lame Colour temperature 
/ conversion filter

Digital camera under test

Auxiliary lamp

Diffuser should not be direedy 
illuminated bv main lamps.

Main lamp

Optical fibre 

pectral light source

Figure 4 - Equipment arrangement for measurement

b/18 h/18

15 14 13 11 1( 9 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
h/6

I
(w-8h/9)/2 8h/9

I
(w-8tt9)/2^

Figure 5 - Test chart 1
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4. MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)

(h)

(i)

O')

(k)

(l)

This section describes the procedure of the newly developed measuring method.
The hole on the rear side of the dark box shall be covered with a lid similarly painted as the inside of the dark box. The 
auxiliary lamp shall be switched off.
The grey chip i shall sequentially be inserted into the front hole at the centre of the test chart 1 for / = 0 to 15. 
Reflectance on the grey chips shall be as shown in table 1. The grey chip for i = 0 is actually a hole without a grey 
chip. Reflectance of the grey scales and the grey chips are shown in table 2, and grey chip for 7* =0 is actually a hole 
without a grey chip.
The luminance Z. of the grey chip i shall be measured and the test chart 1 shall be shot by the digital camera under 
test.
The mean values, D' B , D'q and D' B of red - green - blue digital image data of the grey chip shall be recorded.

The mean values Ef~ ., and Ef j corresponding to the step j of the upper grey scale with the grey chip for

/ = 0 to 15 with the grey chip i mounted shall also be noted for red - green - blue image data, respectively.
The optical fibre connected to the spectral light source shall be inserted into the dark box from the rear side.
Intensity of the light from the diffuser Z(^ ) shall be measured using the radiant power meter placed after the colour
conversion filter with the auxiliary lamp switched off for monochromatic radiation at each wavelength, where i = 0 to 
81, corresponding wavelength from 380 nm to 780 nm with an interval of 5 nm.
The auxiliary lamp shall be switched on and the iris mounted in front of the monochromator shall be shut. The output 
data from the digital camera corresponding to the diffuser illuminated by the auxiliary lamp shall be recorded pixel-by
pixel as three sets of data Z)"^ , Z)"^ and Z)"^ for red - green - blue data, respectively.
The iris mounted in front of the monochromator shall be adjusted so that the maximum output digital data of red - 
green - blue channels of the digital camera are in 80 % of the full scale with the condition that the auxiliary lamp is 
powered on.
The test chart 1 in which the centre portion illuminated by the spectral light source from the back and by the auxiliary 
lamp from the front shall be shot by the digital camera under test for each wavelength Af, where i = 1 to 81, 
corresponding wavelength from 380 nm to 780 nm with an interval of 5 nm.
The pixel-by-pixel output data of the digital camera corresponding to the diffuser shall be recorded as Z)"# (Af), 
D"g (Al) and D"B (Ai ) for red - green - blue data, respectively.

The mean values E^ . , E^ and Ef . corresponding to the step j of the upper grey scale with the

monochromatic radiation at wavelength Af at the centre of the test chart 1 shall als o be noted for red - green - blue 
image data, respectively, for j = 0 to 15.

Table 1 - Reflectance of the grey scale and the grey chips
i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Background

Reflectance (%) 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.3 14.7 19.8 25.8 32.5 39.9 48.1 57.0 66.6 77.0 88.1 18.0

5. PROCESSING OF RAW DATA

In the measurement described in section 4, if each imaging session employs identical settings for automatic functions 
and illuminating conditions, then the output R, G, B values in each step of the grey scales should be the same for all images. 
Sometimes, however, this does not happen because of slight variations in exposure conditions. If R, G, B data for each step 
of the grey scale are not the same for all images, there should have been some changes in imaging conditions. Raw data are 
processed using the following procedures to eliminate the measurement errors caused by such variations.
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Using the following method, spectral responsivity characteristics must be further transformed into linear characteristics, 
(a) The recorded data shall be compensated to eliminate any autonomous exposure control of the digital camera under test 

using the data for the grey scale as follows;
ER ~r

Dr. —
<K t?R

(D'n-EfjJ + Efj (2)

where . denotes the value corresponding to the grey step j of the upper grey scale of figure 5, the index j is the

step number of the grey scale where the inequation E^ <D' R < j+^ holds. The similar compensation shall be

conducted with D'q. , D'Bi to obtain Dq_ , DBi, respectively, for green - blue channels.
The recorded data shall be comnensated to eliminate anv autonomous exnosure control of the digital camera under test

Cr; ’ D i
(b) The recorded data shall be compensated to eliminate any autonomous 

using the data for the grey steps as follows;

Ei j+l~Ei j
(3)

* y+t ‘ J
where j denotes the value corresponding to the grey step j of the upper grey scale of figure 5, the index j is the

step number of the grey steps where the inequation Efj < D"R^ <E^ holds. The similar compensation shall be 

conducted with D"q , D"g to obtain D'q , D' B , respectively, for green - blue channels,

D'r(\) = <Wr(\)-Ef )+£f5
£- y+1"£- y

(4)

where . denotes the value corresponding to the grey step j of the upper grey scale of figure 5, the index j is the

(c)

(d)

step number of the grey steps where the inequation E^ .< D"R (Xj)<Ef .+^ holds. The similar condensation

shall be conducted with D"q (\), D" B (\ ) to obtain U q(\) , D' B (\ ) , respectively, for green - blue 
channels.
In order for the tone characteristics to be taken into account, the red - green - blue digital image data in (b) above 
shall be linearized to get DR(Aj), Dq(^), Ds(\) as follows;

DR(*i) = fRl(D'R(Zl))-fRl(D\ )

A?('^i)~ /g(D' g( ^i))~ fG ^G0 ) (5)
Db(?h) = ft(D'b (*,))- f? (D'Ba )

where fR\ fq * and fg * are the inverse relations of the tone characteristics of each channel.
The normalised data, Rc (\), Gq (\ ) and Bc( Aj), shall be calculated by the following formulae;
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&c(\) — 1

Gc(Af) = <l

Bc(\) = q

Dr(\)

L(A,)

£>g(\)

L(\)

PB(*i)
LO,)

where q is an arbitrary coefficient for the maximum values of (\), Gq(\) and Bq(X[) to be 100 %.

(6)

6. RESULTS

6.1. An example of measured result
Figure 6 shows a result of measurement carried out using the procedures presented at the section 4 and 5.

380 480 580 680 780

Wavelength [nm]

Figure 6 -An example of measured result

6. 2. Measuring accuracy
As shown in the table 2 the measurement error has been reduced to less than half the conventional method. The 

measuring errors are defined as the mean difference between (1) the output signal obtained when some colour charts with 
known spectral reflectance characteristics are shot using the camera under test and (2) the signals calculated from the 
spectral responsivity characteristics obtained by the new measuring method. There is still an error of around +/- 3 %. 
Possible causes are the JPEG comp ression and non-linear process performed in the camera.

Table 2 - Measurement error

errors occurred bv the conventional method errors occurred by the new method

Alf -8.246 % -1.916%

AGC +7.653 % +2.973 %

ABC +0.593 % -1.057%

AEab 5.53 2.25
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6.3. Application of the results to colour management
The coefficients of the linear matrix for approximating the characteristics of the camera under test to those of sRGB 

colour matching function are as follows (approximation by the least squares method), and transformed values are shown in 
figure 7.

2.6052 -0.8482 0.0387 'Rc(X)'

(7)GS(X) = 0.2751 1.8227 -0.4430 GC(X)
_BS(V -0.1265 — 0.4466 1.8935 BC(X)_

sRGB
Transformed value

Wavelength[nm]

Figure 7 - Transformed characteristics

7. CONCLUSION

The new measuring methods presented above have made it possible to more accurately measure the spectral 
responsivity characteristics (including negative lobes) of the digital camera under test. In addition, by combining the 
spectral distribution and spectral reflectance characteristics (obtained by the previously well-established methods) with the 
spectral responsivity characteristics obtained by the new method, it is possible to calculated values of individual signals 
outputted from the digital camera.

When the measured spectral responsivity characteristics differ greatly from the colour matching function of the 
standard colour space, the colour space is transformed using a linear matrix, just as in the case of the colour video camera 
based on the conventional television system [21]. Results obtained by the new measuring methods can also be used for 
calculating the matrix coefficients.
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1. Introduction

Colour characteristics of digital cameras

y Spectral responsivity 
y Tone
y Spectral distribution of illumination 
y Spatial non-uniformity

2. Concept of the new method

y Non-destructive methods which can 
measure the tone characteristics and 
spectral responsivity characteristics 
accurately, including negative lobes, of 
commercially available digital cameras.
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To measure around the central area

% The methods are designed to measure 
around the central area, considering the 
spatial non-uniformity of output images.

• Factors of spatial non-uniformity of digital cameras
- lens characteristics (ex, cosine fourth law)

- colour shading due to the colour separation prism

y The central area is also often measure 
other image input/output devices, sue 
CRT displays.

Eliminating any errors caused by the 
shooting conditions

y Our methods employ a dark box with a hole much 
smaller than the test chart.

y It can thus deactivate the automatic functions 
even when the small area has been changed.

y The grey scales are used to compensate sucfi 
measurement errors caused by shooting 
conditions (ex. AE, AWB, errors of a me< 
shutter, etc.)
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Optically absolute black

* For accurate measurement of tone characteristics, 
an object is required which has a reflectance very 
close to zero.

« Black-side characteristics often deviated from the 
exponential function employed for gamma f 
compensation.

y Adopting the dark box with a hole, the hoi 
externally observed as optically absolute

Main

Test chart 1

in lamp Colour temperature 

/ / conversion filter
X.'

Diffuser IN#
Park to. X X.

- - - - r

//

"O
Hals

Digital camera under test

lris\
i........

i ci:
I

Monochromator

Auxiliary lamp

Diffuser should not be direcl 
illuminated by main lamps

<3^-nMain lamp

.n^Bpectral light source

Figure 1 - Equipment arrangement for measure
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3. Measurement procedure
- Spectral responsivity characteristics (1) -

% The optical fibre connected to the spectral light source shall be 
inserted into the dark box from the rear side.

y Light intensity L(Ai) at the diffuser shall be measured using the 
radiant power meter placed after the colour temperature 
conversion filter with the auxiliary lamp switched off for 
monochromatic radiation at each wavelength, where 0t§> 81, 
corresponding wavelength from 380 nm to 780 nm with In 
interval of 5 nm.

tr The auxiliary lamp shall be switched on and the iris 
in front of the monochromator shall be shut. The o 
from the digital camera corresponding to the diffus 
illuminated by the auxiliary lamp shall be recorded pi
pixel as three sets of date 01%* and for n ^
blue data, respectively.

Tsf

3. Measurement procedure
- Spectral responsivity characteristics (2) -

The iris mounted in front of the monochromator shall be 
adjusted so that the maximum output digital data of red - 
green - blue channels of the digital camera are in 80 % of 
the full scale with the condition that the auxiliary lamp is 
powered on.
The test chart 1 in which the centre portion illuminatedby 
the spectral light source shall be shot by the digital 
under test for each wavelength for/ = 1 to 81.

* The pixel-by-pixel output data of the digital came; 
corresponding to the diffuser shall be recorded ad 
DTsfy and for red-green - blue data, res*
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4. Processing of raw data
- Tone characteristics -

% The recorded data shall be compensated to eliminate any 
autonomous exposure control of the digital camera under 
test using the data for the grey steps as follows;

R

D%
E& j+i E,R R ^R

ER RfD'itj ~E, j) + E%
e>j

x where E** denotes the value corresponding to th 
j of the upper grey steps of the test chart 1, the in 
step number of the grey steps where the 

holds. The similar compensate 
conducted for green - blue channels, respectively

4. Processing of raw data
- Spectral responsivity characteristics (1) -

# The recorded data shall be compensated to eliminate any 
autonomous exposure control of the digital camera under test 
using the data for the grey steps as follows;

D’Ra,)
pR
 y'+i ■m

R

RL(irR(Ki)-FiR.)+Ei

where FR$ denotes the value corresponding to the _ 
the upper grey steps of the test cart 1, the index j 
number of the grey steps where the inequation 
Dnn(Xi)< F%1 holds. The similar compensation 
conducted for green - blue channels, respectively.
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4. Processing of raw data
- Spectral responsivity characteristics (2) -

y In order for the tone characteristics to be taken into account 
per pixel, the red - green - blue digital image data shall be 
linearized to get Dr(Aj), Dg(fa), Db(?u) as follows;

Dr(h) = fR(D'Ra,))- fR(D'Ro ) 

Dg(h) = fG (D’Cj('ki))- fQl(D'G() ) 

DBa.i) = fiX(D'BCki))-fB(D’B<i )

y where fcr fe‘1 and fa'1 are the inverse relations of t! 
characteristics of the red-green-blue channel.

4. Processing of raw data
- Spectral responsivity characteristics (3) -

y The data normalized by light intensity, Rc(Xi), Gc(ty and 
Bc(ty, shall be calculated by the following formulae;

Rc(Xi) = q Dr Oh)
L(Xi)

Bc(Xj ) = q DbCKO
L(kt)

y where q is an arbitrary coefficient for the maximu 
Rcfg, GcW and 8cW to be 100%.
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5. 1 An example of measured result (1)
100r SSllT wrnimrn mmmm

0 20 40 60 BO 100 120 140
Input light level (cd/m2)

Figure 6.1 * An example of measured result*

5. 2 An example of measured result (2)

400 450 500 550 600 650 700 7
Wavelength (nm)

Figure 6.2* An example of measured res 
- spectral responsivity *
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5.3 Measuring accuracy (1)
# To estimate measuring accuracy, we have 

compared two values for the set of colour patches;

vs
/c(fc(X)x{p*(X)xZ(X)}rfx)

HSHIHiBHi
^ measured tone characteristics
C (X): measured characteristics of spectral responsiv
<3: R, G, B
pi(X)xi(X): measured characteristics for colour pate 

„ Dq. digital image data by the camera under tel 
for colour patch L

y Colour differences are calculated in the s 
colour space (sRGB >» CIELAB).

5.3 Measuring accuracy (2)

Sample number of 
arev/colour patches AE'd,

28 2.32

Table 2 - Measurement errors
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6. Conclusion
y The new measuring methods made it possible 

to accurately measure the tone and spectral 
responsivity characteristics (including negative 
lobes) of the digital cameras,

y Measuring accuracy of the new methods is. 
adequate to apply multimedia systems anc| 
equipment.
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Eric Edwards called the meeting to order at 9:20 am on Tuesday, Oct. 3,2001. He welcomed all of the 
experts and thanked them for their attendance. The WG18 experts introduced themselves. Mr. Parulski 
agreed to serve as secretary. Mr. Edwards introduced Mr. Peyton, who described the status of the PIMA 
web site. He noted that there are over 8,000 hits per month on the PIMA web site. He stated that Mr. 
Michael Smith, ISO technical director, will be in attendance at this plenary.

Mr. Edwards then reviewed the agenda (ISO/TC42 N4615) for the meeting. He noted that we expect to 
complete the WG 18 meetings by Wednesday PM. Mr. Buhr noted that Mr. Wueller is not able to attend, 
so that he and Mr. Parulski will be handling the scanner resolution projects. Mr. Parulski requested that 
additional agenda topics be added to discuss ISO 22028, the newly approved work item and also discuss 
the JTAB decisions. Dr. Hoeschen requested that we add a brief discussion oflEC work on digital imaging 
for medical applications. The agenda was modified to reflect these changes. The revised agenda was 
adopted without objection. The minutes of the May 15-16,2000 TC42/WG18 meeting (WGl8/00-405) 
were approved without changes.

ISO 12231 - Terminology Mr. Edwards introduced Dr. Donovan, project leader. Dr. Donovan noted that 
this ISO standard was published in August 1997, and we are now developing the revision of this standard. 
He distributed a copy of the current working draft of the revised standard (00-408) and a list of color 
related definitions (00-406) provided by Mr. Holm. Mr. Donovan reviewed some of the decisions from our 
Lusanne meeting, and described a graphic depicting a digital imaging workflow. The diagram shows a 
sensor and A/D converter, which provides an “Image representation in DSC raw response space”. This is 
followed by a transform that produces an “Image representation in scene-referred colour space”. This is 
followed by a “colour rendering” operation that produces an “Image representation in output-referred 
colour space”. This is followed by a transform that produces an “Image representation in device space”. In 
response to a question from Mr. Parulski, Dr. Donovan stated that this graphic is intended to provide 
background in the definitions of terms, and would not appear in ISO 12231. It may, however, be included 
in ISO 22028-1 and ISO 17321.

Mr. Donovan reviewed a number of terms, such as “DSC raw response space” - space whose co-ordinates 
consist of the responses of the DSC channels. Mr. McDowell stated that ISO definitions are typically a 
single sentence. Additional information can be provided in a note following the definition if it is brief, or 
in an annex if it is lengthy. It was suggested that such annexes might best be developed by a project team
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(e.g. the ISO 17321 project team for color definitions) to describe the relationship of several related 
definitions, and included in that particular standard. Once developed, these annexes might also be added 
to the next revision of ISO 12231.

Mr. Donovan noted that this latest WD includes a definition of photography - any system or process or 
component that is used for the formation, acquisition, processing, or rendering of still images of natural 
scenes resulting in colour and/or monochrome representations for either consumer or commercial 
applications. Mr. Edwards recommended that we submit a resolution to the TC42 plenary providing this 
definition, to determine whether it is acceptable to all of TC42.

Mr. Tsugita stated that there is confusion concerning the ISO definition of incremental gain (00-407). The 
term rate is very confusing when translated into Japanese, and provides an equation different from that in 
ISO 12232. It was agreed that the word “rate” should be removed from the definition, and that “the first 
derivative of the OECF” should be used. Mr. Ohkawa stated that Mr. Parulski had provided a list of 
proposed definitions of DCF related terms. Mr. Ohkawa has forwarded these terms to JEIDA members for 
their comments, which he hopes to receive soon.

Mr. Edwards recommended that a timeline be developed for finalizing the WD of the revision of ISO 
12231 and promoting the document to CD status. Mr. Holm recommended that we set a deadline of the 
end of the year for sending out a ballot for advancement to CD. The following timeline and action items 
were agreed:

• Finalize DCF related definitions by 31 October and provide to Mr. Dovovan - Mr. Ohkawa, Mr. 
Parulski

• Finalize terms related to color before 31 October - Mr. Holm
• Finalize incremental gain function before 31 October - Mr. Sharman
• Determine ISO definition requirements before 31 October- Mr. McDowell, Mr. Donovan
• Provide comments on current WD before 31 October — all
• Create final WD incorporating the above - Mr. Donovan
• Distribute electronic ballot for advancing this document to CD before 31 December - Mr. Peyton

Mr. Ohkawa noted that Japan had been asked to provide a definition of DSC to the World Trade 
Organization. It was agreed that Mr. Ohkawa and Mr. Peyton should provide the final wording of our DSC 
definition to the WTO.

ISO 12232 - ISO speed: Mr. Parulski reviewed the status of this project (00411). He stated that this 
standard was published in 1998 and can now be ordered electronically from the ISO web site. The 5-year 
review cycle is in 2003.

Mr. Parulski noted that there is often confusion in the industry about the terms “Exposure index” and “ISO 
speed” Many camera specification sheets and image files use the term “ISO speed” to report the exposure 
index. Mr. Holm presented comments on ISO 12234-2 related to ISO speed and exposure index. The 
comments include a note stating that “care should be taken to avoid confusing the ISO Speed Ratings and 
the Exposure Index tags. The ISO speed rating is typically the same for all images taken with a camera.
The exposure index tracks the exposure used to produce each image taken by the camera.” Mr. McDowell 
suggested that in the next revision, the title of ISO 12232 be changed to “Determination of Exposure Index 
and ISO speed”

Mr. Parulski stated that for the revision of ISO 12232, we can consider simpler and improved methods for 
determining the ISO speed. He noted that the current standard is based on the results of subjective 
experiments performed using digital cameras from the mid-90s. He encouraged experts to perform 
additional experiments and to submit proposals at upcoming WG18 meetings for imp roved ISO speed 
determination methods. Mr. Aizawa stated that in his technical committee in JCIA, they are studying this 
issue and are planning to prepare a proposal. Mr. Parulski encouraged JCIA to work with PIMA/IT10 in 
the US and other national bodies to develop a proposal for updating ISO 12232.
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ISO 12233 - Resolution: Mr. Parulski reviewed the status of this project (00-412). He stated that this 
standard has now been published by the ISO, and can be ordered from the ISO web site. He thanked all of 
the experts for their help in developing this standard.

Mr. Parulski stated that test charts are available from OTO in Japan and Sine Patterns in the USA. Dr.
Buhr stated that Esser test chart company in Germany also supplies the resolution test chart defined in ISO 
12233. Mr. Parulski asked Dr. Buhr to provide contact information for Esser for the PIMA website.

Mr. Edwards noted that it would be valuable to have a common way of reporting a meaningful number 
related to our SFR measurements. Mr. Paruls ki suggested that this could utilize an metric similar to the 
“acutance” methods used for conventional photography. It was agreed that this would best be done by 
developing a new work item proposal for a new standard.

Mr. Parulski noted that there is confusion in the industry regarding the term “resolution”, which is often 
utilized to as the term for how many sensor pixels, or alternately how many file pixels, are provided by a 
digital camera. We have used the term “addressable pixels” to indicate how many sensor pixels a digital 
camera has, but this has not been adopted by the industry. We may want to consider whether to study this 
issue further. For example, terms like
“Camera Sampling Resolution - 2 Million sensor pixels / 4 Million luminance file pixels” might be more 
acceptable to the industry. Mr. Aizawa noted that JCIA is interested in this issue.

ISO 16067 - Photographic scanner resolution Mr. Edwards introduced Dr. Buhr, who presented on 
behalf of Mr. Deitmar Wueller, who is co-project leader along with Mr. Don Williams. Dr. Buhr 
distributed and reviewed WD #1 (WG18/00-413) of a new document, “Photography- Electronic scanners 
for photographic images - Spatial resolution measurements: Part 2 Film scanners”. This document was 
created by modifying the final working draft of ISO 16067-1, print scanners. Mr. Parulski reviewed an NP 
proposal for this item (00-423).

At the suggestion of Mr. McDowell, it was agreed that we should invite TC130 to participate in a joint 
working group to deve lop this standard. In response to a question from Dr. Ohno, Mr. McDowell noted 
that there is no equivalent standard in graphic arts. At the suggestion of several experts, the scope was 
modified to indicate that this standard applies to film scanners for photofinishing, consumer, and 
professional applications. In response to a question from Mr. Linhahl, Mr. Holm noted that scanning 
cameras are cameras and should be measured using ISO 12233.

The following resolution was prepared for submission to the TC42 plenary: “That TC42 recommends 
approval of an NP for ISO 16067-2 defining spatial resolution measurements for film scanners.” Mr. 
Edwards asked if there was any objection to this resolution, and there was no objection.

Ohkawa-san noted that Japan has reviewed assignments for WG18 items to determine which items should 
be discussed in which organizations. As far as scanner items, there had been some ambiguity about 
whether this item should be discussed in WG18. Last night this issue was clarified and he agrees this 
should be a WG18 item, but Japan has not yet decided what organization should be responsible.

Mr. Parulski noted that a CD for ISO 16067-1 has just been prepared by Mr. Wueller and Mr. Williams.
Mr. Buhr o ffered a comment (00-414), noting that the terms “target’s frequency content” or “spatial 
frequency content of the edge feature” might be misleading. He recommended that this language be 
clarified. At the request of Mr. Parulski, Dr. Buhr agreed to discuss this via e-mail with Mr. Williams, so 
that the CD language can be clarified before it is sent out for ballot.

Medical Imaging: Dr. Hoeschen presented an update of work in IEC in medical imaging, in case experts 
present had contacts with others who maybe interested in these projects. In June of 1999, there was a 
workshop on new detector technology, and the necessity of a DQE standard was acknowledged. In 
October of 1999, a possible DQE standard was outlined. It was recommended that this work be done in 
IEC/SC62B, and the new work item was approved in May 2000. In July 2000, the first meeting of WG33
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of IEC/SC62B was held, and a CD will be prepared soon. The title is “Medical electrical equipment- 
Characterizations of digital X-ray imaging devices - Determination of the detective quantum efficiency”. 
The scope excludes dental X-ray and mammography. Dr Hoeschen is the convener of WG33 and invited 
participation from Japan. Mr. Ohkawa noted that the companies involved in this field are part of 
“MEDIS”, a Japanese trade association.

The meeting was adjourned for lunch as 12:30 and resumed at 1:30 pm.

Attendance - Tues PM
Name Country
Dr. Shin Ohno Japan
Mr. Motokazu Ohkawa Japan
Mr. Iwao Aizawa Japan
Mr. Makoto Tsugita Japan
Mr. Takao Tsuchiya Japan
Mr. Shuichiro Saito Japan
Mr. Shinichiro Tominaga Japan
Mr. Yoshinori Tomita Japan
Dr. Po-Chieh Hung Japan
Mr. Yukio Okano Japan
Mr. Mikio Watanabe Japan
Mr. Ryota Okazaki Japan
Mr. H Urabe Japan
Mr. Richard Sharman UK
Mr. Hans Lindahl Sweden
Dr. Egbert Buhr Germany
Dr. Wolfgang Borchers Germany
Dr. Bill Donovan USA
Mr. Eric Edwards (Convener) USA
Mr. Ken Parulski USA
Mr. David McDowell USA

ISO 15739 - Camera noise measurements Mr. Sharman, project leader, presented a status report. He 
noted that the DIS has been sent out for advancement to the FDIS stage, and comments have been received 
from several experts. Mr. Tsugita suggested that the definition of incremental gain be reconsidered, as 
discussed earlier. Based on discussions with Mr. Holm and Dr. Buhr, Mr. Sharman suggested the 
definition be changed to “the first derivative of the function used to curve fit the OECF”. Mr. Tsugita also 
noted that how the light level used for the test chart is to be set needs to be clarified.

Dr. Buhr noted that there was an error in several equations. The “incremental gain” needs to be moved 
from the denominator to the numerator in several places in the standard. It was agreed that this error 
should be corrected. In addition, he noted that the S/N definition deviates from that provided in ISO 12232. 
He recommended in order to ensure that S/N was a dimensionless quantity, the S/N directly relate the input 
level to the noise in exposure units rather than in code value units.

Mr. Parulski recommended that Dr. Buhr and Mr. Tsugita work with Mr. Sharman to reach consensus on 
these changes, and that the comments and recommended changes be included on the ballots from several 
countries.

ISO 12234 Mr. Edwards introduced the removable memory work item. He noted that Mr. Ohkawa and 
Mr. Parulski are serving as co-project leaders. Mr. Parulski reviewed the status of ISO 12234 parts 1-3.
Mr. Parulski stated that thanks to the efforts of Mr. Ohkawa, the JEIDA Exif and DCF standards are now 
available for downloading from the PIMA web site.

Mr. Parulski then provided a review of comments received to date (00-410). On ISO 12234-1, the US 
comment was “Is JEIDA specific extensions, SISRIF still available, since it is not listed on the JEIDA
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home page”. Mr. Ohkawa stated that JEIDA will consider this comment. On ISO 12234-2, the USA 
comment is “table 1 footnote 4 should refer to Exif version 2.1 (not Exif version 1) and indicate all tags 
common to TIFF/EP and Exif version 2.1. Mr. Ohkawa agreed that this change should be made.

Mr. Parulski reported that ISO 12234-3 (DCF) has been approved as a CD and reviewed the voting 
summary (00-409). The USA submitted the following comments

- The definitions for DCF, DSC, Exif, horizontal pixels, JPEG, PC, and vertical pixels should be 
harmonized with the definitions that will appear in the revised version of ISO 12231. Mr. Parulski noted 
that he has provided proposed definitions to Mr. Ohkawa. Mr. Ohkawa noted that these have been sent to 
all JEIDA members for their comments

- In section 10.3.1, the meaning of the term "saved again" should be clarified. The current text 
reads "If a DCF basic file is saved again at a time after the image was originally captured, only the 
DateTime should be updated". One possible clarification is: "The DateTime tag value should NOT be 
updated if a file is simply copied from one memory card to another, but should be updated whenever an 
image is modified (e.g. by cropping or rotation) and the modified image is saved". Mr. Ohkawa and Mr. 
Watanabe agreed that this tag should not be modified if the image file was simply copied, and that JEIDA 
will consider whether this proposal is acceptable

Table A in annex A should include another row listing the SD Memory Card, issued by the SD 
Association, and listing the future SD website: www.sd.org. Mr. Ohkawa stated that JEIDA has agreed to 
this addition.

The US comments also suggested that the following features be considered for a future revision of ISO 
12234-3:

- Flexibility of image file naming to optionally allow file names with more characters than can be 
used with the current "8.3" convention.

-An optional "label" for the removable media (e.g. name for the particular memory card) should 
be specified in a short informative annex. For example, this might be done using a text file stored in a 
"misc" folder on the DCF applicable media.

Mr. Watanabe stated that providing support for long file names would require considerable study, so it 
could only be considered for a future revision. However, it might be possible to specify an optional “label” 
in the version of ISO 12234-3 now being standardized by WG18. JEIDA will study this issue.

JPEG 2000: Mr. Edwards reported that JPEG 2000 part 1 will become an international standard in 
December of this year. We can expect to see implementations in the next 9 to 18 months. Some of these 
could be in digital cameras. At past meetings, we have invited experts from the DIG and JPEG2000 file 
format to describe this work. He noted that many of our standards, including ISO 12232, ISO 12233, ISO 
12234-2 and Exif, are referenced in JPEG 2000 part 2.

Mr. Ohkawa noted that metadata definitions within JPEG 2000 should be compatible with the standards we 
have developed. Mr. Edwards noted that digital still cameras are capturing both still and motion images, 
and digital camcorders are capturing both motion and still images. There is an advantage in using a single 
codec for both. Therefore, motion JPEG 2000 could be applied soon in these types of consumer cameras.

Dr. Huang asked Mr. Edwards why he believes that JPEG 2000 will be successful, when FlashPix, which 
offered many of the same features, was not successful. Mr. Edwards noted that FlashPix was based on 
original JPEG, and the pyramid representation increased the file size. Mr. Parulski noted that FlashPix was 
also restricted to 8 bits per channel (24 bit RGB) and was developed by closed consortium, rather than by 
an open IEC/ISO standards group.

Mr. Ohkawa agreed to ask JEIDA to consider the JPEG 2000 standard, and provide any comments related 
to JPEG 2000, part 2 and part 3. In response to a question from Mr. Donovan, Mr. Edwards noted that at 
www.jpeg.org, the current version of part 1 has been posted. The other areas are available only in the 
members-only area. Mr. Edwards agreed to e-mail the part 2 and part 3 drafts to Mr. Ohkawa, for review 
by JEIDA. Mr. McDowell offered to provide a copy of an 1ST standards reporter article on JPEG 2000, 
which provides a general overview.
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In response to a question from Mr. Donovan, Mr. Edwards noted that JPEG 2000 part 1 supports sRGB, 
indexed color, and “restricted ICC profiles” which allows support of e-sRGB, ROMM, sRGB64, and many 
other color spaces.

ISO 15740 - Picture transfer protocol (PTP) Mr. Parulski presented an ISO 15740 update prepared by 
Mr. Looney (WG18/00-416), who was unable to attend the meeting. He noted that PTP has been approved 
as a PIMA standard, and is available for downloading from www.pima.net/ptp. This web site also allows 
companies to register for vendor extensions, download related standards such as Exif and DCF, and 
download host and camera development software and firmware tools.

Mr. Parulski reported that support for PTP is included in the Microsoft Windows Millennium Edition 
(WinME) which has just been released. It is also expected to be included in the new Macintosh OS X 
operating system, which should provide integrated PTP support using Quicktime Image Capture API (QT 
ICA). Work on Linux Host drivers and GNOME front-end is progressing by GNU affiliates, which have 
demonstrated an operational driver.

The PIMA PTP document is technically the same as ISO 15740 WD #10 which is also available on the 
WG18 website. Mr. Parulski noted that in PIMA 15740, an informative annex provides a complete USB 
implementation. This annex is the same as the USB still imaging device class specification, which was 
promoted to version 1.0 this summer. Therefore, ISO 15740 will be able to reference the USB still imaging 
device class specification.

Mr. Parulski reported that PIMA had issued a press release concerning the approval of PIMA 15740 in 
August (00-415), which included quotes from Microsoft, Kodak, and the DIG. A PTP logo has also been 
created, with the trademark assigned to PIMA. He noted that WG18 agreed last fall not to promote ISO 
15740 to CD status, until a second transport implementation has been demonstrated. He noted that at the 
August PIMA/IT 10 meeting, implementations of PTP over RF (Bluetooth) and IEEE 1394 had been 
discussed. He stated that IT 10 has decided that RF transports, particularly Bluetooth, should receive top 
priority

Mr. Parulski reported that an Ad hoc PTP-Bluetooth subgroup is being formed, since there are several IT 10 
companies interested in working together on a Bluetooth Still Imaging Profile. The plan is to leverage PTP 
for upper layers of the transport stack, leverage appropriate portions of the existing Bluetooth connectivity 
stack, and develop minimal new components. He noted that PTP supports image file and thumbnail 
transfers, defines datasets to describe device capabilities, and defines events that support typical still 
imaging devices. Bluetooth profiles having applicable content include Generic Access Profile, Serial Port 
Profile, Generic Object Exchange Profile, Object Push Profile, and File Transfer Profile. Mr. Parulski 
stated that all interested WG18 experts are encouraged to participate, and should contact him via e-mail. 
The plan is to initiate/ review technical proposals via E-mail / conference cals, and to provide a major 
review at the Jan 31 - Feb 1,2001 PIMA/TT10 meeting in Asilomar, CA

In response to a question from Mr. Watanabe, Mr. Parulski reported that this was not officially sponsored 
by the Bluetooth consortium, and that other RF transports are being considered as well. Mr. Watanabe 
suggested this group be called the PIMA/IT 10 PTP-RF subgroup. Mr. Edwards reported that the IEEE 
1394 group was also interested in working with PIMA/IT 10 to define a Still Image Profile, but that that was 
not yet sufficient interest in IT 10 to make this a priority. In response to a question from Mr. Ohkawa, Mr. 
Parulski stated that if there are problems supporting an additional transport via PTP version 1 (PIMA 
15740), the ISO 15740 version will be revised to create PTP version 2, and version 1 will be withdrawn.

Terminology: Mr. Edwards suggested that in the time remaining, we consider the definition for the term 
photography. After some discussion, the consensus was that the following definition is suitable:

Photography-acquisition, processing, or reproduction of optically-formed images using chemical 
or electronic technologies
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It was agreed without objection that WG18 should submit this definition in the form of a TC42 resolution 
for consideration at the TC42 plenary on Saturday. Mr. Edwards agreed to submit this definition to the 
TC42 leadership committee tonight for their consideration.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:00 pm.

Wednesday 4 October 2000
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Mr. Yoshinori Tomita
Mr. Richard Sharman
Mr. Hans Lindahl
Dr. Wolfgang Borchers
Mr. Jack Holm
Dr. Bill Donovan
Mr. Eric Edwards (Convener)
Mr. Ken Parulski
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Japan
Japan
Japan
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Japan
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TC42 convener

Mr. Edwards convened the meeting at 9:20 am. He asked the experts to introduce themselves. Mr.
Edwards reviewed the agenda for the day. He noted that at the TC42 plenary leadership meeting yesterday, 
draft resolutions related to the ISO/IEC JWGs on “digital cameras” and “color measurement and 
management” to be formed in response to the JTAB decisions were reviewed. Mr. Michael Smith, 
technical director of ISO, attended the meeting and provided background on the JTAB decisions. In order 
to discuss this issue further with the WG18 and WG20 leadership, our meeting this morning will end at 
11:30 am, rather than at 12:30, to allow time for a meeting with Mr. Smith.

ISO 22028 - Extended colour space Mr. Edwards noted that the NP to begin work on a multi-part 
standard related to extended color spaces, prepared after our May meeting, has been approved. There were 
7 votes of approval, 1 negative vote with comments, 1 abstention, and 3 ballots not returned. Japan 
commented that they would prefer that this work item progress as part of the ISO/IEC JWG on color 
measurement and management, but that they are prepared to participate in an ISO TC42 project team. Mr. 
Edwards stated that it is the preference ofWG18 to advance this project as part of the JWG on color 
measurement and management, but in order to avoid delay we should begin to progress this work in WG18, 
until the JWG begins meeting.

Mr. Edwards noted that the co-project leaders for ISO 22028 are Mr. Donovan, Ms. Susstrunk, and Dr. 
Hung. Mr. Donovan then reviewed the new work item proposal submitted by Japan, Switzerland, and the 
USA. He reviewed the scope statement, which states that “part 1 will specify the requirements of extended
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colour encodings for photography and graphic arts applications. Additional parts will specify at least one 
input-referred color encoding and at least one output-referred colour encoding.”

Mr. Donovan reviewed the diagram, presented during yesterday’s discussion of terminology, depicting a 
color image workflow. The diagram shows a sensor and A/D converter, which provides an “Image 
representation in DSC raw response space”. This is followed by a transform that produces an “Image 
representation in scene-referred colour space”. This is followed by a “colour rendering” operation that 
produces an “Image representation in output-referred colour space”. This is followed by a transform that 
produces an “Image representation in device space. In response to a question from Mr. McDowell, it was 
agreed that a second version of this chart should be created to depict interoperability with ICC.

Mr. Donovan then reviewed a matrix of requirements versus applications for various color spaces. The 
applications include

• Characterization of DSCs
• Unrendered image editing and enhancement
• Rendered image editing and enhancement
• Unrendered image archiving
• Rendered image archiving
• Graphic arts

The requirements include
• Image state
• Colour gamut
• Dynamic range
• Quantization
• Viewing conditions

In response to a question from Mr. Katoh, it was agreed that this work item should address color spaces for 
digitized film as well as DSCs. Mr. Donovan agreed to update the matrix to include digitized film 
applications. In response to a comment from Ms. Tastl, it was agreed that the meaning of “original” in the 
“original referred” color spaces needs to be more precisely defined. With the help of the WG 18 experts,
Mr. Donovan created a second color image workflow diagram to depict possible workflows for color 
photographic film input. There was significant discussion concerning different workflows for scanning 
different types of film for various graphic arts and photography applications. It was agreed that Dr. 
Donovan would diagrams depicting several different workflows, along with a list of key requirements for 
each workflow.

Mr. Urabe described the status of ISO 12640-2 XYZ/sRGB- SCID. In part as a result of help from Mr.
Tony Johnson, this is now in the DIS stage. In response to a question from Mr. Holm, Mr. Urabe stated 
that the gamut is limited to only colors within the sRGB gamut.

Psychophysical experimental method: Mr. Urabe then presented a proposal for a new work item (GO- 
419) entitled “Developing a new psychophysical experimental method to estimate image quality”. He 
stated that in conducting psychophysical experiments, there is a trade-off between the time / labor involved, 
and the efficiency and reliability. There are several methods, including category scaling, magnitude 
estimation, rank order, and pair comparison. These methods trade off accuracy, stress of test participants, 
and repeatability. He stated that a three-year project under the sponsorship of HVC has been underway for 
some time. The goal is to develop a new methodology to provide reliable and stable results. Mr. Urabe 
showed color prints used in the Psychophysical experiments.

Dr. Takemura then described the project phases:
• 1st year (1998) proposed a standard portrait image and digital image file
• 2nd year (1999) develop and propose a new two stage process using a triplet comparison method
• 3rd year (2000) examine the validness and reliability
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Dr. Takemura stated that for this work, 25 test images were used, and each experiment was repeated 3 
times. In the case of rank ordering, the results were not consistent between repetitions. In the case of 
paired comparison, the results are reliable but were very difficult for the viewer to perform because of the 
very large number of comparisons needed. In response to a question from Dr. Donovan, he stated that it 
takes several hours for a viewer to perform the hundreds of paired comparisons needed.

In the triplet comparison method that has been developed, observers are asked to put each of the test 
samples on the scale that they feel most appropriate. The interval scale is obtained by applying Scheff s 
method. The results of the triplet comparison are similar to those of paired comparison, but the time per 
judgement is reduced. An experiment is currently underway to examine the reliability of this two-stage 
procedure. A total of 100 prints were used in the experiment.

Dr. Takemura asked that this work be considered for standardization by WG18. He would like to elicit 
cooperation from experts such as Ms. Cathy. Daniels of Kodak, Mr. Mark Fairchild of RIT, and Mr. R. 
Luo and Mr. L. McDonald of Derby, as well as any other interested experts. Mr. Edwards recommended 
that the national bodies discuss this during our lunch break to determine their position on moving this 
forward in WG18.

The meeting was adjourned at 11:30 am and reconvened at 1:30 pm.

Attendance - Weds PM
Name Country
Dr. Shin Ohno Japan
Mr. Motokazu Ohkawa Japan
Mr. Iwao Aizawa Japan
Mr. Junichi Futamata Japan
Dr. Po -Chieh Hung Japan
Mr. Yukio Okano Japan
Mr. Hitoshi Urabe Japan
Mr. Kazuhito Takemura Japan
Mr. Hiroaki Suguira Japan
Mr. Naoya Katoh Japan
Mr. M. Ozawa Japan
Mr. Richard Sharman UK
Mr. Hans Lindahl Sweden
Mr. Jack Holm USA
Dr. Bill Donovan USA
Mr. Eric Edwards (Convener) USA
Mr. Ken Parulski USA
Mr. David McDowell USA
Ms. Ingborg Tastl USA
Mr. David McDowell USA
Mr. Tony Johnson USA

After lunch, Mr. Edwards asked if there were comments on the proposal from Dr. Takemura and Mr.
Urabe. Speaking on behalf of the USA experts, Mr. Parulski stated that the US delegates are very 
supportive of initiating a new work item proposal in this area, and the USA is prepared to provide experts 
to participate in the development of this standard. Initiating the NP at this early stage in the development 
of this method, rather than waiting until a final method is proposed, allows experts to work together to 
develop a consensus. Mr. McDowell questioned whether this is most appropriate as a standard, or as a 
technical report. Mr. Parulski suggested that this question be deferred until the future, when the final 
working draft is prepared.

Mr. Parulski suggested that WG18 prepare the following resolution for consideration at the plenary meeting 
: “That TC42 encourages the Japanese national body to submit a new work item proposal before the end of
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2000, in order to initiate development of an ISO standard specifying Psychophysical (subjective) 
experimental methods to estimate image quality”. Mr. Edwards noted that we will review all of the 
resolutions at end of our meeting, but asked if there was any objection from anyone present. There was no 
objection.

PIMA 7666 (ROMM RGB): Mr. Parulski noted that Kodak had been requested to consider submitting the 
ROMM extended color space for standardization at our last meeting. He stated that ROMM RGB has been 
approved as a new project by PIMA/IT 10, and was reviewed at the August IT 10 meeting by Dr. Kevin 
Spaulding. WD #2 has been prepared to incorporate many comments received, primarily from Mr. Holm 
and others at HP. Mr. Parulski noted that ROMM RGB is an output-referred encoding that was first 
defined internally at Kodak in 1996, and publicly shared at the DIMA/PMA conference in 1998. There was 
an enthusiastic response from customers, but it was clear that Photoshop compatibility was required. As a 
result, slight changes were made to the primaries and non-linearities to create the final ROMM RGB 
specification. It has been used by professionals and may be used in popular desktop editing applications.

Mr. Parulski noted that the design goals for ROMM RGB include having a direct relationship to rendered 
image colorimetry and a tight coupling to the ICC PCS. It has simp le transformation to sRGB and is a 
good space for applying image manipulations. ROMM RGB defines a hypothetical additive color space 
where equal amounts of primaries produce a D50 neutral. It is based on the ICC PCS reference medium 
and uses a non-linearity that is a gamma function with a slope limitation.

He stated that ROMM RGB is complementary to sRGB. The sRGB color space is useful for many 
applications, but does not fit all needs. For example, sRGB does not retain the information needed to make 
accurate reprints of a conventional photographic print. ROMM RGB is part of a bigger picture that 
includes RIMM RGB, which is an encoding of scene-referred images. RIMM is designed to provide a 
wide dynamic range scene encoding useful for storing images from color negative film, digital cameras, 
etc. In response to a question Dr. Hung, he stated that RIMM RGB may be submitted for standardization in 
the future.

Dr. Suguira asked if there are any patents related to ROMM. Mr. Parulski stated that he is not aware of any 
patents that relate to ROMM issued to Kodak or any other company. Mr. Holm stated that he is not aware 
of any patents that relate to e-sRGB issued to HP or any other company. Mr. Parulski noted that if any 
expert is aware of a patent that may be relevant, they should bring it to the attention of the convener and the 
project leaders.

Mr. Edwards asked Mr. Holm to review PIMA 7667, e-sRGB, which has been proposed by HP. Mr. Holm 
noted that the ROMM document is at WD #2, while e-sRGB is at WD#1, so that the ROMM document 
includes some updated definitions that will also be put in the e-sRGB. Mr. Holm noted that the ROMM 
RGB encoding represents the appearance of the scene, so that it is critical to specify the viewing conditions.

Some differences between ROMM and e-sRGB are that e-sRGB uses:
• sRGB rendering target
• Exact sRGB code value correspondence (for e-sRGB values within the sRGB gamut)
• Different editing behavior
• Focus on image exchange rather than image editing

In response to a question from Dr. Donovan, Mr. Holm stated that the conversion from e-sRGB to sRGB is 
a simple lookup table or clipping operation. In response to a question from Mr. Katoh, Mr. Holm stated 
that the black point scaling is performed using a linear equation. Mr. Katoh recommended that the black 
point scaling not be defined in the standard, but be left up to the manufacturer. At most, a recommendation 
should be in an informative annex. Mr. Holm agreed to consider moving the black point scaling to an 
informative annex.

In response to a question from Ms. Tastl, Mr. Holm stated that because the rendering target is the sRGB 
display, the e-sRGB images needs to be encoded so that you can clip it to create sRGB image data and
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still have an acceptable image. Mr. McDowell noted that ROMM has the advantage of including an 8 bit 
per color encoding, while e-sRGB does not.

Dr. Suigura stated that some Japanese experts discussed PIMA 7667 (e -sRGB) last night, and had the 
following comments:

• e-sRGB shall be a simple extension from sRGB, so it shall adopt the same terminology, reference 
conditions, etc. as sRGB

• Simple extension means setting WDC and KDC and Extension of the bit depth
• Any other inconsistent or incompatibility shall not be allowed for color space using or including 

the term of “sRGB” as its name, to avoid user confusion.
• PIMA 7667 seems to be friendly to ICC spec., so PIMA 7667 should be discussed within ICC not 

in the international standard body.
• ICC profile format spec, is not International Standard, so description related to ICC should be 

removed or moved to informative parts.
• New international standard should be defined based upon the existing international standard.
• If PIMA 7667 will be standardized by ISO, some discussion as follows should be discussed.
• It should be necessary to make sure that there is no patent associated with this proposal (e.g. US 

5,224,178)

In response to a question from Mr. Holm, Dr. Suigara stated that this was the opinion of several Japanese 
experts, but was not the opinion of the whole Japanese national body. Mr. Holm thanked Dr. Suigura for 
his comments. He noted that his understanding is that the term “sRGB” was first used in an HP publication 
and they have never agreed to give up the rights to utilize this term. Mr. McDowell noted that there is no 
problem with normatively referencing documents that are not international standards within an ISO 
standard.

Mr. Katoh noted that color experts from 13 companies in EIAJ have been discussing e-sRGB. In their 
opinion view, only a 10-bit encoding is needed, with 1 added bit to extend the color gamut and 1 added bit 
for extra precision.

Mr. Katoh showed a matrix of with the following
• scRGB - 16 bit, scene referred, linear encoding
• e-sRGB - 10 or 12 bit, output referred 

sRGB - 8 bit, output referred

In response to a question from Mr. Katoh, Mr. Holm stated that e-sRGB was targeted for consumer 
applications, and was not only focused on ICC graphic arts applications. Mr. Suguira and Mr. Katoh stated 
that having a joint working group will be necessary to resolve differences of opinion concerning e-sRGB. 
Mr. Edwards noted that the ISO TC42 leadership is working diligently to form such a JWG with DSC 
TC100.

Mr. Edwards stated that between now and our next meeting, the ISO 22028 project team, under the 
leadership of Dr. Donovan, Dr. Hung, and Ms. Susstrunk, will be developing the framework for part 1, and 
considering color encoding requirements and profiles. Mr. Donovan asked for input from the experts 
involved with ROMM RGB and e-sRGB to help develop this framework, and to help complete the matrix 
of user applications and requirements for these particular color encodings.

ISO 14524 - OECF Mr. Holm stated that ISO 14524 has been approved as an International Standard, and 
asked if there were any comments on the published standard. Mr. Parulski noted that as proj ect leader, Mr. 
Holm should keep a list of comments to be addressed in the five-year revision, such minor changes to the 
definitions as a result of the revision of ISO 13321.

Next meeting The date and time of the next WG18 meeting was considered. Two different options were 
discussed. One is to have the meeting April 18-20,2001 in Boston, sponsored by Polaroid, as discussed at 
our last WG18 meeting. Dr. Ohno noted that the PICS conference is April 22-25 in Montreal, so this is a
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convenient date for international attendees. A second option is to have the meeting in San Diego followin g 
the TAGA and TC130 meetings. Dr. Ohno suggested that before picking one of these two dates, we wait 
until after the ISO / IEC meetings later this year. It was agreed that we would wait until later this year to 
pick the date of the next meeting.

Liaison: Mr. Edwards stated noted that as liaison to JPEG 2000, he reported on the status yesterday. He 
recommended that JEIDA take a close look at JPEG part 2 to ensure that it meets the requirements of future 
digital still cameras.

Mr. Donovan reported that as liaison to TC100/TA2, he has sent the colour definitions to Dr. Ikeda as 
recommended.

Mr. Edwards reviewed the resolutions to be offered for adoption at the TC42 plenary meeting. After 
reviewing each resolution, he asked if there were any objections. There were no objections to any of the 
resolutions.

Other topics: Mr. Ohkawa briefly described new compression technology called “Vector compression for 
zooming” (VFW). It is a lossless image format developed for Internet applications. Details are provided at 
www.vfeoom.com

Mr. Edwards again thanked the Japanese Industrial Standards Committee (JISC) and the Japan National 
Committee on ISO/TC42 for arranging and sponsoring this plenary meeting. The meeting was adjourned at 
5:10 p.m.

WG18 resolutions

Resolution 00-01 That TC42 has a material interest in the IEC 61966 series of standards on colour 
management and measurement, and requests that all of these standards be included in the JWG on Colour 
Management and Measurement to be formed in accordance with JTAB decision 3/2000 and be elevated to 
the 80000 series of standards.

Resolution 00-02 That TC42 urges that the new IEC/TC100 and ISO/TC42 JWG on Colour Measurement 
and Management be formed immediately so that colour-related standards on image technology representing 
the consensus of ISO and IEC can be developed.

Resolution 00-03 That TC42 urges that, in keeping with JTAB decision 3/2000, all international standards 
work related to colour management and measurement for photography or multimedia applications, 
including colour characterization of input and output devices and colour data encoding, should be included 
in the work of the JWG on Colour Management and Measurement.

Resolution 00-04 That TC42 instructs WG18 and WG20 to continue work on developing ISO 22028 
Extended colour encodings for digital still image storage, manipulation, and interchange and ISO 17321 
Graphic Technology and Photography - Colour characterisation of digital still cameras using colour targets 
and spectral illumination until the new IEC/TC100 andISO/TC42 JWG on color measurement and 
management begins meeting, and instructs WG18 and WG20 to solicit input from all interested standards 
development groups in developing ISO 22028 and ISO 17321.

Resolution 00-05 That TC42 urges that the new IEC/TC100 and ISO/TC42 JWG on Digital Cameras be 
formed immediately so that standards representing the consensus of ISO and IEC can be developed. 
Recognizing that IEC/TC100 has been appointed secretariat for the JWG on Color Measurement and 
Management, TC42 suggests that ISO/TC42 serve as secretariat of this JWG on Digital Cameras as a result 
of our long history of developing standards in this area.

Resolution 00-06 That TC42 urges that, in keeping with JTAB decision 2/2000, all work related to digital 
camera standards for photography or multimedia applications should be included in the work of the JWG 
on Digital Cameras.
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Resolution 00-07 That TC42 instructs WG18 to continue its current work developing digital camera 
standards until the new IEC/TC100 and ISO/TC42 JWG on Digital Cameras begins meeting, and instructs 
WG18 to solicit input from all interested standards development groups in developing these digital camera 
standards.

Resolution 00-08 That TC42 notes that, since the standards developed by the JWG on Colour Management 
and Measurement and the JWG on Digital Cameras will be published under the auspices of both the IEC 
and ISO, voting will be carried out in parallel in both the ISO and IEC under the auspices of the respective 
parent committees. Because detailed procedures do not currently exist, the chair and secretariat of TC42 
and TCI 00 are requested to work with their counterparts to develop such procedures. If necessary, two 
memorandums of understanding (MOUs) between IEC/TC100 and ISO/TC42 should be written to 
formalize the process by which the two JWGs will operate and approve standards, including the process by 
which comments and negative ballots are resolved, and the process by which conveners are selected. These 
MOUs should confirm that the JWGs will operate under the principle of equality of participation between 
the representatives of IEC/TC100 and ISO/TC42, in accordance with section B.4.2.2 of the ISO/IEC 
directives.

Resolution 00-09 That TC42 suggests that each JWG have two co-conveners (one chosen by each parent 
committee) or alternately that the convener and the secretariat be from the two different groups, to help 
ensure equality of participation. Further, TC 42 urges that alternate meetings of the JWGs be arranged by 
the IEC and the ISO parent committees, and that JWG meetings be at least 2 days in length, to provide 
suitable time for technical discussions.

Resolution 00-10 That TC42 urges that joint ISO / IEC standards on colour management and 
measurement, and on digital cameras, be developed as depicted in the attached figure:

[Insert preferred figure 1]

Resolution 00-11 That TC42 recommends approval of an NP for ISO 16067-2 defining spatial resolution 
measurements for film scanners.

Resolution 00-12 That TC42 encourages the Japanese national body to submit a new work item proposal 
before the end of2000, in order to initiate development of an ISO standard specifying “Psychophysical 
(subjective) experimental methods to estimate image quality”.

Resolution 00-13 That TC42 thanks the Japanese Industrial Standards Committee (JISC) and the Japan 
National Committee on ISO/TC42 for arranging and sponsoring this plenary meeting.

Resolution 00-14 That TC42 thanks Mr. Edwards for his excellent job as convener of our WG18 meetings.

Resolution 00-15 That TC42/WG18 thanks Mr. Parulski for serving as secretary.

Resolution 00-16 That TC42 defines photography as follows: Photography -acquisition, processing, or 
reproduction of optically-formed images using chemical or electronic technologies.
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Action items

General
Arrange Spring 2001 meeting of WG18 

ISO 12231:
Submit final DCF terms 
Submit color terms
Finalize incremental gain function definition 
Provide comments on current working draft by Oct 31 
Determine ISO definition requirements
Create final WD and distribute for ballot for advancement to CD 
Submit definition of DSC to World Trade Organization

ISO 12232
Develop proposal for improved ISO speed measurement techniques 
Assemble list of possible changes for revising ISO 12232

ISO 12233
Provide Esser resolution test chart contact info on PIMA website 
Assemble list of possible changes for revising ISO 12233

ISO 16067:
Resolve wording of test chart edge frequency content 
Submit CD of ISO 16067-1 for ballot for advancement to DIS 
Submit NP of ISO 16067-2 
Submit comments on WD #1 of ISO 16067-2

ISO 12234:
Respond to FDIS ballots on ISO 12234 parts 1 and 2 
Prepare DIS text of ISO 12234-3
Determine if SISRIF standard is still available from JEIDA 
Revise TIFF/EP to indicate common Exif tags
Provide informative footnote concerning exposure index and ISO speed 

ISO 15739:
Respond to DIS ballot (including comments along with suggested change) 
Prepare FDIS text

ISO 15740:
Provide comments on WD #10
Develop additional transport implementations

ISO 22028
Create requirements and profiles document
Submit NP on Psychophysical (subjective) experimental methods Urabe 

ISO 14524 (OECF)
Assemble list of possible changes for revising ISO 14524

Edwards

Ohkawa, Parulski 
Holm 
Sharman 
All experts
McDowell, Donovan 
Donovan, Peyton 
Ohkawa, Peyton

Aizawa
Parulski

Buhr, Parulski, Peyton 
Parulski

Buhr, Williams
Peyton, Williams, Wueller
Peyton
all

All
Ohkawa, Parulski 
Ohkawa 
Parulski 
Holm

All
Sharman

All
PTP project team

Project team

Holm
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Attendance
Name
Mr. Iwao Aizawa Japan

Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan

Country

Dr. Po-Chieh Hung 
Mr. Naoya Katoh 
Mr. Katsuhiro Kanamori 
Mr. Motokazu Ohkawa 
Dr. Shin Ohno 
Mr. Yukio Okano 
Mr. Masahzko Ozawa 
Dr. Hiroaki Sugiura 
Mr. Shinichiro Tominaga 
Mr. Hitoshi Urabe 
Mr. Hans Lindahl 
Mr. Tony Johnson 
Mr. Richard Sharman 
Dr. Bill Donovan 
Mr. Eric Edwards 
Mr. Jack Holm (Convener) 
Mr. David McDowell 
Mr. Ken Parulski 
Dr. Ingeborg Tastl

USA (TC130)

Sweden 
UK (TC130)
UK
USA
USA
USA

Japan (TCI30)

USA
USA

Mr. Holm called the meeting to order at 9:10 am on Thursday, Oct. 5,2000. He welcomed all of the experts and 
thanked them for attending. Mr. Holm distributed a revised agenda for the meeting, and noted that a presentation 
from Dr. Hung had been added to the original agenda sent out as ISO/TC42 N4616. Mr. Holm offered to 
demonstrate images in sRGB, e-sRGB, and ROMM as part of this meeting. At the suggestion of Mr. Johnson, it 
was agreed that these would be shown after the meeting had formally ended, and would not be added to the agenda. 
The revised agenda was adopted without objection. Mr. Parulski agreed to serve as secretary. The minutes of the 
May 17,2000 TC42/WG20 meeting in Lausanne, Switzerland (WG20/00-11) were approved without changes.

Mr. Holm asked Dr. Donovan to review the status of part 1 of ISO 17321. Dr. Donovan stated that our May WG20 
meeting, it was agreed that ISO 17321 would be split into two parts. Dr. Donovan noted that he had agreed to be 
project leader for part 1. He distributed copies of ISO 17321-1 WD 1 (WG20/00-12). He stated that the purpose of 
part 1 is to define procedures for acquiring DSC characterization data. He reviewed the status of ISO 17321-1. Mr. 
Holm suggested that in the introduction, the term “performance” be replaced by “spectral response” for method A, 
and by “colour analysis behavior” for method B. Mr. McDowell suggested adding a note in the introduction 
concerning the need for the camera to provide unrendered image data.

Dr. Donovan stated that WD1 of ISO 17321 -1 includes several annexes, including an annex that defines a colour test 
target used for method B. This test chart can be used both by manufacturers and professional photographers. Mr. 
McDowell stated that there is significant interest in the industry in having such a target. However, we need to keep 
in mind the capabilities of colour test chart manufacturers, so that they can produce the chart to be specified in ISO 
17321-1. Mr. McDowell agreed to provide contact information for potential colour test chart manufacturers in the 
USA. Dr. Hung agreed to provide contact information for potential colour test chart manufacturers in Japan.

Dr. Donovan reviewed the scope of ISO 17321-1. Mr. Holm suggested that the phrase “and have not yet been 
processed to estimate scene colorimetry” be removed from the second sentence of the scope. At the suggestion of 
Mr. McDowell, it was agreed to replace this with “only fixed (non-scene dependent) transforms may have been 
applied to the data”. At the suggestion of Mr. McDowell, it was agreed that the last paragraph of the scope 
(describing the purposes of part 2 of the standard) will be moved to the introduction.

Dr. Donovan briefly reviewed the definitions. Mr. McDowell stated that the current format for the definitions does 
not conform to the ISO directives, and he offered to help put the definitions in the proper format. At the suggestion
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of Dr. Tastl, it was agreed that “colour pixel reconstruction” should include a statement that this is sometimes 
referred to as demosaicing or colour pixel interpolation.

Mr. Katoh noted that “scene-referred colorimetry” needs to be specified as relative colorimetry, and the term "scene 
colorimetry", which implies absolute colorimetry, be used only where appropriate. Mr. Johnson suggested an 
informative note in the definitions indicating that scene-referred image data is relative colorimetry. It was agreed 
that we should use the term “scene-referred colorimetry” rather than “scene colorimetry” throughout the document.

Dr. Donovan then reviewed the status of the current description on method A. Placeholders have been added so that 
the equipment needed for method A, such as a monochrometer, can be specified. Mr. Holm suggested a note in the 
first paragraph of clause 5 - Introduction, to the effect that “method A requires sophisticated equipment and more 
expert knowledge for implementation than method B”. It was agreed that there should be more explanation of the 
requirements for implementing each method.

Dr. Donovan stated that Method A reports the spectral sensitivity data, and possibly the OECF data. The current 
draft reports the geometric mean of the image data, based on earlier discussions of this issue where this was agreed. 
Dr. Hung suggested that the data be averaged in linear space, not in log space. Dr. Suigara noted that he has many 
times measured the spectral response of cameras, and agrees that linear averaging should be used. Mr. Holm and 
Mr. Johnson stated that in their experience, log averaging gives more useful results. Mr. McDowell noted that if the 
difference between the arithmetic and geometric means is large, there may be more to worry about than which 
method was used. At the suggestion of Mr. Parulski, it was agreed that the current working draft should allow both, 
but that experts should be encouraged to bring data supporting why linear or log averaging should be used, so that a 
single averaging method (linear or log) can be agreed in the future.

Dr. Donovan described the test chart. At the suggestion of Mr. McDowell, Mr. Holm, and Mr. Parulski, it was 
agreed that a recommended range of test chart sizes should be included in the standard, similar to the language in 
ISO 12233. Mr. Lindahl noted that providing a small version of a target is useful for copystand type cameras. Mr. 
Sharman suggested that the target size be specified in terms of having a certain number of pixels (e.g. 64 x 64) 
sampling each colour patch, similar to the OECF standard. Dr. Donovan agreed that this is a good approach, though 
the number of pixels could be less than 64 x 64.

Concerning the colours of the test patches, Dr. Donovan suggested that the SOCS database be used to help identify 
the set of 32 memory colour spectra, including various flesh tone colours. Mr. Holm suggested that the glossy 
patches be located off-center, to make it easier to eliminate reflections. Dr. Donovan noted that the colour patches 
in CIE 13.3 have been included, in keeping with the suggestion of Dr. Hung at our last meeting.

Mr. McDowell suggested the method for providing spectral test chart data be standardized, and that tolerances need 
to be provided. He suggested that specification of the aim data be loose, but that there be a requirement for 
reporting measured data by the chart manufacturer. The data can either be for the particular chart or for a batch of 
charts, along with the standard uncertainty.

At the suggestion of Mr. McDowell, it was agreed that ISO 17321-1 should include a normative requirement for IR 
and UV rejection, and a test for measuring this rejection in an informative annex. Dr. Donovan noted that the 
recommended illuminant for method B is photographic daylight, which is D55. Mr. Holm noted that this is defined 
in ISO 7589, which is in the process of being revised. Mr. Holm distributed copies of ISO/DIS 7589 and asked 
experts to provide him with any comments.

Dr. Donovan described the following list of tasks that must be completed to finalize ISO 17321-1:
1. Finalize geometry and dimensions of the target layout
2. Choose L* values for the neutral patch series
3. Decide on method of averaging digital code values
4. Identify memory colours and specify reflectance spectra
5. Specify L*c*h combinations
6. Provide reference for gloss
7. Provide reference for lightfastness (ASTM ?)
8. Provide reference for fluorescence
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9. Finish specifying Method A characterization procedure
10. Specify data to be reported for Method A
11. Specify data to be reported for Method B
12. Incorporate informative annexes
13. Eliminate terms and definitions not used normatively
14. Provide reference for D55, “photographic daylight”
15. Edit Figure 1 to resolve comments submitted by IT10
16. Clarify statement in Introduction as to how subsequent parts of ISO 17321 

will specify transforms to scene colorimetry, but in Part 1 there may be 
informative annexes to illustrate how the characterization data can be used

17. specify an ISO format for reporting characterization data
18. set tolerances for batches of targets; how manufacturer reports
19. loose tolerances for specifying aim reflectance spectra, but reporting requirements stay stringent
20. “calibrated” vs “uncalibrated” targets

Mr. Holm asked whether we should review the terms and definitions for ISO 17321 distributed Tuesday during the 
WG18 meeting. At the suggestion of Mr. Johnson, it was agreed that this would be done via e-mail.

Dr. Hung presented a proposal for annex C, “An example of colour matrix calculation” and annex D “Calculation of 
Camera Sensitivity Metamerism Index” (WG20/00-13). This calculation is based on method B and uses the 
Estevez-Hunt -Pointer primary CAT to convert from D55 to D65. In the Japanese National Body (JNB) there was 
discussion of whether to use the Bradford primaries instead of the E-H-P primaries. Mr. Holm stated that it was not 
necessary to do a white point transformation at all, that the colour matrix and camera metamerism index can be 
calculated for the scene illuminant, like D55. Dr. Hung agreed that this may be acceptable.

In annex D, Dr. Hung proposed the “Camera Sensitivity Metamerism Index” (CSMI). If the camera deviates from 
the Luther condition, there is a potential error. This annex defines a method for calculating this error based on a 
specified set of colour patches. The performance has been tested by simulation, as reported at our Lausanne 
meeting. The method has a high correlation (0.96) with deltaEab error of the SOCS database. Average CSMI is 
mandatory, and is based on 8 colour patches. This measure is good for less saturated scenes. SCSMI is optional, 
and includes additional saturated colours, emitted light, etc.

Dr. Hung proposed that the information in this document (WG20/00-13) be included as informative annexes in the 
next working draft of ISO 17321-1, and that WG20 experts comment on this material as they review this working 
draft. He stated a goal of including this material in ISO 17321-1, which he hoped will be published in 2001. An 
additional goal is that normative methods be agreed upon at the next revision cycle in 2006.

Dr. Hung reported that HVC plans to make a colour chart for preliminary evaluation of this colour camera 
characterization method. It uses all of the colours in CIE 13.3, plus skin patches. Mr. Johnson suggested that a 
minimum colour rendering index for an acceptable camera be considered. Mr. Katoh noted that although CIE 13.3 
was not revised, a report on an earlier attempt at revision is available from the CIE.

After a lunch break, Dr. Tastl and Mr. Holm presented results from experiments related to ISO 17321-2. Mr. Holm 
distributed a copies of a paper (provided earlier by e-mail) entitled “Evaluation of DSC scene analysis error metrics 
- part 1” (WG20/00-14). The goal of the research presented is to evaluate various error criteria for DSC scene 
analysis. He noted that a paried comparison technique was used to perform subjective tests.

He stated that there are three types of analysis:
A: Known and fixed colorant behavior (film or print scanning)
B: Statistically expected colorant behavior 
C: No assumptions about colorant behavior

Case A is well known. Test charts defined in ISO 12641 are typically used. Class B is supported using a target that 
is assumed to be representative of the scene, such as a colour checker. This method is often used to produce ICC 
profiles for DSCs. Mr. Holm noted that with the current ICC specification, the ICC profile should not produce 
scene-referred colorimetry in the PCS, but some profiles do anyway. He expressed hope that if the new ICC
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proposals pass, this situation will be clarified because the perceptual intent profiles will be standard output-referred. 
He also stated that constructing ICC profiles from a target, even the proposed new perceptual intent ones, would be 
optimal only in situations where the scene dynamic range is controlled, such as with current film-based studio 
photography.

Mr. Holm distributed pictures taken from two different cameras, one with broad sensitivities and one with narrow 
sensitivities. The cameras were very well characterized. Many different types of error minimization were 
compared. The subjects compared images on a well-calibrated monitor. Five patch based error minimization 
criteria and sixteen spectral colour based criteria were evaluated. He noted that none of the currently available CIE 
error criteria produce reasonable results when spectral colours are used; so ten error minimization criteria were 
eliminated from the subjective experiments. He passed aroundprints of images obtained using the eliminated 
criteria to verify that this elimination was agreeable. The remaining spectral based error minimization criteria used 
different primaries (ITU 709 based, PC based [monochromatic 450, 540,620 nm], and RIMM based) and different 
tone scales (linear and “double gamma”).

Dr. Tastl described the results of the subjective experiments. Nine different observers performed paired comparison 
tests on images of nine different scenes. Each pair was repeated twice for each observer. She noted that it was not 
practical to compare the results of all possible combinations, so the methods used to determine the transforms were 
divided into three groups:

Group 1 - spectral based error minimization using six error minimization criteria (the three primary sets and linear 
and double gamma)
Group 2 - patch based error minimization using XYZ (or whatever) linear, ITU double gamma, CIE L*a*b* deltaE,
CIE L*u*v* deltaE, and CIE deltaE'94
Group 3 - comparison of spectral based and patch based ITU linear and double gamma error minimization

The “best” method was scene dependent. In response to a question from Dr. Hung, Dr. Tastl reported that the user 
was asked to select the image that they felt would most closely match the original scene. The scenes included many 
memory colours. Dr. Hung suggested that a large number of scenes would be needed to confirm the results. In 
response to a question from Mr. McDowell, Mr. Holm stated that there was no chroma boost applied. The 
differences in primaries tended to influence the saturation of different colours, so the amount of chroma depends on 
the subject (e.g. strawberries) of the scene.

In response to a question from Mr. Katoh, Mr. Holm noted that a future task is to capture controlled scenes such that 
the colorimetry of the scene and captured image data can be compared, to eliminate any potential issues related to 
memory colours. In comparing various Class B methods using a Macbeth test chart, linear minimization was 
poorest, and L*a*b* d eltaE minimization was best. Mr. Holm also noted that no difference was found between 
patch based and spectral based minimization using ITU linear and ITU double gamma criteria, but that none of these 
criteria were found to be optimal. A better comparison would be patch based L*a*b* deltaE vs. spectral based PC 
double gamma.

In response to a question from Mr. Johnson, Mr. Holm and Dr. Tastl stated that the overall conclusions were that the 
equi-energy modified ITU primaries (WD4 ISO RGB) are not the bestfor error minimization. The PC and equi- 
energy modified RIMM primaries were better. Therefore, in the next working draft of ISO 17321-2 the ISO RGB 
primaries will be changed to the PC primaries, assuming the continued experiments still support the PC primaries as 
best. Another conclusion is that none of the existing CIE error metrics is acceptable for the spectral method, so a 
new method needs to be developed.

In response to a question from Dr. Hung, Mr. Holm stated that the plan for additional work is:
• Do a comparison where the observer can see the actual scene (e.g. Macbeth chart)
• Redo comparing the best chart method versus the best spectral method
• Redo all of the experiments using calibrated prints

Dr. Donovan asked whether Mr. Holm had considered the method proposed by Mr. Lyon. The method is to use a 
linear transform, but to weight the darker patches more heavily. Dr. Hung stated that he has experience using a 
similar approach. Several experts commented that patch weighting is commonly used, and that important colours
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(e.g. flesh) are weighted more heavily than others. Mr. Holm stated that he had investigated a previous proposal 
from Mr. Lyon,but was not sure if the current proposal was the same. He said that the previous proposal did not 
work too well for spectral colours, and agreed to look at the latest proposal with respect to spectral colours. He 
noted, however, that if a particular errorminimization criterion is used to evaluate the performance of another 
criterion, that the best mathematical results will always be obtained if the evaluation criterion is used as the 
minimization criterion. Dr. Hung noted that nonlinear criteria are more accurate perceptually, so it is best to use 
them for evaluation, but it is difficult to use nonlinear criteria for minimization because the minimization must be 
done iteratively. Mr. Holm noted that it is necessary to write a program, or use a mathematical software package to 
perform nonlinear minimizations.

There was considerable discussion about the focus of future subjective experiments. Mr. Urabe recommended that 
the highest priority is comparing the DSC and human eye sensitivities, and not including DSC processing (colour 
rendering). There was general agreement on this. Dr. Hung noted that if the camera differs from the Luther 
condition there is no unique solution to determine the best colour reproduction. He expressed concern with the use 
of subjective experiments, because of the possibility of preference and memory colours affecting the results. Mr. 
Holm noted that future plans include a colour matching type subjective experiment, but if no preference adjustments 
are included in the processing, that the only effect of preference should be the scene dependency that was observed. 
He hoped if a sufficient number of scenes are used for the subjective experiments, that any preference effects would 
average out. He also noted that, since we do not have a currently accepted method for spectral colour error 
minimization, one will need to be developed, and that traditionally colour error criteria are developed through 
subjective experiments. Mr. Katoh suggested that selecting the spectral distributions of real scenes may be the 
ultimate goal, but this should be done second, for verification of the mathematical approaches developed using test 
colour charts. Dr. Ohno stated that the results of scientific investigations should be presented at conferences and in 
journals, and then evaluated for use in standards. He noted that there is a need for rapid development of standards.

Mr. Holm noted that it was almost 2 pm, and that the Japanese hosts of the plenary had requested a hard stop for all 
meetings at 2 pm He suggested that if we want to discuss the date and location of the next meeting, that we should 
do so immediately.

Next meeting: It was agreed that the next meeting will be scheduled along with the WG18 meeting, as discussed 
yesterday.

The meeting was adjourned at 2:00 p.m.
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Arrange next WG20 meeting Holm
Provide contact information for U SA target manufacturers McDowell
Provide contact information for Japanese target manufacturers Hung 
Put definitions in proper ISO format McDowell
Provide data on log or linear averaging for method A Suguira, Holm
Provide working draft 3 of ISO 17321-1 adding annex C&D Donovan
Provide working draft 5 of ISO 17321-2 Holm
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The proposal(to be completed by the proposer)
#$&(D#^@(Subject)
under consideration

m%(Dmm#@(Scope)
1. Extended layer structure for ICC profile system
2. Extension of color reproduction by Multi band input/output

B (Purpose & Justification)
1. Present ICC profile system is designed for the fixed condition and is not suitable for 

variable condition such as the change with time or individual variation. So it’s need to 
add the facility with the extension of ICC profile system.

2. Present Input and Output apparatuses are based on the triple primary color such as 
RGB or CMYK color management system. So color reproduction area is limited in this 
color space. We need to extend this reproduction area by the multi band input/output 
system with multi primary color.

(Normative Reference)
1. ICC color profile format
2. ICC/TC100/PT61966
3. Extended Profile Structure with Feedback Signal based on ICC Profile, Proc.EI2001

ffTC/SC 
under consideration

under consideration
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iSO/lECteiSo^tt 
It’s need to cooperate the organization.

1. Methodology for the compensation of color reproduction change on the Input and 
Output apparatuses by extended ICC profile.

2. Methodology for the extension of color reproduction space with the multi spectrum 
color system.
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The proposal (to be completed by the proposer)
<£> ^ll(Subject)

Color chart for the estimation of spectral reflectance change on the process ink by the 
luminescence of the fluorescent-whitening agent.

m%^mmmia(Scope)
Standardization of methodology of estimation of the spectral reflectance change on the
process ink by the luminescence of the fluorescent whitening agent.

1. Mono color step chart with the process ink has printed on two kinds of paper that has 
the different luminance strength of the fluorescent whitening agent.

2. Methodology of the estimation of spectral reflectance change on the process ink by the 
lighting source variation.

3. Methodology of the estimation of spectral reflectance change on the process ink by the 
paper variation.

B #1 3 (Purpose & Justification)
The spectral reflectance of the process ink is influenced to the luminance strength of the 
fluorescent-whitening agent. Color management is not considering the luminescence of 
the fluorescent whitening agent that is included to paper. Now we have various kind 
of hard copy apparatus and we are forced to use the high emission fluorescent reinforced 
paper. It's a problem to appear the difference between the result of the measurement by 
the colorimeter and direct view appearance under the observational light. So it’s 
important to estimate the correlation between the appearance under observational light 
and the colorimetric result.

51 (Normative Reference)
4. JIS Z 8717-1989 (Methods of measurement for color of fluorescent objects)
5. RESERCHES of THE ELECTROTECHICAL LABORATORY,No.829 October, 1982 

( Colorimetry for fluorescent materials)
6. ISO 12647-2:1996

ffTC/SC 
ISO/TC130 WG2 or WG3
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JAPAN PRINTING MACHINERY MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

mmmi. iso/iec^hi©^
Watching the amendment process of the viewing condition standard by the collaboration 
of ISO/TC130 and TC42 member.

########
Estimation regarding the change that the luminance strength of fluorescent-whitening 
agent gives to the spectral reflectance of the process ink .
Presentation with gradation by the fluorescent ink.
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io. 4.3

NEW WORK ITEM PROPOSAL
Developing a new psychophysical experimental method to estimate image quality

1) Background
With the advance of computer technology, opportunities to observe images in 
various forms such as hardcopies and softcopies have been increased. 
Eventually, requirements to obtain color-appearance match between images 
displayed by various media under a variety of viewing conditions have become 
one of the important issues. To fulfill such requirements, CIE, ICC and other 
organizations are developing methods to compensate the effect of different 
viewing conditions or to map colors optimally across disparate media having 
different color gamut.

Such technical activities often encounter the need of evaluating proposed methods 
or algorithms by visual assessment based on psychophysical experiments. K.M.Braun 
et al., examined five viewing techniques for cross-media image comparisons in terms of 
sensitivity of scaling and mentally and physically stress for observers1. CIE TC1-27 
“Specification of Colour Appearance for Reflective Media and Self-Luminous Display 
Comparisons” has proposed the guidelines to conduct psychophysical experiments for 
the evaluation of colorimetric and colour-appearance models1. Accordingly, for the 

design and evaluation of digital imaging systems, it is of great importance to explore 
methodology for visual assessment so that reliable and stable results can be derived 
with minimum stress upon observers.

2) Conventional viewing techniques for image quality assessment

For any psychophysical experiment, it is essentially desirable to obtain high 
precision as well as the repeatability of the results. In order to derive statistically 
reliable results, a large number of observers will be required in addition to a scrupulous 

experimental setup. Multiple assessments are also useful from this point of view. It 
should be noticed that stress upon observers during visual assessment might affect the 

results. It is also known that the order of images to be presented or questionnaires to be 
asked for observers will affect the results.
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Table 1 compares typical visual assessment techniques now extensively used for 
image quality evaluation. Categorical method could be superior as for stress and 
stability, since the observer’s task is to rank each of images from the five or seven 
categories typically. However, its scalability within a category might be less precise. On 

the other hand, paired comparison, which is one of the most typical techniques, is 
particularly suited and used for image quality assessment where a precise scalability is 
required. One of the serious problem associated with the paired comparison is the 
number of samples to be examined is relatively limited. As the number of the samples 
increases, the number of combinations becomes extensively. However, this causes an 
excessive stress upon observers and affects the accuracy and repeatability of the results. 
Magnitude scaling is another choice, however, it is extremely difficult when the 
psychophysical experiments are conducted for the ordinary people or non-experts for image 
quality assessment.

G.Johnson et al., has proposed “A sharpness rule”, where the magnitude of 
sharpness was analyzed in terms of resolution, contrast, noise and the degree of 
sharpness-enhancement . Likewise preferred skin colors might be considered not only 
from the view point of chromaticities but also from the lightness, background and white 
point of displaying media, etc. °. These examples show that image quality is not 
always evaluated by a single attribute but by the combination of some attributes. 
Particularly, when a psychophysical experiment is designed for a new application, experimenter may 

meet with the situation where he or she requires many attributes to be involved at the same time in 
the psychophysical experiment. In such case, the number of the samples to be examined becomes 
large, resulting that it is difficult to employ the paired comparison technique for visual assessment.

Table 1 Comparison of typical psychophysical experimental methods

Mwtip r*f mpthnrl StatahilrK/ Stability Stnpoc
Category LowA Hph Small

Rank Oder ♦ Low 0
Fhiiedcorrparison High Large
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3) Proposal of two-step psychophysical experimental procedure
We propose a new psychophysical experimental method, which satisfy the 

following requirements.

S Applicable for the large number of samples to be examined 

S Capable of a precise scalability 

S Less stress upon observers

S Applicable for non-expert-observers for image quality assessment 

S Repeatability of the results

The proposed method comprises the two steps; the first step is a “categorical 
session” and the second step is a “triplet comparison session” developed newly for this 
purpose. The purpose of the first session is to reduce the number of the samples to the 
appropriate number determined by the purpose of each experiment (typically less than 
25). Categorical scaling involved three categories such as “favorable”, “acceptable” and 

“unacceptable” ( or “acceptable”, “just acceptable”, “unacceptable” ) is employed for the 
first step and samples are selected according to the number of samples to be required in 
the following step. If the number of test samples to be examined is relatively small, then 
this particular first step could be omitted and the psychophysical experiment should be 
started directly from the second step.

The second step is conducted to derive a precise scaling based on an interval scale. 
To fulfill such purpose, the paired comparison is typically the case, however, suppose 
that samples is 21, then the number of the combination to examine increases up to 210, 
which imposes a large stress upon observers. Moreover, to derive the precise scaling, 

psychophysical experiments require the adequate number of the observers and this 
causes the experiment huge and unrealistic. The present proposal is to solve such 

problem by introducing a newly developed triplet comparison, where three samples are 
compared at a time, achieving the accuracy of assessment as well as keeping the 
experimental scale realistic.

4) Project Proposal

A possible project proposal is as follows.
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Phase 1: Proposal of standard portrait images

To examine visual technique employed for psychophysical experiments, a project 
to derive preferred skin colors reproduced on photography was conducted as a case 
study. To achieve this purpose, a standard portrait image was preliminary designed. 
Image file encoded by sRGB was also created from the standard image for the future 
experiments by using soft copies such as CRT or LCD. The detail of the preparation 
procedure to derive the standard image was described in Ref. 3

Phase 2: Proposal of a triplet comparison method

A triplet comparison method is proposed to improve assessment accuracy and 
repeatability without imposing excess stress upon observers during visual assessment. 
Moreover, since the triplet comparison inevitably reduces the number of comparisons, 
experimenters can design psychophysical experiments with the desirable number of 
samples compared to the paired comparison.

A series of psychophysical experiments were carried out to examine reliability and 
usefulness of the proposed triplet comparison technique and the results were compared 
to other typical viewing techniques including the paired comparison technique. The 
comparison was made particularly from the following points.

v" Repeatability of the psychophysical scale

v" Precision of the scale (Similarity of the results between the methods)

■S Degree of difficulty for judgments (Evaluated in terms of the validity of the
rank for each of samples and assessment time required).

S Stress on observers.

The experimental results so far examined indicate are;

• The scale values obtained by the triplet comparison correlate highly with 
those obtained by the pair comparison, suggesting a sufficiently high 
reliability of the triplet comparison method.

• The repeatability of the results derived by the triplet comparison is same 
as those derived by the paired comparison.

• The triplet comparison reduced the assessment time by 50% compared to 
the pair comparison.
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The details of these results are in the Ref. 7 Also, at AIC’01 Conference held in 
June, the detailed consideration will be reported as regard to the triplet comparison.

Phase 3: Examine reliability of two-step process

The third phase of this project is to examine the reliability of the proposed two- 
step process by performing rigorous psychophysical testing including softcopies and 
hardcopies. Then, finally it should be required to make the proposed method capable 
of practical application along with guidelines for its use. It should be addressed that the 
international cooperation would be strongly required to achieve this purpose.
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